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PREFACE

The Joint University Program (JUP) for Air Transportation Research

is a coordinated set of three grants sponsored by NASA Langley Research

Center and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), one each with the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (NGL-22-009-640), Ohio University
(NGR-36-009-017), and Princeton University (NGL-31-O01-252). These

research grants, which were instituted in 1971, build on the strengths

of each institution. The goals of this program are consistent with the

aeronautical interests of both NASA and the FAA in furthering the safety

and efficiency of the National Airspace System. The continued develop-

ment of the National Airspace System, however, requires advanced tech-

nology from a variety of disciplines, especially in the areas of

computer science, guidance and control theory and practice, aircraft

performance, flight dynamics, and applied experimental psychology. The

Joint University Program was created to provide new methods for inter-

disciplinary education to develop research workers to solve these large-

scale problems. Each university, which submits a separate proposal

yearly, is dealt with individually by NASA and the FAA. At the completion

of each research task, a comprehensive and detailed report is issued for

distribution to the program participants. Typically, this is a thesis

that fulfills the requirements for an advanced degree or a report

describing an undergraduate research project. Also, papers are sub-

mitted to technical conferences and archival journals. These papers

serve the JUP as visibility to national and international audiences.

The periodic reviews held at the schools and at a NASA or FAA

facility are an important feature of the program. At these reviews,

the program participants, both graduate and undergraduate, have an

opportunity to present their research activities to their peers, to

professors, and to invited guests from government and industry.

This publication represents the ninth in the series of yearly sum-

maries of the program. (The 1987 summary appears in NASA CP-3028.)

Most of the material is the effort of students supported by the research

grants.

Four types of contributions are included in this publication: a

summary of ongoing research relevant to the Joint University Program is

presented by each principal investigator, completed works are repre-

sented by full technical papers, research previously in the open literature

(e.g., theses or journal articles) is presented in an annotated

bibliography, and status reports of ongoing research are represented by

copies of presentations with accompanying text.

The use of trade names or manufacturers in this report does not

constitute an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers,

either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration or the Federal Aviation Administration.

Frederick R. Morrell

NASA Langley Research Center
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N90- 20922

INVESTIGATION OF AIR TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY

AT THE

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

1988- 1989

Robert W. Simpson

Flight Transportation Laboratory (FTL)

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA

1. INTRODUCTION

There are four areas of research being pursued in 1988 under

sponsorship of the FAA/NASA Joint University Research Program, and

one area which has been completed. The four active areas were:

Automatic Speech Recognition in Air Traffic Control

A R_ale-Based Planning and Scheduling System

Modeling of Ice Accretion on Aircraft in Glaze Icing Conditions

Cockpit Display of Hazardous Weather Information

The completed project was:

Terminal Area Flight Generation Using Parallel Constraint

Propagation .(Sadoune, FTL Report R89-1)

• AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION (ASR) IN AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL

Today, the Air Traffic Control system relies on verbal

communication between the air traffic controllers and the pilots of the

aircraft in the controlled airspace. Although a computer system exists

that processes radar and other information regarding the aircraft, the

information contained within the verbal communications is not retained.

The introduction of ASR technology would allow this information to be

captured. The purpose of this research effort is to demonstrate the

feasibility of using ASR technology within the ATC environment and to

address the problems involved, especially the relevant human factors

issues. Off-the-shelf ASR technology will be used in conjunction with

FTL's real-time ATC simulator running on the laboratory's TI-Explorer
Lisp machines.



At present, new hardware is being acquired. A paper presented
by Joakim Karlsson on this topic at the Ohio University Research
Progress Review Meeting in June 1989 is included in this report.

3. A RULE-BASED PLANNING AND SCHEDULING SYSTEM

Planning denotes the formulation of a detailed scheme, program,

or method worked out beforehand for the accomplishment of a goal. It

involves the analysis of the desired goal and its division into sub-goals

which are subsequently treated in the same way until a set of primitive

objectives is obtained. A rational plan is prepared by a reasoner for

execution by one or more actors or agents who perform actions to

achieve the objectives. A reasoner is a cognitive system (human or

machine) capable of some level of logical deliberation.

Computers have been employed to assist in the creation of plans

almost from their inception. One of the first uses of computers, shortly

after World War II, was to solve large linear optimization problems for

military planners. However, the actual creation of a plan by a computer

did not occur for another thirty years. The reason for this delay is that

planning is a cognitive process requiring symbol manipulation, rather

than strictly computation. The creation of plans by a computer had to

await the development of a mature symbol manipulation language, such

as Lisp.

A paper presented by Lyman Hazelton Jr. discussing the logical

components of a rule-based planning and scheduling system presented

at the MIT Research Progress Review Meeting in October 1989 is

included in this report.

• MODELING OF ICE ACCRETION ON AIRCRAFT IN GLAZE

ICING CONDITIONS

The work in aircraft icing over the past year has focused on the

fundamental aspects of glaze ice accretion, with the goal of improving

analytical ice accretion models. Current ice accretion models do not

perform well within the glaze ice regime. Glaze icing is characterized by

rough and irregular ice accretions and occurs at relatively warm

temperatures, i.e., a few degrees below freezing. In this regime the ice

accretion is controlled by the removal of latent heat by convective heat

transfer. This heat transfer is strongly dependent on the roughness of



the ice surface. Current ice accretion models assume a uniform ice
surface roughness that is an input parameter in the models. Over the
past year, studies have been conducted on the generation of surface
roughness on accreting ice surfaces with the goal of providing a
deterministic surface roughness in the ice accretion models.

A series of icing wind tunnel tests were conducted at the NASA
Lewis Icing Research Tunnel, the B.F. Goodrich Icing Test Facility and
the Data Products of New England Icing Test Facility. The ice accretion
and surface roughness were observed on simple circular cylinders by
visible and infrared photography. Based on these tests, a relatively
simple modification to the existing ice accretion models has been
proposed. Instead of a single uniform surface roughness, several zones
of variable surface roughness are included to correspond with
experimental observations. The Multi-Zone model has been
implemented in the LEWICE ice accretion code in a preliminary manner
and has shown a significant improvement in ice shape prediction in the
glaze ice regime. In addition, the experimental and analytical efforts
have focused on the need for correlations between the physical surface
roughness and the equivalent sand grain roughness which is commonly
used in the analytical models.

• COCKPIT DISPLAY OF HAZARDOUS WEATHER
INFORMATION

Information transfer and display issues associated with the

dissemination of hazardous weather warnings are studied in the context

of windshear alerts. The July 11, 1988 microburst events in which

several air carrier aircraft penetrated microbursts during the Denver

Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) operational evaluation were

analyzed in terms of information transfer and the effectiveness of the

microburst alerts. Information transfer, message content and display

issues associated with microburst alerts generated from ground-based

sources were evaluated by means of air carrier pilot opinion surveys

and part task simulator studies. A paper presented by Craig Wanke and

John Hansman at the Ohio University Research Progress Review Meeting

in June 1989 is included in this report.
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ANNOTATED REFERENCE OF 1988 PUBLICATION

1. Sadoune, M.M., Terminal Area Flight Path Generation Using

Parallel Constraint Propagation, FTL Report R89-1, May 1989, Flight

Transportation Laboratory, MIT, Cambridge MA 02139.

A Flight Path Generator is defined as the module of an automated

Air Traffic Control system which plans aircraft trajectories in the

terminal area with respect to operational constraints. The flight path

plans have to be feasible and must not violate separation criteria.

The problem of terminal area trajectory planning is structured by

putting the emphasis on knowledge representation and air-space

organization. A well-defined and expressive semantics relying on the

use of flexible patterns is designed to represent aircraft motion and

flight paths. These patterns are defined so as to minimize the need for

replanning and to smoothly accommodate operational deviations.

Flight paths are specified by an accumulation of constraints. A

parallel, asynchronous implementation of a computational model based

on the propagation of constraints provides mechanisms to efficiently

build feasible flight path plans.

A methodology for a fast and robust conflict detection between

flight path plans is introduced. It is based on a cascaded filtering of the

stream of feasible flight paths and combines the benefits of a symbolic

representation and of numerical computation with a high degree of

parallelism.

The Flight Path Generator is designed with the goal of

implementing a portable and evolving tool which could be inserted in

controllers' routine with a minimum disruption of present procedures.

Eventually, a model of aircraft interaction provides a framework to

rethink the notion of Separation Standards.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 1988 PUBLICATIONS

A. Hansman, R.J., Yamaguchi, K., Berkowitz, B., and Potapczuk, M.,

Modeling of Surface Roughness Effects on Glaze Ice Accretion,

AIAA-89-0734, AIAA Aerospace Sciences, January 1989.

Experimental observations from several icing test facilities of ice

surface roughness are described. A Multi-Zone surface roughness model

is proposed and implemented. Significant improvement in glaze ice

accretion modeling for several cases is demonstrated.

4
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Bo Hansman, R.J., Kirby, M.S., and Lichtenfels, F., Ultrasonic

Techniques for Aircraft Ice Accretion Measurement, AIAA-88-

4656CP, AIAA/NASA/AFWAL Conferences on Sensors and

Measurement Techniques for Aeronautical Applications,

September 1988.

Ultrasonic techniques for aircraft ice accretion measurement are

described. Wind tunnel evaluations in the NASA Icing Research Tunnel

and flight test evaluations on the NASA Icing Research Aircraft and the

Boeing 757 test aircraft are discussed.

Co Hansman, R.J., and Turnock, S.R., Investigation of Surface Water

Behavior During Glaze Ice Accretion, Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 26,

No. 2, February 1989.

Investigations of the behavior of surface water on accreting ice

surfaces are presented. The surface water behavior controls the surface

roughness which subsequently influences the convective heat transfer

and the glaze ice accretion where heat transfer is the limiting

mechanism for ice accretion.

Do Hansman, R.J. and Wanke C., Cockpit Display of Hazardous Weather

Information, AIAA-89-0808, AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting,

January 1989.

Information transfer issues associated with hazardous weather

alerts are studied in the context of microburst warnings. Case studies,

pilot opinion surveys and part task simulator studies are presented.

E. Hansman, R.J., The Influence of Ice Accretion Physics on the

Forecasting of Aircraft Icing Conditions, Paper 5-1, Proceedings of the

Third International Conference on the Aviation Weather System,

January 1989.

The detailed physics of aircraft ice accretion processes are

presented in terms of meteorological variables commonly used to

forecast icing conditions. The nonlinear dependence of icing severity on

these variables is discussed as well as the consequences for icing

severity forecasting.



N90-20923

Automatic Speech Recognition in Air Traffic Control

Joakim Karlsson

Flight Transportation Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, MA

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technology and its application to the Air

Traffic Control system are described. The advantages of applying ASR to Air Traffic

Control, as well as criteria for choosing a suitable ASR system, are presented. Results from

previous research and directions for future work at the Flight Transportation Laboratory are

outlined.
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Introduction

M.I.T.'s Flight Transportation Laboratory (FTL) is renewing its research on the

application of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technology to Air Traffic Control

(ATC). This report presents an overview of the available technology and its potential use

within the ATC system. ATC is a suitable candidate for the application of speech

input/output technology due to the well-defined syntax and existing reliance on voice

communication. Other motivations for introducing ASR into the Air Traffic Control

environment are listed within the body of this report. Furthermore, past research efforts

are described, with emphasis on work already completed by the Flight Transportation

Laboratory. Finally, directions for future research are outlined.

• Just what is Automatic
Recognition (ASR) anyway?

Speech

• ASR in Air Traffic Control.

Some motivations for using ASR in
Air Trafic Control.

• Previous work.

• Conclusions from Trikas' work.

• Work to be done at the

Transportation Laboratory.
Flight

.



Automatic Speech Recognition

ASR systems consist of hardware and software that convert verbal input into

machine-useable form (i.e., "text"). These systems can be categorized by three basic

parameters: Speaker dependence/independence describes whether the system has to be

trained by the user before operational use (speaker dependent), or whether it can be used by

any user without specific training (speaker independent). Discrete/connected/continuous

speech recognition describes the extent to which naturally spoken speech can be

recognized. Single-utterance (isolated-speech) recognizers impose severe constraints on

the user's manner of speech, but are relatively easy to implement. Connected speech

recognizers allow the user to speak at a normal rate, but finite pauses must be inserted

between each word. A continuous speech system recognizes input spoken at a natural rate,

with no artificial pauses. Finally, the number of words that the system can recognize at any

time (active vocabulary size) is a critical application and performance parameter.

An Automatic Speech Recognition

(ASR) system is a system that recognizes

verbal input and translates it into text.

There are three basic factors that categorize

an ASR system:

Speaker dependence/independence.

• Discrete, connected, or continuous
speech recognition.

• Vocabulary size.

9



ASR in Air Traffic Control

Today, the Air Traffic Control system relies on verbal communication between the

air traffic controllers and the pilots of the aircraft in the controlled airspace. Although a

computer system exists that processes radar and other information regarding the aircraft,

the information contained within the verbal communications is not retained. The

introduction of ASR technology would allow this information to be captured. The purpose

of this research effort is to demonstrate the feasibility of using ASR technology within the

ATC environment and to address the problems involved, especially the relevant human

factors issues. Off-the-shelf ASR technology will be used in conjunction with FTL's real-

time ATC simulator running on the laboratory's TI-Explorer Lisp machines.

We want the "computer" to capture the

information given

aircraft, so that it

by the

can be

controller to

processed. In

this particular project, we want to start by

using ASR to drive the Flight

Transportation Laboratory's real-time ATC

simulator.

lo



Why Use ASR in ATC

There are several strong motivations for introducing speech input/output technology

into the Air Traffic Control system. Communications are already in the verbal form, and

the syntax used is clearly defined by the FAA and has to some degree been designed to

reduce the possibility of communication errors. The use of voice as an input modality

allows for a high information throughput capacity and allows the controllers to keep their

eyes and hands busy controlling traffic. Once the verbal information has been captured, it

can be transferred to the aircraft via Mode S, conformance monitoring can be improved,

and routine clearances can be pre-stored during less busy periods.

• ATC communication is verbal.

• ATC syntax is clearly defined.

p

• ATC training can be automated.

• High information throughput.

• ASR allows controller to use hands
and eyes where they belong.

• Captured information can be
transmitted to aircraft via Mode S.

• Conflict alert can be improved.

• Clearances can be pre-stored.

11



Previous Research

ASR technology can be used in many aviation and non-aviation applications, and as

a result, much research has been conducted on the use of speech input/output in general.

However, relatively little research has been,dedicated toward the application of ASR to Air

Traffic Control. The research to be undertaken within the framework of this project will be

a continuation of the initial work presented in Thanassis Trikas' S.M. thesis, Automated

Speech Recognition in Air Traffic Control (FFL report R87-2).

A lot of

ASR, but not

ATC:

research has been done on

much in conjunction with

• FTL: Thanassis Trikas S.M. work.

• Arthur Gerstenfeld (Worcester
Polytechnic lnstitute/UFA, Inc.):
Emphasis on ATC training.

• ITT Defense Communications
Division VRS 1280 demonstration.

12



Trikas' Conclusions

Trikas' thesis demonstrated the feasibility of using ASR technology in conjunction

with an ATC simulator, utilizing a relatively small vocabulary. An initial error correction

strategy based on verbal correction commands alone proved to be unacceptable. Also,

problems related to speech articulation variations were encountered. In the process of

evaluating his experiment, Trikas implicitly set forth a set of criteria for selecting a suitable

ASR system.

Trikas' S.M. thesis was essentially a

proof of concept of using ASR in ATC:

• ASR can be used with the ATC
simulator (with an active
vocabulary of only 64 words).

Correction of recognition errors
using voice alone is not feasible.

• Problems with sensitivity to
variations in articulation.

• Developed criteria for choosing
a suitable ASR system.

13
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Selecting the Right ASR System

The first step in renewing FTL's ASR research effort will be to select a suitable

hardware system. For this purpose, perfermance criteria specific to ATC applications of

speech input/output technology have been defined.

Our particular application calls for the

following ASR requirements:

• Speaker independence not required.

• Continuous speech recognition.

• Vocabulary size 200-300 words.

• 95% baseline recognition accuracy.

• Well-designed training procedure.

• Open architecture.

• Reduced sensitivity to variations.

• Short recognition delays (1-4 s).

14



Future Work

The future research to be conducted at FTL will be based on previous work

completed by Trikas. Hence, his system setup must be reactivated. In order to improve

the simulation and the overall performance of the system, new hardware will be acquired.

The actual research will concentrate on the introduction of multi-modal input, improved

error correction and recognition accuracy, the evaluation of Mode S usage, and the

application of ASR to secondary functions.

• Reassemble Trikas' system.

• Evaluate current ASR technology.

• Acquire a new ASR system.

• Introduce multi-modal input.

• Increase number of commands and
responses to improve simulation.

• Improve error checking/correction,
as well as recognition accuracy.

• Evaluate Mode S usage.

• Use ASR for functions other than
ATC commands.

15



N90-20924

COCKPIT DISPLAY OF HAZARDOUS WIND SHEAR
INFORMATION

Craig Wanke
R. John Hansman

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Based on the current status of windshear sensors and candidate data
dissemination systems, the near-term capabilities for windshear
avoidance will most likely include:

• Ground-based detection:
TDWR (Terminal Doppler Weather Radar)
LLWAS (Low-Level Windshear Alert System)
Automated PI REPS

Ground-Air datalinks:
ATC voice channels
Mode-S digital datalink
ACARS alphanumeric datalink

The possible datapaths for integration of these systems are illustrated in
the diagram.

In the future, airborne windshear detection systems such as lidars,
passive IR detectors, or airborne Doppler radars may also become
available. Possible future datalinks include satellite downlink and
specialized en route weather channels.

f WlNDSHEAR AVOIDANCE IN THE ADVANCED ATC ENVIRONMENT _'_

_::_a _:7"'"
...._.._/ PIREPS

I Digital _ f

t I..w,.I
L___.J Ground Data L. J i r_.. I I

pRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Uplink of ground-measured windshear information to the flight crew
presents a number of problems. Among these are:

Hazard Assessment:
Based on ground-measured information and the current tactical

situation, what constitutes a hazardous windshear?

Information Issues:
What to send: what is 'critical'
When to send it
How to send it
How to present critical info to the flight crew

The MIT effort is using the three methods outlined to address
these issues.

• PILOT OPINION SURVEYS
Current Terminal Area Windshear Procedures

Possible Future Windshear Warning Systems

• HAZARD THRESHOLD STUDY

Definition of Windshear Hazard Thresholds Through Simulation
Studies and Flight Test Data

• PART-TASK B-767 SIMULATION

Simulation of Historical and Hypothetical Windshear Encounters

Comparison of Verbal, Alphanumeric, and Graphical Presentation
Options

Effects of Message Delivery Time on Pilot Decisions
Parallel Experiments with Graphical ATC Clearance Delivery

J
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The

The

survey has two sections: Current Procedures and Future
Windshear Warning Systems. The first part included questions
about:

Pilot impressions of the hazard posed by microbursts

Pilot confidence in windshear information obtained from ATIS,
LLWAS, and PIREPS

Pilot evaluation of the adequacy of currently available windshear
alert data and the need for better and more timely alerts

section on future procedures included questions about

Modes of information relay and presentation

When the crew should be alerted

How much head-to-tail windshear is a threat

What items of windshear information are important

Who makes the avoidance decision - pilot or controller

pILOT OPINION SURVEYS

• Obtain flight crew evaluations of current windshear warning and
avoidance systems and procedures

• Obtain flight crew feedback on future windshear warning systems
and possible display formats

• Distribution: 250 United NL flight crews

• Current Data Set: 47
51% of respondents have had a hazardous windshear encounter

D.

• Dataare being used to design part-task simulator experiments with
advanced graphic and alphanumeric display formats

J
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General results indicate that microbursts are perceived as a major
safety threat and that currently available windshear alert data are not
sufficient for safe terminal area operations. Also, there is strong

ilOt support for an improved windshear alerting system. The fairly
w windshear threshold specified by the respondents is another

indication of the belief that windshear is a major threat.

Sample comments from the last question listed:

"Only the pilot can judge the capabilities of his a/c type and his
ability to cope with reported data."

"(Controller) Must make judgment calls to reD.ort only those shears
meeting some minimum standards to avoid reporting 'everything'."

51% of the respondents have had (by their own definition) a hazardous
windshear encounter.

S pILOT SURVEYS: GENERAL RESULTS

Microbursts pose a major safety hazard to
transport category aircraft.

Currently available windshear alert data are
sufficient for safe operation.

A system to provide crews better and more
timely windshear information is necessarv.

Aaree

90.2°1o 4.9%

14.6% 43.9%

97.6% 0.0%

Perceived windshear warning threshold:

Who should have the responsibility for
judging the threat due to a particular
windshear event from the (assumed
reliable) available data?

Advisory: 10.6 kts
Warning: 15.1 kts

PILOT: 83.0%
CONTROLLER: 9.5%

2O



The data are from the question"

Listed below are four currently available sources of information about
windshear in the terminal area. Please rank them in order of
usefulness, from 1 (most useful) to 4 (least useful).

Low Level Windshear Alert System (LLWAS)
Pilot Reports (PIREPS)
Airborne Weather Radar
Visual Clues (Thunderstorms, Virga etc.)

f
Pilot Rankinas: Usefulness for Windshear Avoidance of

Pilot Reports
Visual Clues

LLWAS (Low Level Windshear Alert System)
Airborne Weather Radar

Windshear Information Sources

PIREPS V_lual CI,J_ LLWAS WHIh_ I:_dm'

J
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The data are from the question:

A windshear alert could contain the following items of information.
Please rank them in order of importance. (1 = most important, 6 =
least important)

Location Shape
Intensity Intensity Trend
Size Movement

f
_: Usefulness of Available Windshear Data

Location Size
Intensity Intensity Trend
Movement Shape

Mov_mtt '

Size'

klWn, Trend '

Shape

Wlndshear Information Iteml

ml

WA

- • - : - _ - : - _

U Std. Dev.

• Avg. Pauk

J
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The dataare from the question:

Assuming windshear is detected by reliable ground-based sensors, how
should this information be relayed to the flight deck? Please rank in
order of preference. (1 = most preferable, 5 - least preferable)

Voice (ATIS)
Voice (ATC)
Alphanumeric/Text uplink (similar to ACARS)
Graphical display of windshear location on EFIS display
Graphical display of windshear location on separate

graphic device

_: Mode of data relay/presentation:

Verbal (ATC)
EFIS EHSI (Moving Map) Display
Alternate Graphical Display
Alphanumeric Display
On ATIS

WindshearInformationRelay/Presentation

EFIS ATC AJtGrq)h Alpha ATIS

23



The hazard assessment part of this project is motivated by the
TDWR (Terminal Doppler Weather Radar) operational evaluations
performed by MIT Lincoln Laboratory and NCAR over the past three
years. In these experiments, TDWR proved able to detect hazardous
microbursts nearly 100% of the time with a false alarm rate of 5%.

Despite the accuracy of the radar, some dangerous incidents still
occurred. One potential problem is assessment of the hazard due to a
particular microburst in a particular situation. The hazard reported by
the detection system must relate directly to what the threatened aircraft
would experience if it does penetrate the microburst. If a large threat is
predicted, and little dynamic effect is encountered, an accurate warning
can be perceived as a 'false alarm' and damage pilot confidence in the
system.

As listed, this study will compare the factors contributing to
the windshear hazard and attempt to determine a useful ane relevant
hazard criterion.

f
WlNDSHEAR HAZARD THRESHOLD EVALUATION

1987-88 TDWR OPERATIONAL EVALUATIONS
• Proved ability of TDWR to detect hazardous windshear
• Problems in dissemination of warnings:

Delays in voice transmission
Message format problems
Pilot-perceived "false alarms"

PROBLEM:
Given perfect knowledge of the windfield, what is the most

accurate and relevant assessment of a windshear hazard in
terms that the flight crew can relate to the actual dynamic
effects on their particular aircraft?

FACTORS:
• Windshear intensity measurement
• Spatial factors: off-axis penetration, microburst asymmetry
• Aircraft characteristics, weight, configuration
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The most critical factor in the threat evaluation is how to quantify
the microburst intensity. Three possible ways are listed. The
delta-V measurement is currently used by TDWR. F-factor, a measure
of instantaneous threat, is more applicable to in. situ and airborne sensor
systems. An integrated energy loss calculation is another possibility,
better suited to long range sensors such as TDWR.

f WINDSHEARINTENSITYMEASUREMENT _'_

DELTA-V

Maximum headwind-to-tailwind component an aircraft can be
expected to encounter over a specified distance

F-FACTOR
Wx W,
g V

Developed for in situ sensors, measures loss of "potential
altitude" due to immediate windfield

INTEGRATED ENERGY LOSS

Measures expected loss of energy over a projected flight path:
including kinetic (airspeed) and potential (altitude) energy
components

J
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These issues will be evaluated through parametric flight simulations
and possibly actual flight data. As listed, measured dual-Doppler
windfields will be usedwith available aircraft models to examine the
effects of various factors on the microburst hazard. Once a candidate
hazard threshold has been determined, the dual-Doppler data will be
degraded to simulate a single TDWR measurement and the hazard
criterion will be re-evaluated. Supporting data may be gained from flight
tests flown this summer by the University of North Dakota in conjunction
with the TDWR evaluation.

PLANNED APPROACH

• Literature Search: Microburst-Aircraft interaction studies

• Develop Simulation
Aircraft Dynamics: 737-100, Cessna Citation
Windshear model - assume ideal sensor using

NCAR/MITLL dual doppler radar windfields

• Perform Parametric Studies

• Evaluate and modify hazard criteria based on studies

• Evaluate flight test data from UND Citation

• Simulate effect of sensor limitations on hazard threshold

validity

J
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The simulation is currently under development. It will be run
on a Sun 3/80 workstation with MATRIXx simulation software to
minimize development time and allow easy automation of parametric
studies.

J DUAL-DOPPLER WINDS:
TDWR Demos

JAWS

AIRCRAFTguidanceconfigurationa/c.typeDYNAMICS:strategyJ

+
_.__ TIME SIMULATION: IH INITIAL CONDITIONS:

Sun Workstation Spatial Factors
MATRIXx simulation Phase of Flight
software

I+u.+: IAirspeed and Altitude losses

Devlation from desired flight path

R_ J
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An ongoing focus of the MIT windshear effort is the dissemination
of ground-measured and evaluated windshear information. As
displayed, several information-related issues arise and are being
addressed with several resources, including the previously discussed
pilot opinion surveys. Current research is focused around the 767
part-task simulation.

UPLINK OF CRITICAL WlNDSHEAR INFORMATION

OBJECTIVE:

Examine transfer and presentation of vital windshear information
to flight crews, based on modern ground-based sensors and
datalink capabilities.

ISSUES: What information to transmit

When to send information

Information mode: Verbal, Alphanumeric, Graphical

RESOURCES: Pilot surveys
Analysis of past windshear encounters (7/11/88)

GA part-task simulator study
Boeing 767 part-task simulator

J
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On July 11, 1988 a group of very severe microbursts occurred on
the final approach path to Denver/Stapleton runway 26L. Five aircraft
were affected by the event. The TDWR evaluation was in progress, and
successfully detected the microbursts. However, four of the five aircraft
involved still attempted to land and penetrated the microbursts, in one
case passing below 100 feet AGL one mile short of the runway
threshold. The problem in this case was with dissemination of the
warnings, not with detection of the microbursts. In this case, the
effectiveness of the alert was degraded sharply by a number of factors:

• Variability of aircrew interpretation of warnings: In one case, two
aircraft were given virtually identical warnings within 30 sec of each
other and made entirely opposite decisions.

• Delay inherent in voice transmissions: The minimum delay
between detection and message transmission was about 60 sec.

• The messages were often imbedded in a routine landing clearance
message, resulting in a lack of urgency; this, combined with the high
crew workload at the outer marker, may have caused the warnings to be
missed or go unheeded.

• PIREPS are critical - once the lead aircraft reported windshear,
later aircraft initiated earlier missed approaches.

f
MICROBURST EVENT: 11 JULY 1988

• Occurred during 1988 TDWR Operational Demonstration at
Denver-Stapleton Airport: Doppler Radar was operational.

• 20 minute period of intense microburst activity on final
approach to active runway 26L: shear intensity up to 80 kts

• 5 aircraft involved

• Microburst warnings promptly and accurately produced by
TDWR system: given to final approach controller

• Despite timely warning.s, 4 of 5 aircraft penetrated microbursts
and encountered significant performance losses before
aborting the approach

• Problems:
Time delays
Message format
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This simple experiment was designed to demonstrate the gain in
pilot situational awareness due to graphical displays. By linking a
schematic graphical display of windshear location to a general aviation
simulator, a significant improvement in pilot performance was
measured. This experiment, although simple, indicates that graphical
displays are desirable and that further investigation of graphical formats
and measurement of achievable performance gain is required.

f
PART-TASK GA SIMULATION

• GA Simulator and IBM PC display

• Microburst occurring on final approach

• Non-standard missed approach procedure required for
avoidance

Ayoidance Rate

Voice only 43%

Runway-fixed display without a/c position 62%

Runway-fixed display with a/c position 94%

• 8 Pilots: 210 to 1700 hours total time

16 Approaches per display
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Further information presentation options are being explored through
a Boeing 767 part-task simulation, which has just been completed. The
767 was selected because its advanced 'glass-cockpit' instruments
allow for many possible alphanumeric or graphical presentations. The
major electronic and electromechanical instruments are simulated on an
IRIS graphic workstation, and an IBM is used for simulation of the major
features of the Boeing FMC (flight management computer). Mockups of
the autopilot control panel and electronic display control panel are linked
into the system through a data acquisition unit. In addition, the crew
workload is adjusted and monitored through a simple compensatory
sidetask controlled by the IRIS mouse. The final component is a pair of
headsets for pilot and 'controller'.

BOEING 767 PART-TASK SIMULATIQN

CONCEPT:

Simulation of modern "glass-cockpit" transport aircraft with
Electronic Flight Instrumentation System (EFIS) and Flight
Management Computer (FMC), allowing a wide variety of
information presentation options.

AUTOPILOT

ControlPanels: IRIS 2400T
EFIS displaycontrols electronicdisplays
Glareshieldpanel flightdynamics

navigationlogic
sidetask

[c°ulI
IBM XT

flight management
computer

controldisplayunit
data acquisition

J
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This figure illustrates a typical EHSI (Electronic Horizontal Situation
Indicator) in map mode for an aircraft equipped with a flight
management computer. Information displayed includes the currently
programmed flight path, nearby navaids, intersections, and airports,
wind information, and the aircraft's current heading and groundtrack.
Weather radar returns are also overlaid on the EHSI, making it even
more desirable to place windshear'information on this display.

767 EHSI - MAP MODE

3 ",'.'i.. _,M_ISY ## 9

120

J
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The initial experiments as described are designed to gather
more data about modes of information presentation. The experiment is
being performed in concert with a study on the benefits of delivering
ATC routing amendments graphically. Each scenario has elements
from both experiments, which should reduce the pilot learning curve and
result in better quality data. All pilot actions, including ATC
transmissions and sidetask performance, will be recorded and
time-stamped by the simulation computers. Audio and video coverage
will also be taken.

INITIAL SIMULATIONS

Performed in concert with Graphical Amendment Delivery
experiments

9 scenarios will be flown by each subject:
Denver-Stapleton Airport
3 Initial Conditions, 3 ILS approaches
Modes:

Verbal, Alphanumeric, Graphical
Microburst Position:

Off to side of approach
On final approach
On final approach and cleared missed approach path

Alert times:

When cleared for approach
2 nm outside outer marker
At or inside outer marker

Simple compensatory sidetask for workload monitoring

J
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If 9 subjects are obtained, as described a total of 81
approaches will be flown. Allowing 3 modes of communication and 3
different microb.urst threat conditions, 9 points per set of parameters will
be obtained. These experiments are planned for July and August of
1989.

Possible future experiments will deal with such issues as delay
times and possible graphical format options.

f INITIAL SIMULATIONS _'_

SUBJECTS:

Active Transport Category aJccrews

Time requirement: 5 hours per subject

Minimum 9 subjects desired for initial simulations

Subjects are being contacted through ALPA, to be tested
during BOS layovers

STATUS:

Simulator 99% operational

Subjects currently being sought

Results should be available for next Tri-U Conference...

J
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Abstract

A series of experimental investigations focused on studying the
cause and effect of roughness on accremag glaze ice surfaces were
conducted. Detailed microvideo observations were made of
glaze ice accretions on 1" to 4" diameter cylinders in three icing
wind tunnels ( the Data Products of New England six inch test
facility, the NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel, and the B.F.
Goodrich Ice Protection Research Facility). Infrared thermal
video recordings were made of accreting ice surfaces in the
Goodrich facility. Distinct zones of surface water behavior were
observed; a smooth wet zone in the stagnation region with a
uniform water film; a rough zone where surface tension effects
caused coalescence of surface water into stationary beads: a horn
zone where roughness elements grow into horn shapes; a
runback zone where surface water ran back as rivulets; and a dry
zone where time feathers formed. The location of the transition
from the smooth to the rough zone was found to migrate with
time towards the stagnation point. The behavior of the transition
appeared to be controlled by boundary layer transition and bead
formation mechanisms at the interface between the smooth and
rough zones. Regions of wet ice growth and enhanced heat
transfer were clearly visible in the infrared video recordings of
glaze ice surfaces. A simple multi-zone modification to the
current glaze ice accretion model was proposed to include spatial
variability in surface roughness. A preliminary version of this
model was implemented on the LEWICE ice accretion code and
compared with experimental ice shapes. For the two cases run
the multi-zone model significantly improved the prediction of the
glaze ice shapes.

1.0 Introduction

Current efforts to analytically model glaze ice accretion
are hampered by insufficient knowledge of the accreting ice
surface roughness. In glaze icing, which normally occurs at
temperatures near freezing or high liquid water contents, there is
insufficient convective heat transfer to remove all of the latent
heat of freezing of the impinging supercooled water droplets.
The local ice accretion rate is, therefore, controlled by the local
convective he_t transfer. The droplet impingement behavior also

* Associate Professor, Associate Fellow AIAA.
1" Research Assistant, Student Member AIAA.
# Engineering Associate.
** Aerospace Engineer, Member AIAA.

Copyright © 1988 by M.I.T. Published by the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. with permission.
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plays an important role in determining where on the surface this
wet growth occurs and is the controlling factor in dry or rime ice
.growth where there is sufficient cooling to freeze the droplets on
tmpact.

The local convective heat transfer from a surface is
known to be strongly dependent on the ice surface roughness. 1
Because of the importance of the heat transfer behavior on the
ice accretion rate, the surface roughness becomes an important
factor modeling glaze ice accretion. Current analytical models
such as LEWICE 2 generally assume that the surface roughness
is uniform and the effective sand grain roughness k is used as an
input parameter in the code. In some cases ad hoc spatial heat
transfer distributions have been used) The magnitude of the
roughness parameter k is normally determined empirically by
comparison of predicted and experimental ice accretion.

The erratic performance of glaze ice accretion models and
the empirical manner in which the surface roughness is treated
indicates the need for a more deterministic treatment of the
surface roughness. In the following, experimental
investigations focused on the roughness of accreting glaze ice
surfaces will be presented as well as preliminary results of a
simple modification to the LEWICE code which attempts to treat
the ice surface roughness in a more physical manner,

2.1.

2.0 Experimental Setup For Ice Surface
Observations

Experimental Facilities

Detailed observations of accreting ice surface roughness
were made at several experimental icing facilities. These
included the Data Products of New England small icing wind
tunnel (6" X 6"), the NASA Icing Research Tunnel (9' X 7'),
and the B.F. Goodrich Icing Wind Tunnel (2' X 4'). In the
followIng these facilities will be designated as DP, IRT, and
BFG respectively

2.2. Photographic Setup

Detailed photographic observations of the behavior of
surface water and formation of ice roughness on cylinders
during glaze ice accretion were made in the three facilities
described above. Cylinder diameters from 1" to 4" were
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observed. Free stream velocities of 100 and 150 kts were run at

liquid water contents up to 1.5 glm 3. Tunnel total air

temperatures varied from O°C to -lO°C with some colder runs
made for calibration purposes. In addition, a thermal infrared

(IR) video system was used during the BFG tests to observe the

relationship between surface temperature and surface roughness
in glaze icing conditions.

The photographic setup used in the DP and BFG tests is
shown in Fig. 1. The test articles were cylinders which
horizontally spanned the test section. The test section walls

were either plexiglass (DP) or heated glass (BFG) to provide
photographic access. Scale reference was provided by a grid
mounted on a thin splitter plate at the midplane of the test
section. A CCD microvideo (Camera A) with a macrolens for

magnification was used to obtain a grazing angle view of the ice
accretion. The camera was focused at the stagnation region near
the center of the test section. An additional video camera

(Camera B) was mounted slightly upstream of the cylinder to

provide a view of the ice accretion looking normal to the cylinder
surface. Secondary lighting was provided to obtain a clear video
record of the accreting ice surface. A second grazing angle
camera (Camera C) was also used in some cases to provide a

less magnified view of the overall ice shape.

r---] CAMERA B

TEST CYLINDER U

CAMERA A CAMERA C

SPLITTER ,PARENT
PLATE TEST SECTION

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the photographic setup for the

DP and BFG icing tunnels.

The experimental setup used in the IRT tests is shown
in Fig. 2. The photographic and test cylinder geometry is very
similar to the DP and BFG grazing angle camera setup

described above. However, in order to locate the test cylinder
within the region of uniform cloud, both the test cylinder and the
camera had to be moved into the tunnel. A heated waterproof
fairing was provided to protect the camera. In addition, a shutter

was located upstream to shield the test cylinder during initial
transients in the liquid water content. Once the tunnel spray
system had stabilized, the shield was removed and the cylinder

began to ice. The nominal MVD used in the IRT tests was 20
trucrons.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the photographic setup in the
IRT.

2.3 Infrared Video Setup

The IR thermal video system setup used in ,.he BEG
tests is shown in Fig. 3. The IR camera was mounted above the

test section. Because no IR transparent windows were
available, a viewing slot was cut into the top of the tunnel so that

the cylinder could be viewed directly. The IR video system

provided color thermographs of the accreting ice surfaces and
temperature profiles along designated sections. The system was
typically operated with the cooler temperature scale set to 0.5 ° C

and a dynamic range set between the tunnel operating
temperature and 0°C. Cold air blowing out of the viewing slot
cooled the IR optics and caused the absolute calibration of the

system to drift. The system was, therefore, calibrated "in situ"
by viewing points of known temperature while the tunnel was
operating.

J lR CAMERA

84 cm

VIEWING SLO'I "/

ICING CLOUD

TEST CYLINDER

__  .OCESSO. V'D'O
AND DISPLAY] I RECORDER WALL

Fig. 3. Schematic view of the IR video system setup in

the BFG icing tunnel.

3.0 Experimental Observations of Ice Surface
Roughness

3.1 Surface Roughness Zones

During the detailed photographic analyses of accreting
ice surfaces, distinct regions were observed each having a
characteristic roughness and identifiable boundaries. A total of 5

roughness zones were identified although rarely were more than
3 present on any particular ice accretion. The 5 zones are
described briefly below.

3.1.1 Smooth Zone

In glaze ice accretions, close to the stagnation point, the
surface was observed by light reflection and IR techniques to be
uniformly wet with a thin film of water at warm temperatures.
The surface in this regime was smooth, with no distinctly visible

roughness. The ice was translucent within the smooth zone.
The extent of the smooth zone can be seen in Fig. 4 which
shows a representative final glaze ice shape for a 3 min. icing

exP_3sure at 150 kts and -4.5°C at a liquid water content of 0.4
g/m in the DP tunnel. Similar accretions were observed in IRT
and BFG facilities.
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3.1.2 Rough Zone

At some point downstream, there was a sudden
transition to a significantly rougher surface. This can be seen in

Fig. 4 Within this zone, there appeared to be insufficient water
to maintain a uniform film. Surface tension forces dominated

the water surface behavior. Rtmback did not occur, rather, the

water tended to coalesce into the water beads first observed by
Olsen, et al 4,5. The scale length of the roughness was typically
on the order of 1 mm.

Inasmuch as there was a distinct boundary between the
smooth and rough zones this position could be easily identified
on the grazing angle video recording. The angular position of
this boundary is plotted as a function of the time in Fig. 5 for the
accretion shown in Fig. 4. The transition is observed to
propagate rapidly towards the stagnation region. This behavior
was observed in all three test facilities (DP,IRT,BFG). The
repeatable nature of the smooth-rough transitlon's propagation
towards the stagnation region implies a clear underlying physical
mechanism for the transition between the surface water behavior

in the smooth and rough zones. This is discussed in more detail
in Section 3.2.

The ice accretion rate was observed to be enhanced in the

rough zone as compared with the smooth zone. This can be

seen in the ice profile shown in Figure 4. The enhanced
accretion rate is thought to be due to increased heat transfer
resulting from the greater surface roughness in this zone. In all
the cases observed in this study, the ice horns characteristic of

glaze ice accretion were found within the rough zone.

\ Rur_ack

Rou__,_,_

- 4.5 °C

Fig. 4. Typical final glaze ice shape showing distinct

roughness zones, (T=.4.$*C, W=l.0|/m3).

3.1.3 Horn Zone

In certain glaze ice accretions particularly at high liquid
water contents, some of the roughness elements within all or
part of the rough zone were observed to grow into distinct
protuberances. An example of such a case is shown in Fig. 6
for a very warm (-0.5°C) glaze ice accretion. Once these

elements extended far enough above the ambient surface, they
became essentially separate microscopic ice accretions with high
collection efficiencies catching droplets which would otherwise

have been swept by the accretlng body. Because of the
collection efficiency and the enhanced heat transfer of these

.Protuberan. ces they tended to grow rapidly resulting in horned
lee accreuons. In some warm cases such as the one shown in
Fig. 6, water was observed to be torn or shed from the
individual elements. This results in a water flow mechanism

which is not considered in any present ice accretion models.
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I I
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Angular position versus time of smooth-rough
transition location for two air temperatures.

Fig. 6. Extreme example of horn elements for a warm
glaze ice accretion (-0.5°C).

3.1.4 Runback Zone

At warm temperatures a runback zone was observed aft

of the rough zone in the primary accretion. An example can be
seen in Figure 4. This region was characterized by areas of ice
interspersed with uniced surface. This ice was observed to form
during an initial transition period after cloud exposure. The ice
was translucent, and quite often frozen rivulets could be

discerned. In warm conditions and high liquid water contents,
the surface water was observed to initially runback and then
stagnate at the point of flow separation. This water then slowly
froze as rivulets or as large coalesced water cells. Once ice

began to form in the upstream rough zone, no additional surface
water was supplied to the nmback zone and the ice surface
remained constant.

3.1.5 Rime Feather Zone

At cold temperatures rime feathers are sometime
observed to grow in the region aft of the primary accretion. The

feathers were observed by the IR Video System to be dry ice
accretions and propagate in the local upstream direction. It
should be noted that there are intermediate conditions where
neither runback or rime feathers are observed.
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3.2 Effect of Icing Cloud Parameters on the Rough
to Smooth Transition

The effect of icing cloud parameters on the transition
between the smooth and rough surface zones was observed in an
attempt to identify the underlying physical mechanisms which
cause the rough surface to develop. The transition between the
smooth and rough surface zones was monitored as a function of
time for a variety of cloud conditions in the DP tunnel. The
temperature, liquid water content and free stream velocity effects
were studied individually by holding all other parameters
constant at nominal values and comparing transition behavior.
The nominal velocity was 150 kts, the nominal liquid water
content was approximately 0.4 g/m 3 with a mass of 30 microns,
and the nominal temperature was - 4.5°C.

The effect of cloud temperature, liquid water content and
free sueam velocity on the angular position of transition are
shown as a function of time in Figs. 5, 7 and 8 respectively. In
each case the transition point is observed to migrate towards the
stagnation point as discussed above. However, a significant
variation was observed in the actual transition location. It can be
seen that warmer temperatures, increasing liquid water content
and increasing velocity tend to move the transition point closer to
the stagnation region. These observations tend to imply that
increasing Reynolds number and increasing the flow of surface
water cause the smooth to rough transition point to move closer
to the stagnation region.

The observed Reynolds number dependance may
indicate that, in certain conditions, the initial transition in surface
roughness is controlled by the boundary layer. In these cases
the laminar to turbulent boundary layer transition point will also
be the initial smooth to rough transition point. The enhanced
heat transfer in the turbulent region would cause sufficient
freezing to partially dry the surface and cause bead formation.
Whereas, in the laminar region, the heat transfer is low enough
that the surface is coated by a uniform water fill. Once the
roughness zone emerges, the roughness elements themselves
will cause the transition of the boundary layer if it is not fully
turbulated.
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Fig. 7. Angular position versus time of smooth-rough

transition location for two cloud liquid water
contents.

In order to more fully evaluate this hypothesis, the initial
location of the rough to smooth transition was observed as a
function of Reynolds number based on cylinder diameter for a
variety of icing conditions in the IRT and BFG tunnels. The
results are shown in Fig. 9. While there is some scatter in the
data the initial rough to smooth transition is generally observed
to move towards the stagnation point with increasing Reynolds
number. Also shown are the theoretical locations of the
boundary layer transition based on a critical roughness element
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Fig. 9. Initial transition location versus Reynold's
number.

Reynolds number of 600 for 0.13 mm roughness elements on a
1" cylinder and 0.08 mm roughness elements on a 4" cylinder. 6
The experimental data are bracketed by the boundary layer
transition curves. Considering that the roughness in the wet
stagnation region is likely to decrease with increasing Reynolds
number, the experimental results do not appear to contradict the
hypothesis that the initial rough to smooth transition is a result of
boundary layer transition.

The influence of surface water flow on the rough to
smooth transition location indicates that dynamic effects are also
important. It is thought that the dynamic effects are caused by
bead formation at the interface between the smooth and rough
surface zones as is shown in Fig. 10. The formation of these
beads at the interface causes enhanced heat transfer within the
rough zone which tends to freeze out the downstream beads and
dry the surface. As the surface drys, beads begin to form
further upstream and the transition point will propagate towards
the stagnation region as observed experimentally. By increasing
the surface water flux, the rate of formation and growth of the
interfacial beads is increased. This causes the observed increase
in upstream propagation of the transition point with surface
water flux.

Further experimental observations are under way to more
fully determine the boundary layer and dynamic mechanisms
which cause the transition in surface roughness.
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Fig.

3.3

Typical digitized video images of a 2.5" cylinder during
a 2 rain. 15 see. icing encounter in the BFG tunnel are shown in

Fig. 11. In this case the temperature was -4 o C, the velocity
was 150 kts and the liquid water content was 1.5 gm/m 3. The

IR camera was located 56 cm above and 84 cm upstream of the
cylinder as shown in Fig. 3. As a result the cylinder was
observed from above the horizontal and only the top of the

cylinder was in view. In the images, the flow would be from
below and a thermal profile corresponding to the mid-plane of
the tunnel is shown on the right.

Prior to exposure to the icing cloud, in Fig. lla the
cylinder was at a uniform temperature of-4 o C corresponding to

the tunnel stagnation 'temperature. When the spray was named
on the stagnation region quickly warmed to 0 ° C indicating wet
growth. The wet region spread for approximately 75 sec until it
reached equilibrittm covering the foreword 50 ° of the cylinder.
The equilibrium wet region can be seen in Fig. llb. As homed
growth began to appear in the wet region, the boundary of the

wet region became irregular as exhibited in Fig 1 lc. The
enhanced heat transfer and the variation resulting from the rough
surface and the horns can be seen in Fig. 1 ld which was taken
10 see. after the spray was shut off. At this time a small wet

region can still be observed in the stagnation area due to the low
heat transfer in that region.

The extent of the wet surface region was studied using
the IR video system for a variety of conditions. It was found
that both the surface roughness and horns were generated within

the wet region. However, rime feathers were always observed
in the dry region. The wet region was always centered around
the stagnation line and its extent varied as a function of icing
conditions, particularly temperature. The angular extent of the

wet region is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig 12.

60'

_ o .< -,z .;o -'s -'e ', .'2 ;
Temperature (deg C)

Fig. 12. Angular extent of wet region as a function of
temperature for 2.$" cylinders in the BFG tunnel,
(V=150 kts., W-l.0 g/m3).

-4 ° OoC

ORIGINAL PAGE rS
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O*C -4"C

a.) Before icing cloud exposure.

b.) 75 see after exposure began.

c.) 135 sec after exposure began.

d.) 10 sec after exposure ended.

Fig. 11. Infrared thermographs of a 2.$" cylinder in the
BFG tunnel, (T=-4°C, V=I$0 kts, W=1.$ g/m3).

4.0 Preliminary Implementation of a Multi-Zone
Model

4.1 Model Description

Based on the observations of surface water behavior

during glaze ice accretion, a relatively simple modification to the
existing ice accretion model is proposed which may improve the
current model's accuracy within the glaze ice regime. In this

proposed "Muiti-Zone" model, the accreting ice surface is
divided into two or more discrete zones which have varying

surface water behavior and surface roughness. This is in
contrast to cta'rent techniques which assume that the surface has

uniform roughness and surface water runback.

In the simplest version of the model, the surface is
divided into two zones. There is a "smooth" wet zone
corresponding to the smooth zone described in Section 3.1. It is
centered alxmt the stagnation region and thin £dm runback

occurs within the zone. In this region, the heat transfer would
be that for a smooth surface and the Messinger 7 type runback
model used in existing codes such as LEWICE appears to be
valid. No change in the existing codes is considered necessary
in the smooth zone.
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The remaining ice surface would consist of a "rough"
zone where surface tension effects are important and
characteristic water beads or roughness elements appear. Within

this rough zone the existing Messinger runback model is not
appropriate for two reasons. First, the increased roughness will

enhance the heat transfer and consequently increase the freezing

fraction. Second, experimental observations by Olsen and
Hansman 3,4,8,9 indicate that in some cases, surface water does

not run back in the rough zone. In most cases surface tension
forces dominate the water behavior and the beads remain

stationary on the surface. At warm temperatures, high liquid
water contents or high velocities, the beads may grow large
enough that aerodynamic forces cause the beads to either slide
aft on the surface or be tom from the surface and shed into the
airflow.

In theabsence of runback,thefreezingfractioncan bc
assumed tobe unitywithintherough region.This assumption
obviates the need to calculate the convective heat transfer

coefficient and the effective surface roughness which greatly
simplifies the ice accretion model. In the presence of runback or
sliding, the freezing fraction is less than unity and must be
computed by the model through the Messinger heat balance
approach with appropriate heat transfer coefficients

corresponding to the enhanced roughness. In some cases it may
be adequate to approximate the spatial variation of the freezing
fraction by linear interpolation between the smooth zone value

and unity at the point where rough zone ends or the surface is
dry.

In the presence of shedding, the modeling is more
complex. Some mechanism must be included to model the
shedding process and the increased roughness within the rough
zone. One approach would be to determine a maximum
unfrozen water thickness for each element based on the local

flow velocity. If the water layer in the element exceeds this
value the water is shed from the surface in the model to both the

runback and heat transfer. The roughness within the rough zone
could then be modeled as the maximum stable droplet size.

Because the boundary between the rough and smooth
zones moves with time it is necessary to incorporate this into the
model. Since most ice accretion codes run a limited number of

time steps, it was found to be convenient to include a third
transition zone between the rough and smooth zones as shown

in Fig. 13. For cases where there is no runback in the rough
zone the transition extends between the location of the rough to

smooth transition at the beginning and end of the time step. For
cases where there is runback in the rough zone the transition

region would extend between the rough to smooth zone
transition to the end of the rough zone or the point at which there
is no further runback. Under these assumptions, the freezing

fraction can simply be ramped up in the transition zone from the
smooth zone value to unity. It should be noted that, in principle,
the surface roughness could be varied instead of the freezing

fraction. This was attempted: however, difficulties were
encountered in correlating the effective heat transfer and

equivalent sand gram roughness used in LEWICE with physical
values. Therefore, the freezing fraction approach was employed

in these preliminary evaluations.

ROUGH

REGION_

mANS+rZ)N7_ \
REGION ,_ \

Fig. 13. Schematic representation of zones used in the
model.

4.2 Results

A prototype of the proposed "multi zone" model was
implemented in the LEWICE code to evaluate the effectiveness

of the concept. In this preLiminary model the rough to smooth
transition location and the extent of the wet growth region were
taken from experimental observations. The intermediate and

a.) Normal LEWICE at 45, 10S, and 150 secs.

15O

//]_ 30 90

b.) Experimental result at 30, 90, and 150 sees.

c.) Modified LEWICE at 45, 105, and 150 secs.

Fig. 14. Comparison of predicted and experimental ice
shapes for a 1" cylinder, (T=-4.$oC, V=IS0 kts,
W=0.35 g/m3).
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final ice accretions proRles were compared with experimentally
measured profiles for several cases,

The first comparison was conducted for a low liquid
water case of 0.35g/m 3 on a 1' cylinder in the DP tunnel at -4.5 o
C, and 150 kts Since therewas littleor no runback inthiscase

the freezingfractionwas ramped linearlythrough thetransition
zone from the smooth zone value to unity in the rough zone.

The comparisons between the experimentally measured ice

shapes and those predicted by the multi-zone LEWICE code and
the normal LEWICE code with the Ruff roughness correlations

10 are shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen that there is a significant
improvement in fidelity of the overall ice shape for the multi-
zone case. There is however an irregularity in the ice surface

which appears in the second time step and is thought to be an
artifact of the ramped freezing fraction combined with the long
time steps. The irregularity is located at the point where the
freezing fraction becomes unity. Because of the relatively long
dmc steps used in the simulation runback water collects at this
point resulting in the observed bulge. Efforts are under _way to
minimize this effect in a physically realistic and numerically

acceptable manner. In general, however the multi-zone
LEWICE predicts the essential components of the ice accretion

whereas the normal LEWICE prediction is not at all
representative of the experimentally observed ice shape.

The second comparison, was conducted for a high liquid
water case of 1.5g/m 3 on a 2.5 cylinder in the BFG tunnel at
4.0 o C, and 150 kts. In this case the rough to smooth transition
reached the stagnation point by 60 see as shown in Fig. 15.

After this time the cylinder was uniformly rough with a
roughness element size estimated at 2 to 3 mm from the grazing
angle video. Runback was observed in the rough zone and the

wet region was observed by the IR video system to extend to
60 °. Since there was runback in the rough zone, the transition
region in the multi-zone model extended from the rough to
smooth transition point to the observed dry surface at 60 °. It
should also be noted that the liquid water content was reduced

by a factor of 2 during the first 30 second time step to account
for start up transients in the spray system.

The comparisons are shown in Fig. 16. There is
excellent agreement between the multi-zone model and the
experimental ice shapes for the f'wst 60 see while there were
multiple roughness zones on the icing surface. The normal
LEWICE code significantly underpredicted the ice accretion.
After 60 see simulation of the further accretion was simulated by
running the normal LEWICE code on top of the 60 sec ice shape
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Fig. 15. Angular position versus time of smooth-rough
transition location for the high liquid water
content example.

using an equivalentsand grainroughnessof 3 rnm
corresponding tothe observed physicalroughness. This
resultedinan ex_emely low freezingfractionof approximately
0.005 over theentiresurfaceand generatedalmost no further

accretion. Larger values of surface roughness were also used;
however_the freezing fraction did not increase significantly.

a.) Normal LEWICE at 30 and 60 sees.

180

120

b.) Experimental result at 60, 120, and 180 secs.

(
(

Modified LEWICE at 30 and 60 sees.

Comparison of experimental and predicted ice
shapes for a 2.5" cylinder, (T=-4°C, V=lS0 kts,
W=l.5 g/m3).
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The LEWICE code clearlyunderpredictedtheheat
transferforthiscase. In thenormal LEWICE code surface

roughness isused toadjustthe heattransfermodel. This
illustratestheneed foran improved treatmentof theheattransfer

ffsurfaceroughnessistobe deterministicallyiacludedinice
accretionmodels.

5.0 Conclusions

The investigation into modeling of surface roughness
effects on glaze ice accretion has resulted in the following:
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I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Accreting glaze ice surfaces have been observed to have
distinct zones of surface roughness. They include: a
smooth wet zone in the stagnation region where uniform 1.
film runback occurs, a rough zone where surface tension
causes coalescence of the surface water into beads, a

horn zone which can emerge out of the rough zone with
large roughness elements, a runback zone where surface
water runs back as rivulets, and a zone where rime 2.

feathers grow.

The location of the transition point between the smooth 3.

and rough zone was observed to propagate with time
towards the stagnation point.

The initial location of the surface roughness transition 4.

point appears to be related to the transition of the
boundary layer from laminar to turbulent. The
propagation of the transition point appears to be related 5.
to the rate of bead formation at the interface between the

rough and smooth zones.

Infrared video observations were made of accreting ice 6.

surfaces. This technique was used to investigate the
extent of wet regions on the ice surface and also
measur_ heat transfer enhancements resulting from
roughness and horn elements.

7.

Based on the above, a preliminary modification to the

LEWlCE ice accretion code which incorporates multiple
roughness zones was proposed.

8.

The proposed multi-zone modifications were
implemented using experimental data to determine factors
such as the rough to smooth transition locations. The
multi-zone modifications significantly improved the 9.

performance of the code as compared with the normal
LEW'ICE code. Based on the good performance of the

preliminary multi-zone code, further efforts to develop a
more fully deterministic and operational version of the
code appearto be wan'anied.
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ABSTRACT

Results of tests to measure ice growth in natural

(flight) and artificial (icing wind tunnel) icing conditions are
presented. Ice thickness is measured using an ultrasonic
pulse-echo technique. Two icing regimes, wet and dry ice
growth, are identified and the unique ultrasonic signal
characteristics associated with these different types of ice

growth are described.

Ultrasonic measurements of ice growth on cylinders

and airfoils exposed to artificial and natural icing conditions
are presented. An accuracy of _-+0.5mm is achieved for ice
thickness measurement using the pulse-echo technique. The

performance of two-probe type ice detectors is compared to the
surface mounted ultrasonic system. The ultrasonically
measured ice accretion rates and ice surface condition (wet or

dry) are used to compare the heat transfer characteristics for
flight and icing wind tunnel environments. In general the heat
transfer coefficient is inferred to be higher in the wind tunnel
environment, not likely due to higher freestream turbulence

levels. Finally, preliminary results of tests to measure ice
growth on airfoil using an array of ultrasonic transducers are
describe_d. Ice profiles obtained during flight in natural icing
conditions are shown and compared with mechanical and
stereo image measurements.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The direct measurement of ice thickness on critical

aircraft surfaces, in flight and on the ground, has proven to be
a difficult task. Current ice detectors generally measure the
accretion of ice on a probe and infer the accretion on other

aircraft components. In many applications this results in
significant uncertainty as to the actual ice accretion on critical
components. Recently, ultrasonic techniques have been
developed which allow the ice accreted on critical components

to be measured directly by a transducer imbedded in the
surface. This technology has significant implications for
operational use in measuring ice thickness and accretion rate in
flight and automatically controlling ice protection systems.
The technique also has potential applications in detecting
hazardous ground icing events. In addition, ultrasonic

techniques can be used to aid in the certification of aircraft for
flight in icing condition and in understanding the physics
which underlie the ice accretion problem.
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The purpose of this paper is to present an overview of

recent work on the measurement of ice thickness using
ultrasonic pulse-echo techniques. Additional ultrasonic

methods have been investigated including ice bond monitoring
by shear wave techniques and thin ice detection by pulse-echo
amplitude measurement. In the interest of brevity only the
pulse-echo results will be reviewed here. Experimental

measurements of ice growth in icing wind tunnel and flight
icing conditions are presented. The ultra-sonic pulse echo
technique is shown to provide the potential for the
development of an operational instrument. In addition, the
technique provides previously unobtainable resolution on the
temporal and spatial growth of ice accretion in simulated and

natural icing conditions. Finally, the unique capability of the
ultrasonic pulse-echo technique to detect the presence of liquid
water on an accreting ice surface allows the threshold between

wet and dry ice growth to be experimentally determined. It is
shown that this wet/dry threshold data may be used to infer
valuable information about the heat transfer from the ice

surface, and thus aid in understanding the ice accretion
process.
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Fig. 1 Ultrasonic pulse-echo thickness measurement
and typical ultrasonic pulse-echo signal in ice.
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2.0 ULTRASONIC PULSE-ECHO MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES.

2.1 ULTRASONIC PULSE-ECHO THICKNESS
MEASUREMENT

Ultrasonic pulse-echo measurement of ice thickness on
a surface is accomplished by emitting a brief compression or
shear wave from a small ultrasonic transducer mounted flush

with the accrefing surface (Fig. 1). The pulse travels through

the ice, is reflected at the ice/air interface and then returns to _.
the transducer as an echo signal. The time elapsed, Tp-e,
between the emission of the pulse from the transducer and the
return of the echo from the ice interface can then be used to

calculate the ice thickness, D, from the formula:

D =C. %._ (I)
2

Where C is the speed of propagation of the pulse-echo signal
in ice. In a previous study 1, the speed of propagation was
found to be insensitive to different types of ice (glaze, rime
and mixed) formed at typical flight airspeeds. Fig. 2 illustrates

the approximately constant speed of sound observed
experimentally in ice samples formed under different icing
conditions. A value of 3.8 mm/_s was used for the speed of
sound in ice for all the results presented in this paper.
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Fig. 2 Ice thickness vs. pulse-echo time constant
speed of sound for ice samples formed under
different icing conditions.

2.2 ULTRASONIC SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
FOR DRY ICE GROWTH

In cold conditions, all the droplets impinging at a given
location on a body freeze on impact and the ice s.urface formed
am"dry". During dry ice growth, the ice surface tends to
remain relatively smooth and simply increases in thickness.
The received echo, therefore, appears to translate in time with
a velocity proportional tothe accretion rate. This behavior is

illustrated in Fig. 3. Since the surface formed by dry ice
growth is typically smooth, a sharp, well-defined echo is
received, as shown in the figure.

2.3 ULTRASONIC SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
FOR WET ICE GROWTH

In warm conditions at temperatures just below 0 ° C,
the heat transfer from the accreting surface is insufficient to

completely freeze all the impinging droplets and liquid water
will be present on the ice surface. This form of ice accretion

will be referred to as "wet ice growth", and is characteristic of
glaze and mixed ice formation.
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Fig. 3 Ultrasonic signal characteristics for dry ice
growth.
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During wet ice growth the ice surface is covered, at
least partially, by a thin liquid layer. The ultrasonic pulse thus

encounters two separate interfaces: an ice/water interface and a
water/air interface, as shown in Fig. 4. Two echo signals are
therefore received by the transducer;, the fu'st from the
ice/water interface and a second, later echo from the water/air
interface. The echo received from the ice/water interface is

characteristically broader than the echoes received during rime
ice growth due to the rougher ice surface formed during glaze

icing. As in the rime ice case, this ice/water interface echo
translates in time as liquid freezes at the interface and increases
the accreted ice thickness.

Since the liquid layer over the ice surface is thin, and
its attenuation is low, multiple echoes are received from the
water/air interface following the ice/water echo. Due to

distortion of the liquid surface by impinging droplets and the
external flow, the detailed shape of these multiple water/air
echoes changes rapidly as the instantaneous local thickness
and surface orientation of the liquid layer varies. This rapid
variation in the received echo signal is absent when the ice
surface is dry. Wet and dry ice growth may thus be
distinguished by observing the time variation of the received
ultrasonic echo signals.

3.0 MEASUREMENT OF ICE GROWTH DURING
ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL ICING CONDITIONS

This section presents results of tests to measure and
compare ice growth in both icing wind tunnel and icing
conditions. Ice thickness on the stagnation line of a cylinder
was measured as a function of the exposure time, using the

ultrasonic pulse-echo technique in the NASA Lewis Icing
Research Tunnel and on the NASA Icing Research aircraft.
Preliminary tests of digitally processed "real time" ultrasonic
measurement were conducted in the Boeing Icing Tunnel and
on the Boeing 757 test aircraft. In addition, the ultrasonic
signal characteristics were used to distinguish the presence of
liquid water on the accreting ice surface. These wet/dry ice
growth observations are then used to compare the heat transfer
processes occurring in the icing wind tunnel and in flight.

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experimental apparatus used for both the NASA
Lewis Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) tests and the NASA
natural icing flight tests consisted of the following equipment:

1. A cylinder containing small ultrasonic
transducers mounted flush with the cylinder surface.

2. A pulser/receiver unit to drive transducers.

3. An oscilloscope to display the resulting pulse-
echo signal.

4. A video camera/recorder to record the pulse-

echo signal displaYed on the oscilloscope.

Fig. 5 schematically illustrates the configuration of the

experimental apparatus. For the IRT tests a 10.2 cm diameter
cylinder was instrumented with four ultrasonic transducers.
The transducers used had plane circular faces with element
diameters of either 0.6 or 0.3 cm. The transducers had center

frequencies of 1, 2.25 and 5 MHz; all were broadband,
heavily damped transducers. As expected, the 5 MHz
transducers provided the highest thickness resolution (due to
the shorter wavelength), and all results presented are for 5
MHz transducers. The transducers were placed on the
stagnation line and were located near the midsection of the

cylinder. A pulser/receiver unit provided the electrical signals
necessary to generate the ultrasonic pulse and amplify the
return echo.
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Fig. 5 Schematic of experimental apparatus
configuration.

The cylinder employed for the NASA natural icing
flight tests was an 11.4 cm diameter cylinder. This cylinder
was instrumented with two 0.6 cm diameter, 5 MHz

transducers, mounted in the stagnation line of the cylinder.
Again a single pulser/receiver unit was used to drive either
transducer.

In order to observe the ultrasonic signal characteristics
in detail, an oscilloscope was used in both series of NASA
tests to display the pulse-echo signals. A video camera was

used to permanently record the oscilloscope signal for
subsequent analysis. The video camera simultaneously
recorded the cylinder exposure time from an electronic clock.

Preliminary tests of a digitally processed "real time"
ultrasonic measurement techniques were conducted on a full
scale model of a 757 leading edge slat in the Boeing Icing
Tunnel. The slat was instrumented with commercially
available 5 MHz transducers. Single and dual element
transducers with polystyrene delay lines were tested. The
diameter of the exposed polystyrene face was 0.63 cm.

Transducer excitation and return echo signal conditioning was
provided by commercial ultrasonic pulser/receiver hardware.
A digital oscilloscope was used to capture return echoes and
measure the round-trip delay. A micro-computer subsequently
computed the ice thickness (approximately every 2.5 seconds)
and logged the data on a printer. In addition, the oscilloscope
pulse-echo waveforms were also video recorded to allow

visual validation of the computer processing.

The Boeing natural icing flight tests used custom 2.25
MHz transducers with an exposed diameter of approximately
1.3 cm. One transducer was mounted on an outboard leading

edge slat and another on a 7.6 cm diameter fared cylindrical
shaped mast extended approximately 40 cm from the

forwardmost passenger window as shown in Fig. 6. The
transducers were connected to a modified commercial

ultrasonic thickness gage which provided a digital display as
well as an analog thickness output. In addition, echoes were
monitored on an oscilloscope. Strip chart recordings were
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madeoftheaircraftaltitude,trueairspeed,outsideair
temperature(OAT),liquidwatercontent(LWC)andtheanalog
icethicknessoutput.Visualobservationsofawingmounted
"barber-pole"weremadetoconfu'mtheicethicknessreadings.

Fig.6 Installationoftheultrasonicdetectorinthe757
window.

3.1.1IcingResearchTunnelTests

Theinstrumentedcylinderwasverticallysuspended
fromtheroofoftheNASAIcingResearchTunnel(IRT),as
shownschematicallyinFig.7.Thecylinderwasexposedto
theicingcloud,andthepulse-echosignalsfromthe
transducersbeingcomparedrecordedusingthevideo-
camera/recorder.Eachexposurewasmadewithconstanticing
cloudparametersandtypicallylastedeightminutes.Atthe
completionofarun,theiceddiameterofthecylinderateach
transducerlocatedwasmeasuredmechanicallyusingapairof
outsidecalipers.Theicethicknessoverthetransducerswas
inferredfromthismeasurementforcomparisonwiththe
ultrasonicallymeasuredicethickness.Thccylinderwasthen
completelyde-icedinpreparationforthenextrun.Icegrowth
foratotaloffifteendifferenticingcloudparametersets,
rangingfromglazetorimeicingconditions,wasrecorded
usingtheultrasonicpulse-echosystem.
3.1.2 Boeing Icing Tunnel Tests

The 757 leading edge model spanned the tunnel at
approximately a 20 ° sweep angle. A total of 20 tests were
conducted. The test conditions covered a temperature range of

-28 ° C to +2 ° C; LWC of 0.2 to 0.9 gm/m 3 and airspeed from
i00 to 175 MPH. Droplet size (MVD) was gravitational 10 or

20 microns, depending upon LWC. The exposure time varied
from two to 15 minutes. Typically ice was allowed to accrete
until between 0.150 to 0.3.00 inches were present. The tunnei

was then opened and a manual measurement of the ice
thickness over the transducer was made using calipers.
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Fig. 7 Test cylinder installation for icing tunnel (IRT)
tests.
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3.1.3 Natural Icing Tests

Natural icing tests were conducted in flight from the
NASA Lewis Icing Research Aircraft, a De Havilland Twin
Otter. The 11.4 cm cylinder instrumented with ultrasonic
transducers was exposed to icing conditions at the end of an

extension post that was vertically extended through the roof of
the aircraft by an experiment carrier mounted in the aircraft
(see Fig.8). The cylinder midsection was located 53.3 cm into
the freestream when extended. The cylinder was typically

exposed throughout the entire icing encounter, the pulse echo

signal again being continuously displayed and recorded by the
oscilloscope/camera system. At the end of the encounter the
cylinder was retracted into the aircraft and the ice thickness
over the transducer measured using outside calipers. Four
research flights were conducted with the ultrasonic system
during the period March 30 to April 2, 1985.

The Boeing 757 flight tests were conducted on
February 28, 1987 from Boeing Field in Seattle. Four icing
encounters occurred at an altitude of approximately 10,000 ft.
Each encounter lasted from five to nine minutes and was

terminated by climbing above the icing conditions. Following
the last encounter, total ice accumulation was in excess of one

inch. The transducer mounted on the mast accurately tracked
ice accretions in excess of 1 inch. The slat mounted transducer

failed to perform as expected. This is thought to be due to an
inadequate transducer mounting arrangement which prevented
the direct bonding of accreted ice to the sensor.

5HHz' 025" Dia i_cers_I15" x t,-5" Dia.

_ Mff Ultras'"_ic
_N _ h:e Probe _ /

Ice Detectors Ii'_---=-__ ./ _/C'_
(PtR.A.M _ j_-ib-'jiL--'--_

& C,oud
,/_ "- _.4_,,=_ _,Droplet Probes

.._I "s "(_)'_(M VD)

LWC
HotWire

Fig. 8 Test cylinder installation for natural icing
(NASA Lewis Twin Otter aircraft) tests.

3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.2.1 Icing Research Tunnel Tests

Figs. 9 and 10 show ice thickness measured with the
ultrasonic system plotted against exposure time for two
different icing cloud parameter sets, labeled "heavy" and

"light" icing respectively. The heavy icing conditions
represent an icing cloud with a high liquid water content of
approximately 0.77 gm/m 3 and a large median volume droplet
size of 20 microns; whereas the light icing conditions represent
relatively lower values for both of these parameters. The

freestream airspeed was 102.8 m/see for both cases shown.
Ice growth at three different temperatures (-8.0 ° C,
-17.5 ° C and -28.6 ° C), is shown for both icing conditions.
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Ice growth under "heavy" icing tunnel
conditions.

The total ice accretion was mechanically measured with outside
calipers at the completion of each run and is also plotted, if known.
The accuracy of the ultrasonic pulse-echo thickness
measurements was found to be within 0.5 mm of the
accretion measured with the calipers for all runs where
mechanical measurements were obtained. This good
agreement between the mechanically measured thicknesses and
the ultrasonic measurements confirmed previous experimental
results which showed the speed of propagation of the
ultrasonic signal to be insensitive to widely varying icing
conditions.

The ice accretion rates measured in the IRT (given by
the slope of the thickness versus time curve) remained fairly
constant throughout each run. This behavior is a result of both
the constant icing cloud conditions in the tunnel and the
location of the transducer on the cylinder stagnation line

While observed accretion rates are relatively constant
throughout each run, the accretion rates differ significantly for
the different icing cloud conditions. Due to the higher
impinging mass flfix, the accretion rates measured under the
"heavy" icing conditions were greater than those observed
under the "light'"icing conditions at the same temperature. For
example at -28.6 ° C the accretion rate is 3.15 mm/min for the
heavy icing conditions while it was only 1.05 mm/min for the
"light" icing case. Of more interest is the effect of the cloud
temperature on the stagnation accretion rate. At the relatively
warm temperatures just below 0 ° C, the accretion rates for
both the heavy and light cases are low, and the ice growth is
observes to be wet. Under these conditions, the rate of heat
removal from the ice surface was sufficient to completely
freeze all the locally impinging droplets, liquid forms on the
accreting surface and ran back away from the stagnation
region. However, as the temperature of the icing cloud was
progressively reduced, the accretion rate was observed to
increase to a maximum value and then remain constant despite
further decreases in icing cloud temperature.
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Fig. 10 Ice growth under "light" icing tunnel
conditions.

The lower accretion rates observed at the warmer cloud
temperatures are due to liquid runback from the stagnation
regzon. As the cloud temperature is reduced, the rate of heat
removed from the ice surface increases, this results in the
freezing fraction (ratio of impinging to freezing water flux) and
the accretion rate increasing. For dry growth, the freezing
fraction is unity and the accretion rate is a maximum (for the
particular cloud parameters). This behavior is illustrated in
Fig. 1 I, which shows the average accretion rates measured for
the heavy and light icing condztions as a function of the cloud
temperature, T**. For the light icing case the accretion rate
increases with decreasing temperature to -17.5 {}C, at which
point dry ice growth is observed, the accretion rate then
remains constant as the icing cloud temperature is further
decreased to -28.6 ° C. However, for the heavy icing
conditions it can be seen that at -17.5 ° C the growth is stiU wet
and the accretion rate continues to increase from -17.5 ° C to -
28.6 ° C. For these "heavy icing" conditions the heat transfer
from the ice surface as still insufficient at -17.5°C to
completely freeze the high impinging mass flux, and hence wet
growth was observed. At -28.6 ° C though the ice growth is
dry and the accretion rate measured, 3.15 mm/min is therefore
the maximum value for those conditions.
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3.2.2 Boeing Icing Tunnel Tests

Fig. 12 shows an example of ice thickness measured

and processed in real time with the digitally analyzed ultrasonic
data. As can be seen in the data, the preliminary algorithms

used in this test required approximately 0.075" of ice before it
locked in. However, a clear reaction in the echo amplitude
was always observed within 5 seconds of spray initiation.
This amplitude behavior has been subsequently used for

ultrasonic measurement of thin ice accretions. The agreement
between final ultrasonic and mechanical ice thickness

measurements was _enerally good with most cases agreeing
to better than 10%. Those outliers which did occur were

trackable to problems with the preliminary signal processing
algorithm.
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Fig. 12 Digitally processed ice growth measurement.

3.2.3 Natural Icing Tests

Fig. 13 contains a summary of the time averaged icing
conditions during each of the four in-flight exposures of the
ultrasonic system obtained on the NASA Icing Research
Aircraft. The shape of the accreted ice at the completion of
each exposure was obtained from photographs of the iced
cylinder. Also shown are the f'mal ice thicknesses measured

with the ultrasonic system and the outside calipers. The
accuracy of the ulwasonic measurements is again seen to be
within _+0.5 mm of the mechanically measured ice thickness.

Fig. 14 is a plot of the ice thickness measured with the
ultrasonic system versus the cylinder exposure time, for
research flight 85-24. Ice pulse-echo data, and the average
accretion rate for the encounter was 0.88 mm/min.

Fig. 15 is a plot of icing cloud and ice accretion data
measured by existing instrumentation on the aircraft, also for

flight 85-24. The upper plot shows "icing rate" in mm/min
measured by Rosemount and PIRAM ice detectors. Also
shown is the ice accretion rate measured on the stagnation line
of the test cylinder by the ultrasonic system. This accretion

rate was determined by differentiating the measured ice
accretion (Fig. 14) with respect to time. The lower plot shows
the cloud liquid water content in gm/m 3 measured by a
Johnson-Williams hot-wire probe. Due to the relatively cold
cloud temperature and low liquid water contents observed

during this encounter, the icing rate is expected to be
approximately proportional to the cloud liquid water content.

From Fig. 15, it can be seen that three icing rate plots

(Rosemount, PIRAM and Ultrasonic) show overall similarity
to the LWC plot, (e.g., all contain a decrease in icing rate after

two minutes, corresponding to a decrease in the cloud liquid
water content). However, the magnitudes of the icing rates
indicated by the three instruments are marke, dly different, the
PIRAM and Rosemount respectively indicating average icing
rates of 2.45 and 1.96 ram/rain for the encounter while the
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average ultrasonically measured accretion rate is 0.88 mrn/min.
The ultrasonically measured icing rate is consistent with the
mechanically measured accretion on the test cylinder of 8.7
mm at the end of the ten minute exposure. The higher icing
rates recorded by the PIRAM and Rosemount systems appear
to be inconsistent with the cloud liquid water content measured
by the Johnson-Williams probe, a regression line analysis of
measured icing rate versus Johnson-Williams cloud liquid
water content was made which indicate that the PIRAM and
Rosemount systems respectively imply icing rates of 2.06 and
1.36 mm/min at zero liquid water content.
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Fig. 15 Comparison of ice accretion rates measured by
PIRAM, Rosemount and ultrasonic ice
detectors and cloud liquid water content
measured by a Johnson-Williams hot-wire
probe for flight 85-24.

The PIRAM and Rosemount systems are both probe-
type detectors that measure ice accumulation on a small,
protruding probe. The calibration of these systems depends
on the collection efficiency of the probe, which in turn varies
with the cloud droplet size distribution. Since th¢_ultrasonic
system is non-invasive, ice thickness and icing rate are directly
measured on the surface of interest and no calibration is
required. Referring againto Fig. 15, it can be seen that the
time variation of the liquid water content is recorded by the
ultrasonic system while the Rosemount and PIRAM plots do
not contain the same level of detail, particularly beyond four
minutes exposure time, with the Rosemount data showing an
apparent drift to a higher icing rate. The time response of
probe-type systems is generally limited by two factors: the
amount of ice necessary to initiate the icing signal and the need
to repeatedly thermally de-ice the probe. The response time of
both the PIRAM and Rosemount instruments is therefore
dependent on the severity of the icing conditions and also
physically limited by the time taken to de-ice the probe
(typically 5-7 seconds). The time response of the ultrasonic
system is not limited by the need for de-icing and does not

depend on the icing severity; it is only fundamentally limited
by the ultrasonic pulse repetition frequency, which is typically
several KHz.

Fig. 16 presents strip chart data from an 8 minute
period of the 757 flight test. The ultrasonically measured ice
accretion is the bottom trace in Fig. 16. The measured ice
accretion behavior is consistent with the measured liquid water
content, also shown in Fig. 16. Reliable measurements were
made to greater than 0.75 inches before the detector saturated.
The average ambient temperature during the encounter was
-15 ° C, the pressure altitude was 10,000 ft. and the true
airspeed was 250 KTS.
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Example of strip chart recordings of cloud
Liquid water content and ultrasonically
measured ice thickness for the Boeing 757
tests.

3.3 HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS FOR
AN ACCRETING ICE SURFACE

As discussed earlier, when the rate of heat removal
from the icing surface is insufficient to freeze all the impinging
droplets, liquid will form on the surface and the ice growth
will be wet. By experimentally measuring the type of ice
growth occurring (wet or dry) under particular icing cloud
conditions, it is possible to parametrically infer limits on the
heat transfer magnitude at the icing surface. A clear
understanding of the heat transfer is essential if accurate
analytic ice accretion models are to be developed. Due to
experimental difficulties associated with heat transfer
measurements on actual ice surfaces, local heat transfer
coefficient measurements have only been made around
wooden or foam models of typical ice shapes. In addition,
experimental measurements comparing local heat transfer
coefficients obtained in icing wind tunnels and in flight are
essential if natural icing conditions are to be accurately
simulated in icing wind tunnels. Very little experimental data
exists in this area.

This section presents a comparison of experimentally
measured wet and dry ice growth data with theoretical wet/dry
threshold curves calculated using a steady-state energy balance
for the stagnation region. The energy balance shown in Fig.
17 considers six modes of energy transport to and from the
icing surface, the most significant terms being the heat added
due to the latent heat of fusion and aerodynamic heating Cram-
rise"). The heat is removed primarily due to convection and
evaporation or sublimation. The ultrasonically measured wet
and dry ice growth data for the cylinders tested in the icing
wind tunnel and in flight are used to compare a series of heat
transfer coefficients for the cylinder stagnation region. Using
this approach, the importance of freestream turbulence and
surface roughness on the local heat transfer can be compared
for artificial and natural icing conditions.
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Fig. 17 Modes of energy transfer for an accredng ice
surface.

The heat transfer coefficients used are from a recent
experimental study by Van Fossen, et al2, in support of the
NASA icing research program. In the Van Fossen study, heat
transfer coefficients were measured for two different
freesucam turbulence levels, 0.5% and 3.5%, and for two
different.cylinder surface conditions, one smooth and one
roughened with grains of sand. A more complete discussion
of these heat wansfer models and the steady-state energy
balance used to calculate the wet/dry threshold curves is
contained in reference 3.

3.3.1 Icing Research Tunnel Results

Fig. 18 shows the ultrasonically measured ice growth
for six different icing conditions in the icing research tunnel.
The freestream velocity was 102.8 m/s (230 mph) for all six
runs shown. Also shown are four wet/dry threshold curves
calculated using the Van Fossen 3 heat transfer coefficients.
These curves arc plotted versus ambient temperature and were
calculated for a freestream velocity of 102.8 m/s (230 mph),
and a cylinder diameter of 0.I02 m (4 in). The four curves
shown thus represent the transition between wet and dry ice
growth calculated for the four different local heat transfer
coefficients implied by the Van Fossen data. If the local
impinging liquid water content exceeds this critical value for a
given ambient temperature then the ice growth is calculated to
be wet, and if the impinging liquid water content is less than
the critical value the ice growth is predicted to be dry. From
the figure it can be seen that the heat transfer coefficient that
best predicts the experimentally observed pattern of wet and
dry ice growth is that measured for the cylinder roughened
with sand and at a freestream turbulence level of 3.5%. While
dry ice growth was observed at -28.6°C and an impinging
liquid water content equal to 0.47 g/m 3, the heat transfer
coefficients for the 0.5% freestream turbulence level clearly
imply wet growth for these conditions. Thus it appears that
the 0.5% turbulence level heat transfer coefficients
underpredict the actual heat transfer in the icing tunnel, and are
therefore too low.

Since the rough surface, 3.5% freestream turbulence
heat transfer coefficient appeared to best approximate the actual
heat transfer occurring in the icing research tunnel (based on
the wet/dry ice surface data from th ultrasonic tests), this heat
transfer model was compared with other ultrasonic wet/dry ice
surface data obtained at different tunnel icing cloud conditions,
with similarly favorable results.

Based on the results presented in Fig. 18, it ap.pears
that the heat transfer coefficient model that best approxmaates
the actual heat transfer ooeurring in the icing research tunnel is
the 3.5% turbulence level, rough surface model. The actual
heat transfer coefficient is clearly greater than those applicable
at the low (0.5%) turbulence level and may be even greater
than that implied by the high (3.5%) turbulence level model.
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Fig. 18 Plot of impinging liquid water content vs.
cloud temperature showing ultrasonically
measured wet/dry ice growth and theoretical
wet/dry threshold curves for four different heat
transfer coefficients (V**= 102.8 m/see.).

3.3.2 Natural Icing Cloud Test Results

While constant icing conditions were maintained
throughout each exposure in the icing research tunnel, the
natural icing cloud conditions, most noticeably the liquid water
content, were not constant throughout each flight. Fig. 19
shows a plot of cloud liquid water content versus exposure
time for research flight 85-24. The liquid water content was
measured by a Johnson-Williams hot-wire probe located near
the nose of the aircraft (see Fig. 8). Also shown, are the
experimentally observed periods of dry, wet and transitional
ice growth, produced by the varying liquid water content. The
ultrasonic echo patterns received from the accreting ice surface
were used to determine if the ice growth was wet, dry or
transitional. Ice growth was characterized as transitional when
the time variation of the ultrasonic echo pattern was between
that characteristically observed for wet and completely dry ice
growth.

Fig. 20 is a plot of impinging liquid water content
versus cloud temperature. The experimentally observedice
growth regimes during the four research flights conducted are
shown. Note that during flights 85-24 and 85-25 the full
range of ice growth regimes were encountered with periods of
dry, transitional and wet ice growth observed. No dry ice
growth was observed during flights 85-22 and 85-23. Also
shown are the four wet/dry threshold curves calculated using
the four different Van Fossen heat transfer coefficients (0.5%
turbulence, rough and smooth surface; 3.5% turbulence,
rough and smooth surface). These curves were calculated for
the test cylinder diameter of 0.114 m and for the average flight
airspeed of 71.4 m/s and the average exposure altitude of 1613
m.
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Fig. 19 Plot of liquid water content (measured by the
Johnson-Williams probe) vs. exposure time for
flight 85-24 showing typical fluctuations
observed in natural icing conditions. Also

shown arc ultrasonic measured periods of wet,
dry, and transitional ice growth.

Figs. 19 and 20 illustrate the considerable variations
encountered in natural icing conditions, both during a

particular flight and between flights conducted on different
days. For example, the cloud temperature, liquid water
content and droplet size were roughly comparable for flights
85-24 and 85-25. However, different ranges of wet and dry

ice growth were observed, as indicated by the overlapping
experimental wet and dry growth ranges at the same impinging

liquid water content..The implication is that the heat transfer
differed between the two flights, both at nominally similar

icing conditions, but conducted on different days through
differentclouds.
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Fig. 20 Plot of impinging liquid water content vs.
cloud temperature showing wet, dry and
transitional ice growth regimes observed in

flights and theoretical wet/dry threshold curves
for four different heat transfer coefficients.

From the figure it can be seen that for flight 85-25 the
high (3.5%) turbulence level heat transfer coefficients
overpredict the observed heat transfer, based on the steady-
state model analysis. For this flight the low (0.5%) turbulence

level heat transfer coefficients appear appropriate since both of
these coefficients correctly predicts the observed wet and dry

regimes. The actual turbulence level applicable could be even
less than 0.5% based on the location of the observed wet and

dry growth regimes.

The experimentally observed ice growth regimes
during flight 85-24 are consistent with the wet/dry threshold
predicted by the 3.5% turbulence level, rough surface heat
transfer coefficient. For this flight the low (0.5%) turbulence

level models incorrectly predict wet growth for impinging
liquid water content levels where dry growth was
experimentally observed. Thus, in contrast to flight 85-25, the
tow turbulence level appears to be too low, and the 3.5%

turbulence level model gives acceptable results.

The resultsof thenaturalicingtestsalsoindicatethe
heattransferoccurringinnaturalicingconditionsmay vary
from day today despitesimilaricingconditions.One reason
forthisvariationmay be due todifferenticingcloudturbulence
levels.Based on the limitedamount offlighttestdataavailable

itappearsthatingeneralthe appropriateturbulencelevelfor
naturalicingconditionsissomewhat lower thanthe 3.5%+
levelinferredfortheicingresearchtunnel.Thisresultis
consistentwithpreviousexperimentalcomparisons between

theicingresearchtunneland flight.For thesereasons,care
should be takenin extrapolatingtheresultsoficingwing
tunnelteststo "similar"naturalicingcloudconditions.

4.0 MEASUREMENT OF ICE SHAPE BY AN
ULTRASONIC ARRAY

Currentlya comprehensive testingprogram is
under .waytomeasure and compare ice accretion in naturaland
artificial wind tunnel icing conditions. This ice-growth data

base will enable a quantitative comparison to be made between
flight and icing wind tunnel tests. In addition, this temporal
and spatial ice accretion data will be used to support

development and validation of analytic icing models and
scaling laws. This section describes the experimental
apparatus and testing procedure for these tests, and presents
preliminary results of ice growth measurements made on an
airfoil in natural icing conditions 4.
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Fig. 21 Wing-cuff and ultrasonic array installation on
NASA Lewis Twin Otter aircraft.
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4.1 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

For the natural icing flight tests a De HaviUand DHC-6

airfoil section was instrumented with an array of 9 ultrasonic
transducers, as shown in Fig. 21 The transducers were all 5

MHz, broadband, heavily damped transducers with 0.6 cm
element diameters. The airfoil section was attached to the

starboard wing of the NASA Lewis Icing Research Aircraft, a
De Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter. The airfoil section, or cuff,

thus protruded approximately 3 in forward of the aircraft wing
section.

The NASA aircraft was also equipped with a stereo

camera system consisting of two 70 mm cameras mounted in
the nose of the aircraft (see Fig. 21). The cameras produce

stereo image pairs of the ice accretion on the wing cuff. These
images are then photogrammetrically analyzed post-flight, and
allow the ice accretion to be measured with a resolution of

approximately _-_4-0.03in.

Fig. 22 schematically illustrates the ultrasonic system

installation for the natural icing flight tests. The 9 ultrasonic
transducers in the wing cuff were sequentially scanned using a
multiplexing pulser/receiver unit. The pulse-echo signals were
displayed on a broadband oscilloscope and a video camera
focused on the oscilloscope screen provided a permanent
record of these signals. Also within the camera's field of view
were an electronic watch to provide time synchronization with

other icing data recorded onboard the aircraft, and an LED
display to indicate the current active transducer in the array.
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Fig. 22 Schematic of ultrasonic array equipment
configuration.

4.2 TESTING

Since the instrumented wing cuff was permanently
exposed on the aircraft wing, the ultrasonic system was

activated from take-off to landing. Typically the multiplexing
rate was set to approximately two seconds per transducer (i.e.,
each transducer was "active" for two seconds), so that four

complete scans of the array were completed every minute.

In addition to the ultrasonic ice thickness
measurements, stereo photographs of the wing cuff accretion

were also taken during each encounter. However, adequate
stereo photographs could not be obtained while the aircraft
was inside the icing cloud, stereo photographs of the ice

growth were therefore only taken outside the cloud at fairly
widely spaced time intervals. Typically two or three separate
stereo pairs were obtained documenting the ice growth during
the icing encounter.

Since the wing cuff was not equipped with any ice
protection system, in most cases it was possible to
mechanically measure the final ice accretion on the wing cuff
after landing using vernier calipers. Nine research flights were
conducted with the ultrasonic system during the period

February to March 1986. Due to the weather conditions
during that period rime ice accretions were observed primarily.

4.2.1 Results

Fig. 23 shows a typical ice growth profile history
obtained from the ultrasonic array. The data were from

research flight 86-31 which had a cold average tem..perature of
-10 ° C and a low liquid water content of 0.06 g/m s. The data
are presented in the form of successive ice profiles. These
profiles were constructed by fairing a curve through the
"point" thickness measurements from the array transducers. A
total of six profiles are shown, with six minutes between each
profile. The time at which the profiles were measured is

indicated on the lower plot of the cloud liquid water content
during the flight.
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Fig. 23 Ultrasonically measured ice profiles for flight
86-31.
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The ultrasonically measured profdes show the ice
shape to be relatively conformable to the leading edge
throughout the encounter. Thickness measurements from
transducers B and G, located near the edges of the accretion,
were not possible after the second profile. This was because
the slope of the ice surface above these transducers, relative to

the airfoil surface, became too large, reflecting the return echo
away from the transducer and significantly reducing the
received echo strength. Increasing the receiver gain in this

situation would alleviate this problem; however, varying the
receiver gain between transducers was not practical with the
single multiplexed pulser/receiver used for these tests. Since a

single "optimum" gain had to be used, this "edge" effect
dropout of the echo signal was often unavoidable.

The ice profiles in Fig. 23 illustrate the non-uniform

growth rate throughout the encounter. The fhst three profiles
all show approximately equal growth, corresponding to the
roughly constant average liquid water content during this
period. The higher liquid water content in the interval between

profiles 3 and 4 results in more growth, as evidenced by the
larger profile spacing. Following profile 4 the liquid water
content falls, and as a result prof'des 5 and 6 show little further
growth.

Fig. 24 illustrates the final ice shape accreted on the
wing cuff at the completion of flight 86-31. Three separate
measurements of the fmal ice profile are shown. The open
circles represent thickness readings obtained from the stereo
photographic analysis, while the crosses indicate

measurements made with vernier calipers after landing. The
final ultrasonic ice thickness measurements (from transducers

C, D, E, and F) are shown as a solid line on the figure. The
agreement between all three of these independent
measurements is within 0.5 mm, with a final ice thickness of
approximately 9 mm indicated.

5.0 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, ultrasonic pulse-echo measurement
techniques are seen to offer the potential for the development

of an operational ice detector, as well as providing a valuable
tool for better understanding and documenting that ice
accretion process.
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Investigation of Surface Water Behavior During
Glaze Ice Accretion*

R. John Hansman Jr.* and Stephen R. Turnockt

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts

A series of experimental investigations that focused on isolating the primary factors that control the behavior of
unfrozen surface water during glaze ice accretion were conducted. Detailed microvidco observations were made of
glaze ice accretions on 2.54 cm diam cylinders in a closed-loop refrigerated wind tunnel. Distinct zones of surface

water behavior were observed; a smooth wet zone in the stagnation region with a uniform water film, a rough zone
where surface tension effects caused coalescence of surface water into stationary beads, and a zone where surface
water run back as rivulets. The location of the transition from the smooth to the-rough zone was found to migrate
towards the stagnation point with time. Comparative tests were conducted to study the effect of the substrate thermal

and roughness properties on ice accretion. The importance of surface water behavior was evaluated by the addition

of a surface tension reducing agent to the icing tunnel water supply, which significantly altered the accreted glaze
ice shape. Measurements were made to determine the contact angle behavior of water droplets on ice. A simple
multizone modification to current glaze ice accretion models was proposed to include the observed surface
roughness behavior.
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Nomenclature

= surface area, m 2

= specific heat capacity of ice, J/kg K

= specific heat capacity of air, J/kg K

= specific heat capacity of water, J/kg K
= diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air, m2/s

= force, kg m/s 2

= local convective heat-transfer coefficient, W/m2K
= thermal conductivity of air, W/m K

= latent heat of fusion of water, J/kg
= latent heat of sublimation of water, J/kg
= latent heat of vaporization of water, J/kg
= local mass flux/time, kg/m2s
= local heat flux/time, W/m 2

= recovery factor, 0.875(-)

= equilibrium surface temperature, °C
= cloud temperature, °C

= icing time, s

= freestream velocity, m/s
= cloud liquid water content, g/m 3

= local collection efficiency (-)

= contact angle hysteresis, deg
= cloud supercooling = T_o(°C)

= contact angle, deg

= advancing contact angle, deg
= receding contact angle, deg

-- saturated vapor density over surface, kg/m -_
= saturated vapor density in cloud, kg/m 3
= surface tension, kg/m s 2
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I. Introduction

HE behavior of unfrozen water on an accreting glaze ice
surface can directly and indirectly influence the shape of

the resulting ice accretion." The surface transport behavior of

the unfrozen water prior to freezing has a direct impact on the

ice shape due to its effect of redistributing the impinging water
mass. The surface water behavior also indirectly influences the

ice accretion through its impact on surface roughness, which
modifies the local convective heat transfer. The local heat

transfer is the controlling factor in wet surface glaze ice accre-

tion, where there is sufficient impinging water such that ice

accretion rate is limited by the ability to remove latent heat of
fusion from the surface.

Current ice accretion models ignore the specific details of

unfrozen surface water behavior during glaze accretion. The

transport behavior and surface roughness are both treated in a

simplistic or heuristic manner. This simplistic evaluation of
surface roughness and transport behavior, which omits consid-

eration of the surface physics, is considered to be a contribut-

ing factor in the poor agreement between current glaze ice

accretion models and expeimental results.'

This paper describes a series of experimental investigations
focused on isolating the primary factors that control surface

water behavior. The ex_perimental investigations include mea-

surement of the contact angle and resistance to motion of water

on an ice surface, photographic observations of surface rough-
ness during glaze ice accretion on cylinders, differential com-

parisons of substrate thermal and surface properties on ice

accretion, and the influence of surface tension on glaze ice

accretion. The results indicate the importance of surface water

behavior to the icing process in the glaze ice regime. A simple
modification to existing glaze ice models is also proposed.

Ii. Ice Accretion Mechanisms Influenced by Surface
Water Behavior

The primary ice accretion mechanisms that are influenced by
the behavior of unfrozen surface water are the convective heat

transfer, which is strongly related to the surface roughness, 2

and the mass transfer at the surface, which is partly determined
by the water runback characteristics of the surface. Both the
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heat and the mass transfer will be discussed briefly in the con-

text of ice accretion models to identify the importance of sur-

face water behavior on the ice accretion process.

Mass Transfer

The principal modes of liquid water mass transfer on an
accreting ice surface are shown schematically in Fig. 1, which

depicts mass flux into and out of a control volume at the ice

surface. The primary source of liquid water is the impingement

of supercooled droplets. The impinging liquid water mass flux

_/i_p is linearly related to the ambient liquid water content W,
the local droplet collection efficiency /3, and the freestream

velocity V**:

i'_,, = _ WV_ (l)

The double prime superscript is used to indicate that the

quantity is defined per unit area of the icing surface.

Liquid water may also enter the control volume through

mass flow along the surface (Mi, in Fig. 1). Liquid water leaves

the control volume through freezing at the ice water interface

A;/_:r.... and surface flow out of the control volume A;/o, t. Some
mass also leaves the control volume due to evaporation, but

this is generally small in the icing problem and will be neglected
in the following analysis. The freezing mass flux -_/]:r_zc is de-

termined by the ability to convect the latent heat resulting from

the water ice phase transition away from the surface. This will

be discussed more fully in the following section.

In steady state, the mass flux into and out of a control vol-
ume with surface area A must balance

A. MI;.. + M,o = A ' ML_o + Mo., (2)

For rime icing conditions at cold temperatures, the convec-
tive heat transfer is sufficient to freeze all of the impinging mass

flux. In this case. there is no surface flow, and Eq. (2) reduces

to

_/'i_p = _/_,., (3)

In glaze icing conditions, there is insufficient heat transfer to

freeze all of the impinging mass flux. In this case, the surface

flow terms in Eq. (2) have to be considered. In current ice
accretion models, all unfrozen water is assumed to run back

out of the control volume, while unfrozen water from the next

upstream element is assumed to flow into the control volume.

The assumption of uniform runback is quite reasonable for

icing conditions where a thin water film covers the glaze ice

surface. However, recent NASA high-speed photographic

studies indicate that other runback mechanisms may exist2 "4In
some of the NASA studies, surface water was observed to

coalesce into beads that remained stationary on the accreting

ice surface. An example is shown in Fig. 2. The liquid beads

were often surrounded by regions of otherwise dry ice surface,

and no runback was observed. The NASA observations sug-
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Fig. 1 Control volume mass balance for a wet surface.
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gest two potential scenarios for surface water flow in the pres-
ence of water beads. In one scenario, the water beads will grow

until the increased heat transfer from the rough surface be.

comes sufficient for the freezing mass flux to equal the imping-

ing mass flux and any surface flow into the control volume. In
this case, no water would leave the control volume, and Eq. (3)

would reduce to

A ' _/_,_,c = A • ,Q",'p + h4_,, (4)

In the alternate scenario, the water beads would grow

through coalescence and impingement until external dynamic

pressure and shear forces caused the droplets to slide along or
be torn from the surface. In this case, it is unlikely that the drop

would move into the next control volume, and the assumption

of surface flow continuity implicit in current mass balance

models does not hold. This may explain experimental observa-
tions of reduced total ice accretion at temperatures near 0°C. 5

It should be noted that both scenarios described above may

occur depending on the particular temperature and liquid wa-
ter conditions. It should also be noted that uniform water films

were also observed in the NASA experiments, particularly near

the stagnation region.

Heat Transfer

The thermodynamic analysis presented in this paper for an
accreting ice surface follows the earlier work by Olsen et alJ

and others, 6'7 and is commonly employed in current ice accre-

tion models.L8 The principal modes of energy transfer associ-

ated with the icing surface are depicted schematically in Fig. 3.
Heat is added to the surface, primarily from the latent heat of

SMOOTHZONE

4" I
STAGNATION
LINE

Fig. 2 Grazing angle photograph of a glaze ice surface (courtesy of
William Olsen, NASA Lewis Research Center). 4

Latent Heat __"I
of Fusion __ Nu_eahon of

Evaporation ---.-

Fig. 3 Modes of energy transfer for an accreting ice surface.
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fusion released as the droplets freeze, but also from aerody-

namic heating and, to an even smaller extent, from the kinetic
energy of the droplets impacting the surface. I [eat is removed
from the surface primarily by convection, and to a lesser degree
by sublimation (when the surface is dry) or evaporation (when
the surface is wet). In addition, heat is absorbed from the
surface as the supercooled droplets impinge and warm to 0°C.

The assumption of steady state requires that the rate at
which energy is added to the control volume equals the rate at
which it is removed, i.e.,

0;'o= 0:;o, (5)

where Q_ and 0_,t represent the energy added to and removed

from the control volume per unit area per unit time. Equation
(2) may be expanded into its component energy terms as

_* = _ [rl_,'in I "_" _ _ero heaLting "_ _ droplet kinetic energy (6)

-4- #_g,t = _",v + _,"ub/¢v,p _d,op .... i,, (7)

At steady state it is assumed that the ice surface achieves a

locally uniform equilibrium temperature T,,rf. Conduction into
the ice is assumed to be zero, and chordwise conduction be-

tween adjacent control volumes is neglected. With these as-
sumptions, the component heat terms of Eqs. (6) and (7) may
be written as

_,,.,.dL:+ C_0°C - T,,r0]l

15,, _ rh V_ |

_..,,h..m,,- _ _ Q['. (Sa)

+_,.v = h(T,.,r- T=) |
J, hDL ;Q,.,./¢,,,.,,= T(_ .....r- p_,+)Qo.,

_3rople, ',,,,+,+m.,_,,= l_/[mp C+AT+

(gb)

Note that both of the primary heat dissipation terms _o,_

and Q:_,p contain the local convective heat-transfer coefficient

h. Also note that the Q_,s term that dominates the heat flux
into the control volume contains the freezing mass flux 3;/_,_.
This implies that the local ice accretion rate is strongly coupled

Fig. 4 Example ol contact angle
hystert#is in a droplet on a vertical
will

to the local convective heat-transfer coefficient. For wet sur-

faces, the ice accretion rate is essentially limited only by the

capability to transfer the latent heat of the freezing water away
from the surface.

The convective heat-transfer coefficient h has 6een empiri-

cally observed to be strongly dependent on the ambient surface
roughness? Current ice accretion models either empirically

generate local convective heat-transfer distributions to match

natural ice shapes, 9 or assume a uniform roughness and use

integral boundary-layer techniques to derive heat-transfer dis-

tributions? ° In these cases, the surface roughness is character-

ized by an equivalent sand-grain roughness, which is adjusted

to match experimental ice accretions.

The surface water behavior is a primary factor in the evolu-

tion of roughness on an accreting glaze ice surface. The surface
roughness determines the heat-transfer behavior, which ulti-

mately determines the ice accretion rate under glaze conditions.

Understanding the generation of surface roughness by the mi-

crophysicai surface water behavior is, therefore, a key compo-

nent to understanding the glaze ice accretion process.

III. Microphysics of Surface Water Behavior

Forces Influencing Surface Water Behavior

The microphysical behavior of water on an aircraft surface is

controlled primarily by the relative strength of the surface ten-

sion, and by aerodynamic and body forces. Surface tension

forces tend to minimize the surface area of the fluid, causing
the water to coalesce into beads or rivulets. They also act to

oppose motion of fluid along the surface. Body forces such as

gravity or centripetal acceleration act on the entire fluid bulk.

Aerodynamic forces result from pressure gradients and shear

stress at the water-air interface.

Contact Angle

An important parameter in surface fluid behavior is the con-

tact angle 0. It is defined as the angle the fluid-vapor interface

makes with an underlying substrate. The nominal contact angle

is a property of the specific gas-liquid-solid combination, and

may vary with temperature. The wettability, or tendency of a
fluid to spread on a particular surface, is inversely related to the

contact angle 0. In general, for contact angle values of less

than 10 deg, the surface is considered wettable.

If the fluid is subject to an external force such as gravity, the

contact angle may vary, depending on the direction of the force
relative to the contact line. This hysteresis effect can be visual-

ized in the schematic view of a drop sliding down a vertical

surface, shown in Fig. 4. On the lower surface of the drop the
advancing line of contact causes an increase in the contact

angle to its maximum allowable value 0_. Conversely, the re-

ceding edge of the drop remains at the lowest allowable value

of the contact angle 0,. The contact angle hysteresis A0 is the

difference between the advancing and receding contact angles:

,AO = 0,, - O. (9)

The contact angle hysteresis A0 is a property of the specific
gas-liquid-solid combination, and will tend to increase with

surface roughness. The resistance to motion of the liquid-solid
line of contact can be related to the value of the nominal con-

tact angle and its hysteresis. _ In general, increasing values of 0
and A0 imply increased resistance to motion.

Modes of Surface Water Behavior

Water on an aircraft surface tends to behave in one of three

distinct modes depending on the water flow rate, aerodynamic

forces, and the wettability of the surface. For high flow rates
and wettable surfaces, the water will tend to coat the entire

surface with a uniform film. For lower flow rates, or higher

contact angles, there is insufficient water to coat the entire

surface. Once drying begins, surface tension forces will tend to
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coalescetheavailablewaterintoeitherrivuletsor water beads.

Water beads are generally associated with low flow rates or

unwettable surfaces such as wax. Equation (10) represents the

overall force balance for a small stationary water bead. As long

as the contact line force is greater than the sum of the aerody-

namic and body forces, the bead will remain stationary.

& ..... , _ F,c,o + Fbod_ (10)

The contact line force F_o,,,¢, is the total force resulting from
the contact line resistance to motion described itl the preceding

section. Both the contact line force and the aerodynamic force

are roughly proportional to the beads surface area. whereas the

body force is proportional to the bead volume. This implies

that, as the bead size is increased, there will be maximum

stationary bead volume for a given set of surface, flow, and

gravitational conditions above which the bead will move.

IV. Measurement of Contact Angle Between lee and
Water

As discussed in Sec. IIl, the contact angle 0 and hysteresis A0

are important parameters in the behavior of water on an ice
surface. There is, however, very little data available on 0 and

A0 for water on ice. This is partly due to experimental

difficulties. Most investigations of the surface properties of su-

percooled water have concentrated on measurements of surface
tension a.t2 In order to obtain preliminary working values of 0

and A0 for water on ice, a series of simple experiments were

conducted.

Experimental Setup

The apparatus employed in these investigations is shown

schematically in Fig. 5. A smooth layer of ice, approximately

8 mm thick, was formed from distilled water on a metal plate

that could be oriented at a variety of angles with respect to the

horizontal. Precooled droplets of distilled water were placed on

the ice surface by a syringe, and their shapes were recorded by
a CCD microvideo camera oriented to view the ice surface at a

grazing angle. By use of a dark background and a diffuse light

source, a sharp high-contrast image of the droplet at the ice-

water interface could be obtained. This enabled contact angles

to be measured to an accuracy of approximately 4-_5 deg. The

ice surface temperature was monitored by an iron-constantan

thermocouple mounted in direct contact with the ice surface.

The output of the thermocouple was presented on a digital

display within the field of view of the video camera. This pro-
duced a simultaneous record of contact angle and surface tem-

perature valid to approximately + I°C.

Measurement of the contact angle at various temp,:ratures

was obtained by initially cooling the iced metal plate in a cold

box, to a temperature below the target measurement tempera-

ture. The plate was then removed from the cold box and

mounted horizontally within the field of view of the camera. As

the plate warmed to the target temperature, droplets were

placed on the surface and their shapes were recorded. Although

the droplets would begin to freeze shortly after placement, the

initial contact angle was preserved in the frozen drop, and any
transient effects could be observed in the video record. In this

manner, values of the contact angle of water on ice could be

obtained for subfreezing temperatures.

The contact angle hysteresis measurements were made utiliz-

ing a similar procedure. However, the iced plate was set to an

angle of 30 deg with respect to the horizontal. Each droplet's
volume was increased by syringe injection until motion began;

at this instant the advancing and receding angles and the sur-
face temperature were measured from the video recording.
Results

The observed dependence of contact, angle 0 and contact

angle hysteresis A0 with temperature are shown in Figs. 6 and

7. respectively. Because of the low magnitude, it was not possi-
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ble to obtain accurate contact angle measurements at tempera-
tures above -4°C.

However, at the freezing point (0°C), ice and water are in

equilibrium so that the ice surface must be perfectly wettable,

implying that both 0 and A0 must be zero. These points are

included in the contact angle and contact angle hysteresis plots.

They are consistent with the experimentally observed values
and allow interpolation between -4°C and 0°C.

Both the contact angle and hysteresis exhibit a strong non-

linear variation with temperature, particularly in the vicinity of
the freezing point (0°C). These results imply that the wettabii-

ity of the ice surface decreases greatly as the ice surface cools

below freezing. For warm ice surfaces (near 0°C) water will

tend to spread, and the ice-water contact line will have a low

resistance to motion. For colder ice temperatures, water will

tend to bead into droplets, which require a higher force to
initiate fluid motion.

The strong contact angle temperature dependance indicates

the potential importance of thermal gradients to the develop-

ment of ice surface roughness. Small variations in surface tem-

perature can restrict the mobility of water. This effect is

thought to be the cause of the stable nature of the surface water

beads observed by Olsen and Walker 3"4 and shown in Fig. 2.

The dry ice surface around the beads can be cooled to temper-

atures well below 0°C by convective heat transfer. This cold dry

surface, therefore, imposes a barrier to water flow away from

the bead. Any impinging water that strikes the dry surface will

quickly be frozen due to the low temperature. Any cloud
droplets that strike the water will be trapped within the bead,

while glaciation occurs at the lower surface of the bead. In this

manner, the ice thickness can increase, while the bead is ob-

served to remain stationary.

V. Experimental Observations of Ice Surface Roughness
on Cylinders

Experiment Setup

Detailed photographic observations of the behavior of sur-
face water and formation of ice roughness on cylinders during

glaze ice accretion were made in the Data Products of New

England Icing Wind Tunnel. The experimental setup is shown



inFig.8. The tunnel was a closed-loop refrigerated system with

a 6-in.-square plexiglass test section. The test article was a
cylinder that horizontally spanned the test section. Scale refer-

once for the photographic studies was provided by a grid

'mounted on a thin splitter plate at the midplane of the test

section. An 8 mm CCD microvidco (camera A) with a macro-

lens for magnification was used to obtain a grazing angle view

of the ice accretion. The camera was focused at the stagnation
region near the center of the test section. An additional video

camera (camera B) was mounted above and slightly upstream

of the cylinder to provide a view of the ice accretion looking

normal to the cylinder surface. Secondary lighting was pro-

vidcd to obtain a clear video record of the accreting ice surface.
The tunnel and icing cloud parameters were set to yield a

variety of glaze ice conditions. The air velocity was 150 knots

for all tests. A range of freestream air temperatures between

-9 and -4°C was used. The centerlin¢ liquid water content W

was varied from 0.7 to 1.2 g/m 3. The icing cloud for the condi-

tions had a nominal mean volumetric diameter (MVD) of 30 #.

The standard exposure time was 3 rain. The tunnel had previ-

ously been calibrated using an indirect method. There is, there-
fore, some uncertainty in the liquid water content and MVD
values.

The liquid water content was observed to vary somewhat

across the test section with a reasonably constant valve in the
central 2 in. as measured by time ice accretion calibration runs.

Photographic observations were, therefore, focused on the cen-

terline region where the ice deposit was uniform and the liquid
water content calibration was valid.
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Results

Figure 9 shows a!. representative final glaze ice shape for an,
exposure temperature of -4.5"C and a liquid water contact of

1.0 g/m _. During the accretion, the following three distinct

types of ice surface behavior were observed, each having a

characteristic roughness and identifiable boundaries.

l) Smooth Zone. Close to the stagnation point during expo-
sure to the icing cloud, the surface was observed by light reflec-

tion techniques to be uniformly wet with a thin film of water at
warm temperatures. The surface in this regime was smooth,

with no distinct roughness. The ice was translucent within this
zone.

2) Rough Zone. At some point downstream, there was a
sudden transition to a significantly rougher surface. Within this

zone, there appeared to be insufficient water to maintain a
uniform film. Surface tension forces dominated the water sur-

face behavior. Runback did not occur; rather, the water tended

to coalesce into the water beads first observed by Olsen and
Walker)." The scale length of the roughness was typically on

the order of 1 mrh. The transition between the rough and the
smooth zones can be Clearly seen in the grazing angle
photograph shown in Fig. 2.

Inasmuch as there was a distinct boundary between the

smooth and rough zones, this position could be easily identified

on the grazing angle video recording. The angular position of

this boundary is plotted in Fig. 10 for cold (-9°C) and warm

(-4.5'C) conditions at a liquid water content of 1.0 g/m 3. The

boundary started at approximately 50 deg and propagated

rapidly towards the stagnation region. The repeatable nature

of the smooth-rough transition's propagation toward the stag-
nation region implies a clear underlying physical mechanism

Rou_

Smoo_

Fig. 9 Typical final glaze ice shape showing distinct roughness zones,
T = --4.5°C, I4/ = 1.0 g/m -1.
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Fig. 10 Angular position vs time of smooth-rough transition locution for
two air temperatures.
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/'or the transition between the surface water behavior in the

smooth and rough zones.

The ice accretion rate was observed to be enhanced in the

rough zone as compared with the smooth zone. This may be

seen in the ice profiles of Fig. I I taken from the video at 30, 90,

and 150 s after exposure to the icing cloud. The enhanced ac-
cretion rate is thought to be due to increased heat transfer

resulting from the greater surface roughness in this zone. In all

of the cases observed in this study, the ice horns characteristic

of glaze ice accretion were found within the rough zone. ,r
3) Runback Zone. At warm temperatures a third zone was

observed aft of the rough zone. This region was characterized

by areas of ice interspersed with uniced surface. This ice was

observed to form during an initial transition period after cloud

exposure. The ice was translucent, and quite often frozen
rivulets could be discerned. In warm conditions and high liquid

water contents, the surface water was observed to initially run-

back and then _tagnatc at the point of flow separation. This
water then slowly froze as rivulets or as large coalesced water

ceils. Once ice began to form in the upstream rough zone, no
additional surface water was supplied to the runback zone, and
the ice surface remained constant.

Vl. Observations of the Effect of Substrate Properties
on Surface Water Behavior

Experimental Setup

Two properties of the initial uniced surface that can affect

the surface water behavior are 1) thermal characteristics (i.e.,

conductivity, specific heat capacity), and 2) roughness of the

uniced surface. By exposing two test articles (identical except

for either their thermal characteristics or initial surface rough-
ness) to the same icing cloud, it was possible to assess the

individual importance of each parameter. Comparative tests of

this type were carried out in the icing wind-tunnel setup de-
scribed in Sec. V, For these experiments, the test article was

composed of two 3-in.-long, I-in.-diam cylinders of different
material composition, separated by a splitter plate. As shown

in Fig. 8, each half of the test article was viewed by a grazing

angle microvideo camera (cameras A and C). A third camera

(B) was mounted above and upstream of the article to simulta-

neously record the differences between the two cylinders.

Two cylinders were used in the thermal comparison experi-

ments: a copper tube with a 1/16-in. wall thickness to investi-
gate fast thermal response, and a solid plexiglass rod to

investigate slow thermal response. To remove the possible in-
fluence of surface chemistry effects, each cylinder was covered

with a single coat of acrylic paint.

For the roughness experiment, two cylinders were used. Both
were manufactured from solid aluminum rods. One was ex-

tremely smooth with a polished finish obtained using '0000'

emery paper. The rough cylinder had a repeatable surface pat-

tern that was produced by knurling the cylinder on a lathe. The

knurling process produces a pattern of trapezoidal surface ele-

ments. For the cylinder used in these experiments, the elements

had a height of 0.8 mm, a width of I mm, and a length of
2.7 mm.
Results

Thermal Comparison

Figure 12 shows a typical comparison of the final ice shapes
obtained after 3 rain exposure for the copper tube and the

plexiglass rod. This comparison was run at a temperature of

-5.5-'C and a liquid water content of 0.95 g/m 3. Although

there is not a great deal of difference between the final accre-

tions, the glaze ice horns on the copper cylinder' were more

sharply defined thL,a: on the plexiglass, which had a relatively
flat front surface and was slightly thicker in the stagnation

region. The angular position of the rough-smooth transition
boundary is shown as a function of exposure time for these
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" O Position of Transition

Fig. I1 Time development of glaze ice shapes, T=--4.50C,
W = I.O g/m "_.
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Fig. 12 Typical final ice shape comparison for copper and plexiglass
cylinders, T = -5.5°C, W = 0.95 g/m a.
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Fig. 13 Angular position of smooth-rough transition vs time for copper
and plexiglass cylinders.

accretions in Fig. 13. For the plexiglass cylinder, the smooth

zone shrinks much more rapidly than for the copper. The ice
surface on the plexiglass cylinder became uniformly rough after
45 s of" exposure. The enhanced roughness in the stagnation

region, after this time, accounts for the thicker ice in the stag-
nation region and the relatively flat front ice surface observed

in Fig. 12.
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•The water surface behavior after initial exposure to the icing
cloud was observed to differ between the copper and plexiglass

test articles.' For the copper cylinder, there was relatively little

surface water flow prior to T/'eezing, and the initial ice surface

was relatively smooth. For the plexiglass, droplet coalescence

and runback were observed.to occur prior to the initial ice

formation. This resulted in a significantly rougher initial ice

surface, which is thought to be the cause of the difference in
accretion behavior observed between the plexiglass and copper
test articles.

In general, the differences in ice accretion behavior due to
substrate thermal properties were observed to be most signifi-

cant during the initial phase of ice accretion. As the accretion

grows, the effect of initial conditions begins to wash out. After

extended icing encounters, the accretion will tend toward a

shape that is controlled by the environmental parameters and

is independent of substrate properties.

Uniced Surface Roughness

A typical comparison of final ice profiles for the polished

(smooth) and knurled (rough) cylinders is shown in Fig. 14.
The ice horns on the knurled cylinder were broader and further

off the stagnation line than the horns on the polished cylinder.
This is thought to be due to enhanced heat transfer in the horn

regions during the initial phase of the ice accretion. A slight but

repeatable asymmetry was observed in the polished ice growth.

This is thought to be due to tile smooth surface on the polished

cylinder, which allowed gravitational forces to influence the

initial surface mass flux, resulting in a larger ice horn on the
lower surface.

The zones of smooth and rough ice growth discussed in Sec.

V were observed in both the polished and knurled cases. Figure

15 plots the angular position of the rough-smooth transition vs
time. There is some difference between the two cases, with the

smooth zone being smaller for the knurled cylinder after ap-

proximately 80 s exposure time. An important observation was

that the trapezoidal element pattern of the knurled cylinder

was clearly apparent in the ice accretion within the rough zone.

This implies that the roughness geometry propagates in the ice
accretioh within the rough zone. In the absence of uniced sur-

face roughness, water beading mechanisms appear to be the

source elements for the roughness geometry.

VII. Surface Tension Effects on lee Accretion
Experimental Setup

The importance of surface water behavior was further inves-
tigated by varying the surface tension of the water and studying

the effect on the resulting ice accretion. The water surface ten-

sion was varied by the addition of a surfactant (Photoflo 200),

which reduced the surface tension by approximately a factor of

2, while leaving its bulk properties (density, freezing tempera-

ture) unchanged.

The icing wind-tunnel setup was similar to that discussed in

See. V. Photoflo was added at a dilution of 1:200 to the icing

cloud water supply. Icing tunnel conditions were matched as
closely as possible between runs carried out with and without

the surfactant added. Because the spray system was not specifi-

cally calibrated with Photoflo, some uncertainty exists on liq-

uid water content and MVD values. Based on splitter plate ice

accretion, this uncertainty is estimated to be on the order of
5*/,. Photoflo runs were conducted at a liquid water content of

I g/m 3 and for temperatures between -9 and -4°C.
Results

Final glaze ice profile comparisons between a normal icing
cloud and the Photoflo modified cloud exposures are shown in

Fig. 16 for the copper cylinder at -4.5"C. The addition of

Photoflo resulted in an opaque white ice with a smaller scale

surface roughness and a significantly different profile. The
horns were more pronounced and closer to the stagnation

point. At the lower temperatures, the glaze ice horn has be-

Knurled

P _ Polished

Fig. 14 Typical final ice shape comparison for polished and knurled
cylinders, T = -4.5°C, 14z = 1.0 g/m s.
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Fig. 15 Angular position of smooth-rough transition vs time for polished
and knurled cylinders.
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Fig. 16 Typical final ice shape comparison for cloud water supply with
and without surfactant, T = -4.50C, tg --- 0.95 g/m -_.
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comesopronouncedthatit nolongercollectedallof the im-

pinging water. A second horn was, therefore, able to develop
behind it.

The different and unusual ice accretions obtained at reduced
values of surface tension indicate that surface water behavior

is, indeed, an important factor in the glaze ice accretion process

and must be considered in physically realistic models.

VIII. Implications for Ice Accretion Modeling

Based on the observations of surface water behavior during

glaze ice accretion, a relatively simple modification to the exist-

ing ice accretion model is proposed, which may improve the
current model's accuracy within the glaze ice regime. In this

proposed "multi-zone" model, the accreting ice surface is di-

vided into two or more discrete zones that have varying surface

water behavior and surface roughness. This is in contrast to

current techniques, which assume that the surface has uniform

roughness and surface water runback.
In the simplest version of the model, the surface is divided

into two zones. There is a smooth wet zone centered about the

stagnation region where thin film runback occurs, and the ex-

isting Messinger-type models 6 appear to be valid. In this region
the heat transfer would be that for a smooth surface. The

remaining ice surface would consist of a "rough" zone where
surface tension effects dominate the surface water behavior,

and the characteristic water beads appear. The heat transfer

within this region would be adjusted by incorporation

of roughness correction factors appropriate to the bead
dimensions.

Two primary areas need to be addressed prior to implemen-
tation of a two-zone model. They are: 1) determining the

smooth-rough transition locations, and 2) determining the ap-

propriate value of equivalent sand-grain roughness to be used
in calculating the rough zone heat-transfer coefficient.

The work described in Sec. V indicates that there are distinct

physical mechanisms that control the position of the smooth-

rough transition. However, further work is necessary to para-

metrically define the location of the smooth-rough transition.
In addition, the factors that control the generation of rough-

ness elements within the rough zone need to be investigated in

the context of their impact on the local convective heat-transfer

coefficient.

IX. Conclusions

The investigation of surface water behavior on an accreting

glaze ice surface has shown the following:
1) Surfaces have been observed to have distinct zones of

surface water behavior. They include a smooth wet zone in the

stagnation region where uniform film runback occurs, a rough
zone where surface tension causes coalescence of the surface
water into beads and no runback occurs, and a runback zone

where surface water runs back as rivulets.

2) The location of the transition point between the smooth

and rough zone was observed to propagate with time toward

the stagnation point.

3) The freezing of the coalesced water beads in the rough

zone generates a characteristic rough surface that enhances

heat transfer.

4) Initial surface roughness patterns were observed to prop-
agate in the accreted ice within the "rough zone."

5) Large variations in ice accretions were observed when the

surface tension of the water was changed. This illustrates the

importance of surface water behavior.
6) Measurement of contact angle and contact angle hys-

teresis for water on an ice surface showed a strong variation
with the ice surface temperature. This temperature dependence

indicates that thermal gradients along the ice surface may be

important to surface water behavior and to the generation of

roughness on an accreting ice surface.

7) Based on this investigation, a simple multiple-zone mod-

ification to the current glaze ice accretion model is proposed.

The model incorporates discrete zones of surface water behav-
ior each with a characteristic surface roughness.
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ABSTRACT

The physics which control aircraft ice accretion axe
reviewed in the context of identifying and forecasting

hazardous icing conditions. The severity of aircraft icing is
found to be extremely sensitive to temperature, liquid water
content and droplet size distribution particularly near the
transition between rime and mixed icing. The difficulty in
measurement and the variability of these factors with

altitude, position and time coupl_ with variable aircraft
sensitivity make forecasting and identifying icing conditions
difficult. Automated Pilot Reports (PIREPS) are suggested

as one mechanism for improving the data base necessary to
forecast icing conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The accurate and precise forecasting of

meteorological conditions favorable to aircraft ice accretion is
difficult for several reasons. First, the type and severity of
ice accretion is often strongly or nonlinearity dependent on
environmental parameters such as temperature, liquid water
content, cloud droplet size distribution, a:rbuleace level and

water phase. Secondly, several of these parame:ers are
difficult to measure or estimate in the forecasting
environment. Finally the severity of the ice accretion and its
influence on aircraft performance will depend on both the
type and flight condition of the aircraft.

This paper will examine those meteorological and
aircraft factors which influence the physics of ice accretion in

order to gain some insight into the limitations of current
forecasting techniques and the requirements for improved
icing forecasts.

Because the physics of mixed and glaze icing are similar, the
term mixed icing will refer to both mixed and glaze unless
otherwise noted.

The physical processes which control ice accretion

are distincdy different for dry and wet ice growth. In dry
growth, where the droplets freeze on impact, the ice

accretion is controlled by the local rate of impingement of
liquid water on the surface. The local impinging mass flux
is an inertially determined quantity which involves the
individual droplet trajectories as they pass through the

flowfield surrounding the body. For wet growth, the ice
accretion is controlled by the rate at which latent heat of
fusion can be removed from the surface. The heat transfer

behavior of the ice surface, therefore, becomes the

controlling mechanism for wet ice growth. For mixed icing
conditions both the impingement and heat transfer

mechanisms play important roles in the ice accretion process.

RIME ICE

v=

MIXED ICE

2. OVERVIEW OF THE ICE ACCRETION PROCE_

The ice accretion process is controlled by two
physically distinct subprocesses. The rust is the inertial
transport of liquid water (either in the form of cloud

droplets, rain drops or mixed phase hydrometeors) from the
ambient environment to the aircraft surface. Once droplets
have impacted the aircraft surface, their freezing becomes
controlled by thermodynamic processes. If the heat transfer
from the surface is sufficient to remove all the latent heat of

freezing of the impinging water than the droplets will freeze
on impact resulting in a dry ice surface. The ice shape
typically protrudes forward into the airstream and is

commonly referred to as rime ice (see Figure 1). Fig. 1 Typical dry (rime) and wet (mixed/glaze) ice shapes.

When the heat transfer from the surface is inadequate
to remove all of the latent heat from the impinging droplets
the ice surface becomes wet. This type of accretion is
commonly characterized as glaze ice. In some cases, both

wet and dry ice growth can occur at different places on the
same body. This situation is referred to as mixed ice
growth. Often in glaze or mixed conditions, the resulting ice

shape displays two pronounced growth peaks on either side
of the stagnation line (see Figure 1). The most severe
aircraft performance degradation is typically associated with

such horned ice formations (Renaudo, et al., 1984).

* Preprint, Third International Conference on the Aviation Weather System, 1989.

+Some original figures were not available at time of publication.

2.1 Wata" Impingement

The physics which control the impingement of liquid
water onto the aircraft surface are fairly straightforward.
Because the surface is not permeable to gas, flow

m'eamlines do not intersect the body as can be seen in Figure
2. Water droplets have a higher ratio of inertial to
hydrodynamic forces than gas molecules and will tend to
cross the streamlines resulting in impingement as shown in
Figure 2.
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Muchworkhasbeendoneondropletirnpingement
trajectoriestodeterminelocalcollectionefficienciesB
(Bergrun,1947,Bragg,eta1.,1981,Brun,etal,1953,
Gelder,etal,1956,Hansman,19841.,Thelocalcollection
efficiencyisdefinedasthefractionofthemassfluxlocally
impingingontothesurface to the freestream mass flux. The
collection efficiency is typically highest near fl_e stagnation

point of the body and decreases downstream. The point at
which [3 becomes zero is defined as file inlpingement limit.

The collection efficiency is a strong functioq of d,'oplet size
and body geometry. Large droplets have high inertia tending
to cross streamlines resulting in high collection efficiencies

and impingement limits. Small droplets tend to follow the
streamlines resulting in lower collection values. Small
bodies are more efficient droplet collectors because there is

less room for the droplets to turn prior to impact.

DROPLET -_

TRAJECTOR,ESii

STREAMLINES _-_-___tt

BODY

Fig. 2 Example of the relation of water droplet trajectories
to the streamline field from Bergrun (1947).

2.2 Thermodynamic Heat Bal,'mce

As described above, the them_odynamic heat balance

on the accrefing ice surface is a controUing factor in
determining the rate of ice accretion in mixed icing
conditions and is the critical factor in determining the

transition between these conditions and rime ice growth.

Figure 3 shows the principal modes of energy transfer
associated with an icing surface, as depicted by Messinger

(1953)• Heat is added to the surface primarily from the
latent heat of fusion released as the droplets freeze, but also

from aerodynamic heating and, to an even smaller extent,
from the kinetic energy of the droplets impacting the surface.
Heat is removed from the surface primarily by convection,

and to a lesser degree by sublimation (when the surface is
dry) or evaporation (when the surface is wet). In addition,
heat is absorbed from the surface as the supercooled droplets

impinge and warm to 0 ° C. The parameters which primarily
influence the heat balance are the temperature difference
between the surface and the free stream, the convective heat

transfer and the impinging liquid water mass•

Latent Heat _:_:_

_'- Kinetic _'_.

f-'vaporation _

Fig. 3 Modes of energy transfer from an icing surface.
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3.0 INFLUENCE OF METEOROLOGICAL

PARA_

The influence of various meteorological parameters

which axe considered important aircraft icing are discussed
below in terms of their effect on the physics and the severity
of the ice accretion.

3.1 Ternlxn'aal_

Air temperature is one of the most important of the
icing parameters. Meteorologists normally work with the
ambient or Outside Air Temperature (OAT) however pilots

and aircraft designers also use Total Air Temperature (TAT)
to include aircraft velocity effects. The TAT is the
temperature at the stagnation point of the aircraft and
corresponds ,o the OAT plus an additional temperature rise

due to the deceleration of the incoming flow. This "ram
rise" can be significant at high velocities. In Figure 4 it can
be seen that the difference between stagnation and ambient
temperature (TAT-OAT) may be as high as 30* at 500 kts.

Because the surface temperature can be lower than the TAT
aft of the stagnation point of the aircraft the normal
procedure in jet aircraft is to operate anti-icing equipment at
TAT values between +i0 ° C and -10 ° C in the presence of
visible moisture.
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Fig. 4 Stagnation temperature rise versus velocity.

An example of the effect of temperature on ice
accretion and performance degradation can be seen in Figure
5. which shows ice shapes and section drag coefficients for
a NACA 0012 airfoil at 4 ° angle of attack obtained by Olsen,
Shaw (1984) in the NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel. At

cold temperatures, the ice accretion was insensitive to

temperature and rime accretions were observed with drag
increases of 2 to 3 times the clean values. However as the

temperature increased above -10 ° C the drag increased
sharply with temperature to a peak value of over 8 times the

clean drag. What happened was that the ice growth
transitioned from a dry rime growth to a wet mixed growth.
The horns characteristic of mixed growth can be observed in

the high drag ice accretions. As the Total Air Temperanu'e
nears 0 ° C the ice accretions and the resulting performance

degradations decrease due to insufficient heat transfer to
freeze all of the incoming water.

From this example it is clear that a relatively small

temperature change can cause transition from a relatively
benign rime icing condition to a dangerous mixed condition.

The nonlinear dependance of icing severity on Total Air

Temperature (TAT) combined with aircraft velocity effects
make it difficult to accurately identify regions of moderate or

severe ice potential from the ambient air temperature alone.
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Fig. 5 Effect of total temperature on iceshape
and drag. MVD = 20pro; 0.053 m cloud
NACA 0012 airfoil at 4° angleof attack. Taken
from Olsen, Shaw and Newton (1984).

3.2 Liquid Water Content

Liquid Water Content (LWC) influences the severity
of the icing in two primary ways. First, increasing LWC
irn.plies more potential water and larger accretions within a
given tune. Thus, high LWC implies a greater urgency and
therefore severity ofxhe icing encounter. The second effect
of high LWC is to cause the ice accretion to transition from
time to mixed icing due to the higher impinging water load
on the icing surface. This can be seen in the schematic plot
of icing severity versus LWC in Figure 6. Rime ice growth
will occur even at relatively warm supercooled temperatures
for low liquid water contents. In this regime there is a linear
increase in the icing severity with LWC. At some value of
LWC however, the growth will transition from rime to
mixed and the severity of the icing will increase. At colder
temperatures the threshold for the transition will occur at a
higher liquid water content.

Warm Temp.

--_ Mixed Cold Temp.

.__

• u • I • U " ! • I

Liquid Water Content

Fig. 6 Schematic plot of icing severity versus liquid water
content.

An additional factor which complicates the the ice
accretion process is the large variability in LWC often within
the sam_ cloud. Figure 7 shows an example of LWC
measured by Hansman and Kirby (1987) with a Johnson-
Williams hot-wire probe mounted in the nose of the NASA
"Twin Otter" Icing Research Aircraft. During this flight, the
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Fig. 7 Plot of liquid water content versus exposuretime
showing typical fluctuations observed in natural icing
conditions. Also shown are ultrasonically measured
periods of wet, dry and transitional ice growth.

stagnation point ice accretion was monitored by ultrasonic
techniques which couid determine weather the accretion was
dry, wet or transitional. It can be seenthat the variation in
liquid water content caused the accretion to vary from dry
growth characteristic of rime accretion to wet growth
characteristic of mixed accretion within the samecloud.

3.3 Droplet Size

The size of the ambient water droplets both in terms
of the Median Volumetric Diameter (MVD) and the actual
shape of the Droplet Size Distribution can be important to the
ice accretion process. As described in Section 2.1, large
droplets are more efficiently caught by body. These effects
have been quantified for .tyt_icalcloud and rain size
distributions by Hansman (1984). Figure 8 Shows the
impinging mass distribution function and the ambient size
distribudon function for a Khrigian-Mazan distribution with
20 micron mean effective droplet diameter. It can be seen
that the bulk of the impinging mass results from the small
number of large droplets in the tail of the distribution. The
MVD and the shape of the distribution therefore determine
the effective collection efficiency of the aircraft. It is not
uncommon to have trace or negligible icing even at high
liquid water contents for clouds of predominantly small
droplets. It is also possible to have moderate to severe icing
at relatively low liquid water contents for distributions
consisting primarily of large droplets.
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Fig. 8 Khrigian.Mazan ambient doud droplet size
distribution and the resulting impinging mass flux
distribution.

The presenceof largedroplets within the cloud
.dism.'bution can result in additional hazard due to increased
mapmgement limits. The limit of droplet impingement on an
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aircraft component increases with droplet size. Current

design guidance (FAA AC-20-73, 197 I) recommends that a
diameter of 40 microns be used to determine impingement

limits. The presence of significant numbers of droplets in
excess of 40 microns can therefore result in ice accretions

occurring behind the protected regions of the aircraft. These

factors are thought to contribute to the anomalously high
performance degradations observed by Cooper, Sand,

Politovich and Neal (1984) in clouds with droplets ranging
from 40 to 300 microns.

The problems resulting from large droplets are
exacerbated in freezing rain where both large droplet sizes
and large liquid water contents are combined. Freezing rain
commonly results in clear glaze ice accretions with

significant runback icing. It is considered an extremely
hazardous condition.

3.4 Cloud

The icing potential for a particular cloud is directly
related to the phase of the hydrometeors. As described

above, icing normally results from the impact of supercooled
water droplets. Dry ice crystals, generally, do not adhere to
the aircraft surfaces after impact and are therefore not

considered an icing hazard. If however, the ice crystals are
wet due to partial melting or the aircraft surface is wet due to

de-icing or the recent penetration of a high LWC region then
the impinging crystals will stick.

Mixed phase icing (not to be confused with mixed

rime/glaze icing) is relatively rare. Some examples of mixed
phase icing have however, been observed in flight tests by

Gayet, Bain and Soulage (1984) who noted that the presence
of snow in supercooled clouds significantly reduced the
icing rate. Ice crystal sticking on wet aircraft surfaces was

observed during NASA Icing Research Aircraft flight tests
of ultrasonic ice detector arrays where the wet aircraft

surface was documented by ultrasonic techniques
(Hansman, Kirby, McKnight and Humes; 1988).

In general, forecasting efforts are directed towards
identifying regions of supercooled cloud. Techniques are
available to predict cloud phase in stratiform cloud and

glaciation results in overestimation of the icing severity
(USAF, 1980). However, in cumuliform clouds, cloud

phase uncertainty represents a potential source of error in the
forecasting of icing conditions.

3.5 F'me Scale Turbulence Level

An additional factor which has recently emerged as
potentially important to the ice accretion process is the fine
scale (centimeter and below) ambient turbulence level. The

turbulence level is known to strongly influence the

convective heat transfer from the icing surface. As shown in
Section 2.2, the convective heat transfer is one of the

primary parameters in determining the transition between

rime and mixed icing with the resulting effect on icing
severity. Flight test observations by Hansman and Kirby
(1987) observed a wide variability in the parametric

threshold between rime and mixed icing. The variability was
thought to be due to variations in heat transfer resulting from
the ambient turbulence level. While the effect of free scale

turbulence level on icing severity has not been directly
demonstrated it may be an additional source of uncertainty in
the forecasting process.

4.0 INFLUENCE OF AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS

The influence of various aircraft parameters which
are considered important to the icing problem are discussed

below in terms of their effect on the physics and severity of
the ice accretion.

4.1 Velocity

The aircraft velocity effects both the collection of

liquid water and the thermodynamics of the icing process.
Increasing velocity results in higher impinging liquid water
exposure by increasing both the path swept out by the

aircraft trajectory in a give time and the collection
efficiency.of the aircraft surfaces. Thermodynamically, the

velocity effects the heat load through the increased impinging
water mass and through increasing the stagnation point
temperature at high velocities. This is shown in Figure 4

where the stagnation temperature rise is plotted as a function
of velocity.

4.2 Shape

The shape of the accreting body has a large effect on
the local collection efficiency. Generally, smaller bodies are
more efficient collectors than larger bodies. Therefore,
slender components such as propellers, fan blades and
antennas will tend to be the most sensitive to ice accretion.
As a result of their high collection efficiencies, windshield

wipers or Outside Air Temperature probes are often used by
crews to detect icing conditions in flight.

Three dimensional shape effects can also be

important for many aircraft components. For example wing
sweep commonly results in a spanwise variation of the
accretion in mixed icing conditions. This "lobster tail" ice

can result in significant performance degradation. It should
be noted that current forecasting procedures are based on
straight wing propeller driven aircraft (USAF, 1980).

4.3 AircraR Catego_

The effect of icing varies significantly with individual

aircraft design. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to
discuss the icing sensitivity of individual aircraft, the

sensitivity of broad aircraft categories will be discussed
briefly below.

4.3.1 Tur bojet/l'urlxffan Air,a-aI_

Jet aircraft are considered to be the least susceptible
to icing. Jet aircraft normally operate with significant
quantities of excess thrust which can be used to offset

performance degradation. In addition, the typical flight
profile of a jet aircraft is to climb and descend rapidly
through the lower troposphere where the icing potential is
greatest and to cruise at high altitudes (20,000 ft to 45,000
ft.). Occasionally, Air Traffic Control (ATC) requirements

will dictate sustained operation at low altitudes particularly in
busy terminal areas. The primary icing hazard to jet _t
is engine failure due to Foreign Object Damage (FOD). This
results from the ingestion of chunks of ice which are shed

off of other aircraft components such as engine inlets or in
some aircrafts the wings. Therefore, critical regions are

normally anti-iced with hot bleed air from the engines to
prevent any ice accumulation

4.3.2 Turlx_ropand RedproealingAirera_

There is a tremendous variability in the sensitivity of
propeller driven aircraft to icing. Large turboprops tend to
be fully ice protected and can operate successfully in regions
of high icing potential. Small reciprocating engine aircraft
are generally not equipped with ice protection and are not

approved for flight in icing conditions. Even light icing
conditions are a potential hazard to unprotected aircraft and
forecasting uncertainties have the greatest impact on this
aircraft category.

Propeller driven aircraft operate at low altitudes
where icing potential may exist over the entire flight. The

most critical components are generally the propellers because
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lossofpropellerefficiency translates direcdy into loss of
thrust. However, even airframe icing can pose a significant

hazard because propeller driven aircraft normally operate at
much lower excess thrust margins than jet aircraft. Other
hazardous factors include; reduced stability, loss of control

authority and reduced visibility due to windshield icing.

4.3.3 RotorcraR

Helicopter icing has become important during the last
decade where helicopter flight in Instrument Meteorological
Conditions (IMC) has become more commonplace.

Helicopter operations occur almost exclusively at low
altitudes where there is significant icing potential.

Helicopters are extremely susceptible to icing conditions.
Rotor icing simultaneously degrades the lift and thrust
efficiency of the vehicle. In addition, helicopters typically
operate with very slim power margins and can therefore only
tolerate minimal ice accretion. Other hazardous factors

resulting from helicopter operations in icing conditions
include; blockage of engine inlets, reduced control authority,
vibration due to asymmetrical ice load on rotors and reduced
visibility due to canopy icing.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FORECASTING
OF ICING CONDITIONS

Some of the difficulties in forecasting or identifying

hazardous icing conditions are clear from the above. Many
of the parameters which were shown to be important to the
ice accretion process such as the droplet size distribution and

cloud phase are not available to the forecaster. Other
parameters, which may be available, such as temperature or
liquid water content:are nonlinearly related to icing severity.
Limitations in accuracy and spatial resolution of these

parameters result in over or under prediction of the icing
severity. Finally the variable susceptibility of different
aircraft types implies that a single icing hazard analysis will
result in over or under predictioh of the severity for certain

aircraft categories.

Given the limitations on the forecasting process,

current techniques do a remarkably good job at identifying
general regions of potential icing conditions. One of the key
indicators which are used to validate or initiate an icing

forecast axe pilot reports (PIREPS). By actually penetrating
the icing environment, aircraft can directly measure the
severity of the icing condition. One of the difficulties with

PIREPS is that the reports are not well calibrated and the
variable susceptibility of aircraft discussed in Section 4.3
must be considered in their interpretation. Another problem

is the timely dissemination and generation of PIREPS.
Because of other responsibilities, ATC cannot always
process PIREPS rapidly which may discourage the

voluntary pilot reports.

One potential improvement, which has been
implemented to a limited extent, is the automated generation
and transmission of PIREPS over digital data links. By the
use of onboard ice accretion sensors, automated continuous

reporting of the presence or lack of icing conditions could be
accomplished. If an adequate fleet of aircraft were so

equipped, a significant improvement in the forecasting and
identification of hazardous icing conditions could be
realized. Other potential technical developments which may
improve icing forecasting include: vertical sounders,

improved satellite imaging, and improved data synthesis
systems such as the PROFS system.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The severity of aircraft icing is found to be extremely
sensitive to temperature, liquid water content and droplet size
distribution particularly near regions of transition between
rime and mixed icing conditions. The difficulty in

measurement and the variability of these factors with

altitude, position and time coupled with variable aircraft
sensitivity make forecasting and identifying hazardous icing
conditions difficult. Automated Pilot Reports (PIREPS) are

suggested as one mechanism for improving the data base

necessary to forecast icing conditions.
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Abstract

Information transfer and display issues associated with
the dissemination of hazardous weather warnings are studied in
the context of windshear alerts. Operational and developmental
windshear detection systems axe briefly reviewed. The July 11,
1988 microburst events observed as part of the Denver TDWR
operational evaluation are analyzed in terms of information
transfer and the effectiveness of the microburst alerts.
Information transfer, message content and display issues
associated with microburst alerts generated from ground based
sources (Doppler Radars, LLWAS and PIREPS) ars evaluated
by means of pilot opinion surveys and part task simulator
studies.

1. Introduction

Technological advances in ground-to-cockpit datalink
capability, information display, and hazardous weather detection
create the possibility for new and improved methods of informing
flight crews about weather hazards. However, the availability of
increased information, and multiple modes of communication also
lead to problems of system integration. Issues including the
selection, transfer, and presentation of information must be
addressed in the development of advanced systems for the
display of hazardous weather information. In addition, design
procedures, centered around the needs of the flight crew and the
capabilities of the available equipment should be applied.

The display and information transfer issues related to
advanced windshear alerting systems in the terminal area have
been chosen as an initial point of focus. This problem was
chosen both to investigate general issues related to the
dissemination of hazardous weather information and to focus on
specific issues of a critical near term need. Windshear in the
terminal area is one of the most dangerous weather-related
problems faced by aviation today.[ 1]. The real-time detection of
windshear hazards is a very active field of research,J2,3,4] and
thus provides a useful testing ground for issues related to
advanced data uplink and display of hazardous weather
information.

2. Background

2.1 Terminal Area Windshear

Low-altitude windshear is the leading weather-related
cause of fatal aviation accidents in the U.S. Since 1964, there
have been 26 accidents attributed to windshear resulting in over
500 fatalities [1,5]. Low-altitude windshear can take several
forms. Macroscopic forms, such as gustfronts caused by
colliding warm and cold air masses, can generally be predicted
and avoided. However, the small intense downdrafts known as
microbursts are far more dangerous and difficult to detect.

Microbursts begin with a cool downdraft formed at the base of a
cumulus or cumulonimbus: cloud. If the downdraft is strong
enough to impact the surface, it spreads out radially and creates
a small area (1 to 4 km in diameter) of intense windshear. Such
conditions typically last for short periods (10-30 rain), but can be
very dangerous to aircraft at low altitudes, particularly on takeoff
or final approach Initially, the aircraft experiences a strong
headwind, which causes a momentary increase in lift. Next, the
aircraft enters an area of downdraft, and then a sharp tailwind.
This combination results in loss of effective airspeed and
corresponding loss of lift. (Fig. 1). It may also serve to
destablilize the flight trajectory. The resulting performance loss
can in some cases be sufficient to result in ground impact. In
addition, microbutsts can be accompanied by strong edge
vortices, which can further destabilize the aircraft. Most fatal
windshear accidents have been attributed to microbursts.[5]

An additional factor which makes microbursts particularly
dangerous is that they are generally not obvious either visually or
to standard airborne weather radar. Microbursts have been
observed to occur both during periods of severe rain or during
periods of little or no low-altitude precipitation. For
meteorological and instrumentation purposes, it is convenient to
distinguish between 'wet' and 'dry' microhursts. Dry
rnicrobursts, more common in the western U.S., can sometimes
be detected by the presence of curling clouds of dust on the
ground or vertical cloud shafts known as 'virga'. Wet
microbursts cannot generally be distiguished from benign rain
ceils with radar reflectivity information.

Microbursts have been observed with intensities greater
than most aircraft could be reasonably expected to survive.
Avoidance is the best way to handle a windshear hazard. This
indicates a need for reliable remote detection, allowing the flight
crew adequate advance warning to plan and execute a maneuver
to avoid microburst penetration.

Fig. 1: Microburst windshear encounter on approach
*Associate Professor, Associate Fellow AIAA (from Ref. 2).
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2.2 Microburst Detection

2.2.1 Current Procedures

Current procedures for microburst detection and warning
center around the Low-Level Windshear Alert System (LLWAS),
Pilot reports, and improved pilot education through efforts such
as the FAA's Windshear Training Aid.J6] LLWAS is a system
of anemometers currently in service at most major U.S. airports
designed to measure shifts in wind speed and direction within the
airport perimeter. Although capable of detecting macroscopic
phenomena such as gustfronts, the anemometer spacing is larger
than the characteristic surface idimension of many rmcrobursts, and
thus LLWAS remains fairly ineffective for detection of
microburst windshear. The Windshear Training Aid states that
"If an LLWAS alert (triggered by wind speed and/or direction
differential) occurs, it indicates the presence of something shear-
like, though not necessarily indicative of magnitude or location.
However, the absence of an alert does not necessarily indicate
that it is safe to proceed! ".[6]

Pilot reports (PIREPS) of windshear provide the most
reliable data. The availability of PIREPS necessarily requires that
an aircraft penetrate a microburst, which is not desirable; but the
information, unlike LLWAS, provides conclusive evidence of a
windshear hazard for subsequent aircraft. It is desirable to
integrate PIREPS with any sensor data available in future
windshear detection systems.

The Windshear Training Aid itself is designed to inform
pilots and controllers about windshear, primarily how to
recognize and avoid or recover from microburst encounters.
Avoidance is practiced through the use of LLWAS information,
weather reports, and visual clues. In past accidents, these clues
have been largely ignored; increased windshear training emphasis
is being used to increase pilot awareness of these events,
However, high pilot workload in the terminal area and the relative
rarity of hazardous windshear makes it difficult for crews to fully
assimilate the evidence of windshear before penetration.

2.2.2 Emerging Windshear Detection
Technologies

To meet the need for improved windshear warning, new
systems for detection are under development. Both airborne and
ground-based systems are under consideration. Airborne look-
ahead systems are still primarily experimental: candidate
technologies include doppler radar, doppler lidar, and infrared
radiometry. [2,3,4] To be an effective, dependable windshear
avoidance tool, an airborne system must be able to detect
windshear ahead of the aircraft to a range of 1 - 3 km, thus
typically providing 15 to 45 seconds of warning. Also, the
sensor should work for either wet or dry microbursts with
enough resolution to adequately measure size and intensity.
None of the methods mentioned have yet fully demonstrated
these capabilities in flight.

Ground-based remote sensing technology is much more
developed. LLWAS and PIREPS often yield useful data, but are
not always available or accurate. Ground-based doppler radars
have been succesfully demonstrated for microburst detection
(JAWS, Huntsville, Denver) [5] and have an advantage over
airborne systems in terms of ground clutter suppression, size and
power. Experiments performed at Huntsville, AL in 1986 and at
Denver in 1987 and 1988 have shown impressive results (Table
1). The predominance of wet microbursts at Huntsville and dry
microbursts in Denver shows the versatility of the ground-based
doppler radar. The ability of such systems to integrate data aloft
with wind measurements near the surface allows for earlier

forecasting Of microburst locadofi s and outflow strengths.

MICROBURST DETECTION

Probability ef d*_*C_* Prltbobtttty

Dill AV(_t0 I/I &V_.2O Ill TNal ot fllu ola_an
Hunttville 1986 88% 100_ 91% $%

Denver 1987 90% 99% 92% 5%

Combined 90% 100% 92% 5%

GUST.FRONT DETECTION

Probability o¢ dll4ctiol Probability

DsUt Ay.¢,. 1_ roll ,tV_. 18 i/I _' talm

Denver 198T 81.% 93% $%

* AV. m( wind Chmle m shelf nllli_ (o_y eventl with A¥ valmm Itlmw dtm 10 m/I mo IgOmdl.)

Table l:Doppler radar windshear detection results [7]

The demonstrated capability of ground-based doppler
radar for windshear detection and forecasting makes it the most
viable system for near term use for microburst avoidance
information. The combination of doppler radar, improved
LLWAS systems and PIREPS makes an integrated ground-based
system the primary focus for system integration and automated
datalink issues.

2,3 Ground-to-Air Data Transfer

Digital ground-to-air data transfer is an area under active
development. Several methods of digital ground-to-air data
transmission are currently or nearly available. ACARS, a
privately-sponsored system for the uplink and downlink of digital

information related to commercial aviation, is currently in use by
many major airlines. It provides a high-speed alphanumeric
datalink for flight management information, helping to relieve
congestion on crowded ATC voice frequencies. With the
addition of satellite relays, ACARS coverage will extend to most
international commercial air routes. The first satellite
transmissions are expected to begin in the third quarter of 1989 in
the Pacific Ocean region [8].

Another system slated for near-term deployment is the
FAA's Mode-S surveillance datalinlc Mode-S is an extension of
the altitude encoding Mode-C transponder in the ATC Radar
Beacon System allowing message delivery from ATC to
individual aircraft. Each individual message can carry 48 useful
bits of information, and the time for the interrogation beam to
scan the entire coverage area is 4 to 12 seconds. Messages can
be also be linked in groups of up to 4 frames or sent as a longer
Extended Length Message with less urgency.

In the long term, the Aviation Satellite Communications
System (SatCom) is being developed. The goal is a standardized
worldwide system for digital voice and data communications,
based on nine existing satellites in geosynchronous orbit.[9]
Other systems such as digital ATIS or enroute weather channels
are also envisioned for future development.

2.4 Information Transfer Issues in the 1988 Denver
TDWR Evaluation

An event which illustrates many of the information
transfer issues occurred during the 1988 Terminal Doppler
Weather Radar fTDWR) operational demonstration at Stapelton
International Airport in Denver. On July 11, a period of severe
microburst activity occurred. It is instructive to evaluate the
warnings and responses of the five aircraft which initiated and
abandoned approaches immediately prior to the closure of the
airport.

7O



2.4.1 TDWR Setup

In the 1988 operational evaluation, the TDWR radar was
operated by the MIT Lincoln Laboratory and located at the
Buckley AFB southeast of the Stapelton airport. Microburst and
gustfront alerts were generated from the doppler weather radar
data by an automatic algorithim and confu'med on line by an
NCAR meterologist. The alerts were then sent by ground line to
the Stapelton control tower and the terminal radar approach
control (TRACON).

The information was displayed in two formats in the
control tower. The local tower controller, who had primary
responsibility for the dissemination of microburst alerts, had an
alphanumeric display (Fig. 2) which could present either TDWR
or LLWAS information in the same format. This was done to
minimize the transition between periods of TDWR and LLWAS-
only operation. The tower supervisor and the TRACON also had
the geographical situation display which is shown in Fig.3. This
color display presented the locations of microbursts, gustfronts
and precipitation on a plan view of the runway configuration. In
addition, LLWAS wind vectors are displayed. In the tower a
local controller working arrivals to Runways 26L and 26R would
have to cross the tower cab to have access to the geographical
situation display.

ind shear

T_p¢ of Run_ m_ Threshold He_o_md L_cNt;un

_iad shear _t_ds ¢haBge (kts_

CF 190 16 G 25
MBA 35 LD 160 22 50. RWY
MBA 35 RD 180 S 25- RWY
MBA 35 LA 030 23 55- 1 MF

35 RA 180 10 60- 3 MF
MBA 17 LA 180 $ 25- RWY

MBA 17 RA 160 22 55* RWY
17 LD 180 10 60- RWY

MBA 17 RD 030 23 55. RWY

Fig. 2:
(from Ref. 7).
Example of controllers alphanumeric display
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Fig. 3: Geographical situation display used in the
control tower and TRACON (from Ref. 7).

2.4.2 July 11, 1988 Scenario

The period of intense microburst activity began at the
Stapelton airport shortly after 2200 UTC. At this time arriving
aircraft were landing on runways 26L and 26R. Departing
aircraft were using runways 35L and 35R. On the arrival ATIS
aircraft were informed of a convective SIGMET for the eastern

Colorado area,and that the doppler radar windshear detection
demonstration was in progress. After 2203 UTC the ATIS was
updated to include "low level windshear advisories in effect".

The evolution of the microburst event can be seen in the
geographical situation displays presented to the tower supervisor
at at 2201, 2207 and 2212 UTC (Fig.4). At 2201 UTC there

/. * //

_ J
_._.._, ..I 1_ _

Time 22:12

Fig. 4: Geographical situation display plots
showing the evolution of the severe
microburst event of July 11.
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was an area of precipitation southwest of the airport and a region

of 25 kt windshear within 2 miles of the airport center. By 2207
UTC. a gustfront had developed over the airport with some light
precipitation. Several microbursts had developed with the
gustfront including a 45 kt headwind to tailwind cell located on

the approach to runways 26L and 26R. By 2212 UTC the
microburst had increased in strength to 80 kts and the
precipitation had increased. This microburst event continued at

high intensity to 2222 UTC when it began to abate. Windshear
values of 30 kts were still being measured at 2230.

The altitude versus time plots generated from Mode C

transponder replies for the 5 aircraft which initiated approaches
between 2207 and 2214 UTC are shown in Fig. 5. Also shown
are the times at which microburst alerts were given to the aircraft
and the time of reported missed approach. All aircraft which
penetrated the microburst re.ported intense windshear.

Transcripts of the verbal microburst alerts given to each aircraft
by the local tower controller are presented in Table 2. It is
unknown if there were any microburst alerts issued to these
aircraft by the TRACON approach controller. However, the fact
that 4 of the 5 aircraft elected to continue the approach indicates
that this was unlikely.

2.4.3 Implications of the July 11 Experience

Several issues important to the development of microburst
alerting systems are apparent from this data. The variability in
aircrew interpretation of microburst warnings can be seen by
comparing the response of aircraft A to that of aircraft B. The
aircraft were approaching parallel runways and were issued
virtually identical alerts within 30 seconds of each other. Aircraft
A elected to immediately abandon the approach based on the
microburst alert and visual observations of a descending rain
shaft. This aircraft never penetrated the primary microburst area.
Aircraft B elected to continue the approach, penetrated the
microburst, and descended to within 100 ft of the runway

threshold before executing a missed approach.

Another issue which arises from the data is the delay
between the generation and the voice transmission of the alert to

the aircraft by ATC. Fig.6 plots the delay to alert for each aircraft
based on the fLrst TDWR generated microburst alert at 22:06:17
UTC and the assumption that no alerts were given to these
aircraft by the TRACON. It can be seen that the shortest delay

was approximately 60 seconds and that a delay of 350 seconds
was encountered for the last aircraft to report to the tower
(Aircraft E). The delays in excess of I00 seconds are likely a
result of the effort to make the TDWR alerts apear like LLWAS

alerts. The primary windshear alert responsibility therefore
rested with the tower controller who did not have contact with the

aircraft until they were at the outer marker. It does appear,
however, that a minimum delay of approximately 60 seconds can
be expected for the dissemination of verbal alerts even if the
aircraft is in contact with the controller who has alerting

responsibility.

A third issue which arises is that the initial microburst

alert for each aircraft was imbedded within a routine landing

clearance message. The routineness of the message may have
resulted in a lack of urgency associated with the alert. This

possible lack of urgency coupled with the high cockpit workload
which occurs at the outer marker may have contributed to the
difficulty some crews had in fully assessing the magnitude of the
hazard. It is also worth noting that the tower controller relied

primarily on the alphanumeric display. It is interesting to
consider whether his level of urgency may have increased if he
had access to the geographical situation display and could have
more easily visualized how the situation was developing.

The final point which comes out of the analysis is the
importance of PIREPS. Both the flight crews and the tower
controller were more likely to react conservatively to the
microburst alert after several aircraft had gone around and
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22:07:15

22:07:35

22:09:35

22:11:05

22:11:45

22:12:05

Aircraft A

"A_rm'_tA, D_mver tower,nmway two sixtight,clearedto
land._croburn Lie_ cenu:rfieldwind two two _ atnone,

a fortyknot |o,i,<me mile finalas reportedby machine,no
pilotreTo_."

Aircraft B

"Aircraft B, Denver tower, runway two six left cleared to
land. Win ,4- two one zero at five, a forty knot lo_s, one mile

final microbmst alert,not substantiatedby aircraft."

Aircraft C

"Aircraft C heavy, Denver tower, microbunt alert, threshold
wind orte four zero at five, expect a fifty knot loss, two mile
fimil, nmway two six left, cleared to land."

Aircraft D

"Aircraft D, caution have tutholmce from the heavy DC-8.
He is goingaroLmd. We have a microhorn alert, threshold
winds, zero nine zero at Lhrcc. Expect a seventy knot l_s on
a three mile final."

"Micrt_urn ale_ runway two six. Threshed wind, one five
zero at five, expect an eighty knot Ires on a three mile f'mal."

Aircraft E

"Aircraft E, rnicroburn ale_, thleshcld wind one six zero st

six, expect an eighty knot loss on a three mile t-real, say
_que_"

Table 2: Transcripts of verbal microburst alerts
issued to each aircraft.

reported wind shear. This, coupled with the increasing
microburst intensity, explains why the later aircraft initiated their
missed approaches at higher altitudes than aircraft B which had
no PIREP information to confu'm the microburst alert.

3. Research on Windshear Detection and Warning in
the Advanced ATC Environment

3.1 Problem Statement

The integration of ground-based information sources with

digital datalinks such as MOde-S shows great potential for the
accurate prediction and delivery of microburst windshear alerts
with minimal delay. Fig. 7 illustrates possible information flow

configurations for such a system. The multiple potential data
paths are dependent on the acceptable degree of automation.
Clearly, the delay between detection and alert is minimized with a
fully automated process whereby computer algorithms determine
alerts from PIREPS, TDWR, and LLWAS data and use MOde-S
to directly distribute them. However, putting the controller in the
loop to some degree would help filter false alarms and more
efficiently control the destination of the data.

I . Voice _ Y,'_'_'\ /_ 7_,

.__J Ground Data _ T-

[Processing F

Fig 7: Possible windshear data distribution in the
advanced ATC environment.

A number of other information issues also require
consideration. The content, timing, transmission, and
presentation of windshear information all need to be determined.
Automated links such as Mode-S are subject to bit limitations and
reliability considerations. This has an impact on message content
and distribution. The timing and priority of alerts must be

considered to get maximum efficiency and to generate the least
possible confusion. The high workload of both controllers and
flight crews during terminal area operations adds a further

measure of difficulty. Finally, the varying levels of instrument
sophistication in civil aircraft must be considered. The advanced
moving map displays in modern transport category aircraft allow

for development of user-oriented graphical presentations, while
many general aviation aircraft have no visual display capability.

3.2 Investigations

Several investigations are being performed to address the
issues discussed above. Flight crew opinion surveys are being
used to obtain user input on a number of factors. Data is sought
on current operational issues such as LLWAS and other available
windshear information sources, as well as pilot perceptions of the
microburst threat. Also, issues of data transmission and

presentation are addressed. In addition, some issues are being
addressed through flight simulation studies. A simple experiment
based on a general aviation simulator was conducted to compare
voice communication with graphical data presentation modes.

Also, a part-task simulation of the Boeing 757/767 has been
developed in order to do more sophisticated investigation into
optimization of graphical warning formats, information content
and delivery timing, and the effect on pilot workload.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Current Windshear Procedures

For user input on current windshear alert systems and
requirements for future systems, a pilot opinion survey is being
conducted. A preliminary sample of 20 United Airlines line and

training PilOtS has been completed, and a further distribution of
250 is under way. Initial results show several consistent trends.
It is almost um_,,ersally agreed (94%) that microbursts pose a
major safety hazard to transport aircraft. Fifty-three percent of
the respondents have had what they considered to be a hazardous
windshear encounter, most incidents occurred at DEN, a United

operations hub. When posed the question "Currently available
windshear alert data is sufficient for safe operation in the terminal
area," only 17% of the respondents agreed, while 56%
disagreed. All but one of the pilots felt that "...a system to
provide airerews with better and more timely windshear alerts is
_." The results clearly indicate that flight crews are not
completely confident in currendy available data and would be
very receptive to improvements. Figure 8 shows the pilots'
average ranking of possible sources of windshear information.
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8: Pilot ranking of windshear information
sources.
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Significantly,PIREPSandvisualcluesareboth
consideredmoreusefulfor windshear avoidance than LLWAS

alerts. Yet, neither pilot reports or visual clues are always
available; this underlines the need for a detection system which

can reliably provide some degree of advance warning.

3.3.2 Modes of Information Presentation

Because of the high workload in terminal area operatibns,
it is important to consider the manner in which information is _"
presented to the flight crew. This was illustrated by the Stapleton
incident; even though data was available, it was difficult to
effectively communicate it to the flight crew. There are several
possible modes of information presentation in the cockpit: voice,
alphanumeric, or graphical. Issues to be considered include
crew workload, preferences, and the capabilities of the aircraft

instrumentation. The widespread use of CRT displays in modern
transport aircraft, for example, opens up new possibilities for
totally automated graphical information displays. Moving map
displays, such as the Electronic Flight Instrumentation System

(EFIS) used on the Boeing 757-767 generation of aircraft, are
good candidates for display of critical weather information.

Responses from the pilot survey indicate that pilots are
receptive to graphic displays. (Fig. 9). The specific suggestion
of integrating windshear information with an EFIS-type moving
map display was strongly supported. Also of interest was the
preference of ATC voice alerts over alphanumeric links or ATIS
information. Comments received indicated that the low ranking
of ATIS was due to the time between updates.
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Fig. 9: Pilot rankings of possible relay/presentation
modes of windshear information from the

ground

A preliminary exlmdment has been conducted with a
general aviation simulator to compare the efficiency of voice and
graphical modes of presentation. Eight GA pilots with 210 to
1,700 total flight hours were tested. The scenario involved a
microburst which appeared during an ILS approach, when the
aircraft reached the outer marker. Avoidance of the microburst

required a non-standard missed approach. The information was
presented by voice, on a runway-fixed graphic display of
microburst position, and on a graphic display showing both the
microburst and aircraft positions. The data (Table 3) shows the

effectiveness of the graphic displays. Avoidance improved
significantly with the graphic displays, even though the same
information was presented at the same time in each case.

7t,

Presentation Type Avoidance Rate

Voice (IAWS format) 43%

Runway-Fixed Graphical Display:
Microburst position only 62%

Runway-Fixed Graphical Display:
Microburst + Aircraft position 94%

Table 3: Results of experiment with general aviation
simulator and computer graphic display.

These results considered, the incident at Stapleton Airport

serves as an illustration of the problems of voice communication.
Crew and ATC workload in terminal phases of flight is high,

leading to possible confusion and error. The simulation indicates
that even under fairly light workload, the difficulty involved in
fully interpreting the microburst threat from a voice warning can
mean the difference between avoidance and penetration. Further
evaluation of communication modes, including a variety of
alphanumeric and graphic formats, will be perf_ with the

part-task 757/767 simulator.

3.3.3 Message content and timing

The issue of what data is necessary and when it should be

presented is important for either voice or digital transmission. In
either case, a limited amount of information can be contained, and

the timing must be determined to give the crew maximum
awareness while minimizing the increase in workload. An initial
viewpoint can be obtained from the pilot surveys. The responses
indicate that location and intensity of microbursts are clearly the
most important information items. Size, microburst movement,
and intensity trends are of secondary importance, and shape data

is generally felt to be inconsequential.

Location

Intensity

Size

Movement

Inten. Trend

Shape

0 1 2 3 4 5_ 6

Higher Priority -_

Fig. 10: Pilot ranking of microburst information by
importance

The issues of what constitutes a hazardous microburst,
who should be informed, and when are more difficult to resolve.

The surveys are less clear in this case; the most common
response was that aircraft should be alerted as soon as
microbursts are detected anywhere around the airport vicinity. A
few pilots defined a particular phase of flight, i.e. at the outer
marker, when cleared for approach, or immediately upon entering
the terminal area, as the best point for deliveay of mieroburst
alerts.

In response to a question about threshold shear levels,
there was general agreement that a windshear adviso_ should be
issued for approximately 10 knots of head-to-tail shear and a

wwww_g___for 15 knots of shear. Also, it was almost unanimously
expressed that decisions about the threat posed by windshear in a
particular situation should be made entirely by the pilot, and the

controller's role should be to maintain safe separation during



avoidancemaneuvers. However, it remains to be determined

what locations and intensities of microbursts actually constitute a
threat in the view of the pilot. It is impractical to plan on
distribution of all available windshear information in raw form to

all aircraft in a congested terminal area. Some 'threshold hazard
level' needs to be defined, based not only on the windshear

intensity of the microburst, but including other factors such as the
microburst and aircraft locations, aircraft altitude, and desired

flight path. '.

3.4 Current Research

Research to resolve these issues is being conducted with
the part-task 757/767 simulation shown in Fig. 11. The
simulation uses an IRIS 240(0 graphics computer, an autopilot
control panel, and an EFIS control panel to duplicate the
electronic instrumentation and flight dynamics of the aircraft.

Data from TDWR experiments is used to generate simulated
airborne weather radar returns and the windfield over the airport.
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Figure 11: Part-Task 757/767 EFIS Simulation

The initial simulations are based on data provided by
NCAR and the Lincoln Laboratory TDWR evaluations. The
Sthpleton incident is very well documented, and serves as a
model for scenario construction. With a suitable sidetask,

workload levels will be properly adjusted to get a reasonable
range of pilot responses. Once the simulation is validated and a
range of scenarios developed, issues of information format can
be explored. Simulations of MOde-S transmissions with varying
alphanumeric and graphic alert formats can be added, as well as
voice communications, and the differences in pilot decision

making and reaction time can be measured. If the results are
commensurate with the results of the earlier general aviation
simulations, more specific tests can be performed. These will
center around more specific information issues, such as warning
content, timing, and display formats.

4. Conclusions

Based on the above, the following points can be made:

• Technological advances in weather sensors and information

transfer will allow development of sophisticated hazardous
weather detection and alert systems. Design guidelines, centered

around the end user and the available equipment, need to be
applied to these systems.

• Microburst windshear is a.. weather hazard of particular
concern and hence provides a good test case for development of
user-oriented weather alert displays. Pilot surveys indicate that

currently available detection and alert systems are not adequate,
and a system for advance detection and alert is needed.

• The events which occurred during the TDWR operational
evaluation on July 11, 1988 were analyzed in the context of
information transfer issues. The observations included the

following: Variability of pilot response to similar rnicroburst
alerts. The verbal relay of microburst alerts was found to induce
delays. The inclusion of microburst alerts with other routine
messages was thought to reduce the sense of urgency of the

alerts. Finally, PIREPS have been found to be extremely
important in vatida_ng the TDWR alerts to the user.

• A review of the current state of microburst detection

technology and the analysis of the TDWR operational evaluation
leads to the conclusion that the integration of ground-based
doppler radar, LLWAS and PIREPS, and of a digital datalink

such as MOde-S is the most viable near-term system for reliable
advance warning of windshear.

• A simple flight simulator study has indicated that display of

windshear information with a graphical display of aircraft and
microburst position can result in significantly greater microburst
awareness and greatly improve the probability of avoidance when
compared with standard voice transmission.

• An opinion survey of air carrier pilots was conducted.
Pilots feel that PIREPS and visual clues are the best currendy
available methods for microburst detection, while LLWAS and

airborne weather radar are less effective. Also, pilots were
receptive to the idea of displaying windshear information on an
EFIS display, preferring the EFIS to ATC voice

communications. Alphanumeric information and ATIS were
rated poorly for transmission of windshear alerts.

• When asked about microburst alert information content,

pilot specified that microburst location and intensity were the
most important items, followed by size, movement, and intensity
trend information.

• Research is currently in progress to further explore the
issues involved. A part-task Boeing 757/767 simulation has been
developed to address issues of warning content, timing, and a

selection of alphanumeric and graphical display formats.
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1 Introduction

Planning denotes the formulation of a detailed scheme, program, or method

worked out beforehand for the accomplishment of a goal. It involves the analysis of

the desired goal and its division into sub-goals which are subsequently treated in the

same way until a set of primitive objectives is obtained. A rational plan is prepared

by a reasoner for execution by one or more actors or agents who perform actions to

achieve the objectives. A reasoner is a cognitive system (human or machine) capable

of some level of logical deliberation.

The formulation of complex plans is an arduous process. Computers have been

employed to assist in the creation of plans almost from their inception. One of the first

uses of computers, shortly after World War II, was to solve large linear optimization

problems for military planners. However, the actual creation of a plan by a computer

did not occur until Sussman's work [1] in 1975. The reason for this delay is that

planning is a cognitive process not directly involving computation; that is, planning

requires symbol manipulation. Also, the composition of a plan is highly domain spe-

cific, so it is difficult to make a general planning program [2]. Domain dependent plan

generation is rule based, and the rules vary from domain to domain. The creation of

plans by a computer had to await the development of a mature symbol manipulation

language, such as Lisp.

2 The Single Actor Assumption

Sussman, and most of those who followed him, made a very powerful simplifying

assumption regarding the domain of a planner. This assumption is that all actions in

the domain are taken by a single actor, the plan executor. Furthermore, that actor is

*Research supported by NASA contract number NGL 22-009-640.
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restricted to taking only one action at a time. This supposition constrains the plan

to consist of a serial sequence of primitive objectives. Because the sequence is non-

overlapping, there is no requirement for the planner to be aware of time in the general

sense. Time in this restricted domain i_ only measured by the conclusion of a task;

the clock time necessary to complete the task is unimportant. The assumption also

guarantees that the environment is not hostile. Because there is only one actor, and

it carries out the plan, there is no mode by which the plan may fail. This obviates

execution monitoring and plan repair.

The central reason for the employment of the single actor assumption is the lack of

a unified representation of the knowledge required by the more complex environment.

The standard representations employed by classical planners are sufficient to represent

domain knowledge alone. Information concerning causal or temporal relationships

is not domain knowledge in the normal sense. Rather, this kind of information is

an example of more abstract knowledge regarding relationships between facts known

about the domain. For example, let us analyze the statement, "After snow plowing

is completed, the runway will be returned to service." This statement is actually

three statements: (1) Snow plowing of the runway will be completed, (2) the runway

will be returned to service, and (3) the period of validity of statement (2) follows

that of statement (1) temporally. Notice that statement (3) is a statement about

statements (1) and (2), without regard to their domain meaning or content. Making

such meta-statements requires a mechanism within the representation language which

allows reference to statements that have previously been made.

The domain of classical planners also provides the reasoner with accurate informa-

tion about the initial state of the domain and a precise goal in terms of the required

final state.
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3 The Real World

Although such restricted environments do exist in reality, they are very rare and

usually contrived. In the "real world", there are multiple actors who can accomplish

tasks simultaneously. Some of the actors may be random or chaotic or even hostile to

the planner -- therefore a plan or a part of a plan may fail. There may be clock time

constraints on the accomplishment of a task, as well as relative temporal constraints

between tasks. Additionally, "real world" plans may depend on causality, a notion

completely missing in classical computer planners. A planner in the real world must

not only create a plan. It must schedule 1 the events of the plan, monitor the execution

of the plan and detect failures, and repair the plan and schedule in light of any failures

that occur.

In "real world" environments, domain information may be incomplete or erroneous.

The planner is required to discover spurious data and to be able to make reasonable

assumptions about missing or incorrect knowledge. Finally, "real world" planners often

must operate in a process management domain, in which there is no final goal, but

rather a continuous requirement to control and keep a system "functioning". A planner

with such a task must analyze the current and predicted future states of the system

and even create goals.

4 Forward Chaining Inference

Computer reasoners are based on rules. For the purposes of this discussion,

a rule is a generalized statement of deduction. Rules are composed of two parts, an

antecedent consisting of one or more conditions, and a consequent consisting of one

or more declarative statements regarding changes in the reasoner's knowledge. The

1Scheduling is the assignment of specific times to the objectives determined by a planning process.
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consequentof a rule is valid if and only if all of the conditions in its antecedentare

valid.

When a new statement about the reasoner'sknowledge is asserted, the reasoner

examines the antecedentsof its rules to see if any of them are applicable. Those

that are deemedappropriate are queued_(together with contextual information, in a

structure called a situation) for more detailed examination on the reasoner'sagenda.

When the reasonercompletes its analysisof a rule it gets the next rule from the agenda,

until the agendais empty. The reasonerthen has an up to date picture of the domain

until somenew observation is perceived.

5 Truth Maintenance

Knowledge about the world can be classified as observed fact and inferred fact.

Observed fact is information provided to the reasoner from some direct

observation of the domain.

Inferred fact is knowledge produced by the reasoner via the application of

its rules.

As its observations of the world change, a reasoner must change its inferred beliefs

in order to preserve a correct representation of reality. To accomplish this, the reasoner

must retain information regarding the evidence supporting each fact that it believes. In

practical applications, this information is kept in a tree structure. The nodes of the tree

represent known facts, while each arc represents an inference relation or dependency

(see Figure 1).

The base nodes in the tree represent observed facts. All other facts in the tree

are inferred facts. When an observation changes, all the inferred facts reachable by
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going down dependency arcs from the modified observation node must be investigated

for correctness. Those found to be incorrect under the new observation must either

be corrected or denied (i.e., deleted from the tree). All inference nodes which are

dependent on a changed or denied node must likewise be inspected.

The process of maintaining a correct set of beliefs through the use of evidence is

called Truth Maintenance ([3] and [4]). It should be noted that the process of truth

maintenance is a form of constraint propagation. It is said that the truth of a node is

constrained by the truth of its supporting nodes. The validities of all inferred facts are

constrained by the validity of the facts that were used as a basis for their deduction.

The inspection and update process propagates down the tree. The system of programs

that implements this constraint propagation process is called a Truth Maintenance

System or ThiS.

6 Assumptions and Truth Maintenance

When a reasoner is faced with incomplete information, it must resort to making

tentative assumptions about the questionable domain. The reasoner then proceeds to

infer the consequences of those assumptions on its representation of reality. This is

another classification of knowledge:

Assumed fact is knowledge "guessed" in order to proceed with a chain of

reasoning when the reasoner detects that it is missing some information.

A contradiction occurs whenever a rule deduces a fact that conflicts with another fact

already known to the system. Should a contradiction be detected, the reasoner is

forced to change one or more assumptions. Changing an assumption requires truth

maintenance similar but not identical to that required when changing an observation.
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Doyle [3] implicitly defines all non-deduced knowledge in his truth maintenance

system as assumption. There is a disadvantage to this view. It unnecessarily increases

the number of candidates when a contradiction is found. I prefer to view information

that the reasoner observes as different than that which is assumed because of some lack

of knowledge.

The process of changing an assumption when a contradiction is detected requires

two steps. The first is to find an appropriate candidate to change. This step, first

explored by Stallman and Sussman [5], is called "dependency directed backtracking".

The second step is to remove the offender and replace it with a different assumption,

if possible.

An important question needs to be addressed when reasoning with assumptions:

When is it appropriate to make an assumption? Clearly, just because we can make an

assumption does not mean that we should make it. Making unnecessary assumptions

is expensive and can be confusing. We need to have a criterion which determines the

need to make an assumption. I claim that the only time that we need to make an

assumption is when we want to know some missing information. Thus, when we are

in the middle of deducing something new about our world and we find that we are

missing some fact required in the chain of reasoning, we try to make an assumption

about what is unknown that is congruous to what we do know. Operationally, this

means that we need a special set of rules for making assumptions.

These assumptive rules have the same general form as normal rules. However, they

are different in three significant ways.

1. They are only invoked during the evaluation of the antecedent of a normal rule.

This insures that assumptions are only made when they are required.
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2. If all of the antecedentsof an assumptiverule aresatisfied, then the consequent

assertsthe assumption through the TMS, as usual. However, it is not necessary

to search for other rules which will use the assumption and enqueue situations on

the agenda. This is because if there were another rule requiring the assumption,

the assumption would already have been made.

3. Assumptive rules can be disabled or enabled by the system. There are circum-

stances under which the reasoner can detect that a particular assumption cannot

logically be made, and the associated assumptive rule(s) should not even be con-

sidered. If the circumstances change, the restriction may be lifted.

To understand why assumptive rules should be disabled, consider what must take

place if an assumption results in a contradiction. First, note that contradictions can

occur for two reasons:

1. Suppose that facts A and B are used by rule _1 to deduce fact C. Now suppose

that the resaoner observes that not C is true, and that A and B are true. In this

situation, either the user is mistaken about one of the facts, or the rule R1 is

incorrect. There is no way for the reasoner to determine which of these premises

is true, so it should stop and explain the situation and ask for a correction.

2. Suppose, again, that facts A and B are used by rule R1 to deduce fact C. Now

suppose that the reasoner observes that A is true, and that the system has no

knowledge about B. The fact that A is true will cause the reasoner to attempt

to run rule El. When the antecedent requiring B is evaluated, the reasoner will

come up empty handed and then endeavor to make an assumption about B. If

there is an appropriate assumptive rule AR1 which succeeds, assumption B' is
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asserted.The C' resulting from _1 will also be an assumption. Now, if not ¢' is

true, a contradiction will occur.

Contradictions involving assumptions need to be looked at in greater detail. In the

example above, clearly the reasoner should deny both C' and B'. In addition, it should

mark the assumptive rule "_)_1 as unusable (i.e. disabled) as long as not C' is known to

be true. It can then consider other assumptive rules that may result in an alternative

hypothesis for B. If there are no more assumptive rules for B, then processing of )_1

must be terminated.

7 Time and Truth Maintenance

The truth maintenance systems of Doyle and DeKleer do not concern themselves

with an environment that changes with time. In these systems, either a statement is

supported by current data, or it is not.

When new data axe obtained, ltruthmaintenance systems change the implications

that were previously derived based on old knowledge. Consider the following rules for

a resource allocator:

1. You may only allocate a resource if it is not already allocated (in use).

2. If you do not know that a resource has been allocated, you may assume that it

is available (not allocated).

In a system with truth maintenance, if the allocator wants to assign a resource, it looks

for one which is uncommitted. Suppose that it only finds resources that are already

committed or about which it is ignorant. It then assumes that one of the uncommitted

resources is available. Basedon the evidence of that supposition, the resource can be

allocated. When the resource is allocated, the assumption that it is available is no
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longer true, and the TMS removesit. But the assumption of availability was the

evidencesupporting the action of allocating the resourcein the first place, so it must

removethe fact that it hasallocated the resource,too. This is a variant of the famous

statement, "This statement is not true." The system wants to state that the resource

is available and unavailable at the same time. While the TMS may be able to detect

circularities of this kind, it cannot properly resolvethem without modification.

The reasonthat the TMS gets into trouble in the resourceallocation problem is

that it hasno temporal knowledge. All of its statements must be true at all times. To

correct this difficulty, it must be able to reasonnot only why a statement is true, but

when it is true, as well.

Interest in temporal reasoning has increased recently. Notable work has been done

by James Allen ([6] and [7]), Tom Dean ([8] and [9]), and Yoav Shoham ([10] and [11]).

Prior to their work, the most that one could do was to "time tag" each fact in the

system with the clock time at which it was asserted.

The real break through in Allen's work is the idea that most temporal references

about facts are relative to temporal references of other facts. Allen further postulates

that temporal references are not points in time, but intervals. That is, there is a period

of time, which I like to call the "validity interval" of the fact, during which the fact is

true.

Very few, if any, facts are actually tagged with a clock time in Allen's system. In-

stead, most validity intervals are determined by constraints derived from relationships

to other facts. For example, two facts may be connected by an "after" relation: "The

runway may be returned to service after the plowing is completed." The significance

of this connection is that if the period of validity of the plowing operation is extended

(i.e., the plowing takes longer than was expected), the runway must be returned to
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service later. The period of validity of the plowing operation constrains the validity

period of the return to service. The result is another constraint propagation network,

but a rather complex one. While it has been shown [12] that the maintenance of the full

temporal network described by Allen is at least NP-hard, the approach has interesting

implications to truth maintenance systems.

In the truth maintenance constraint propagation process described above, the arcs

in the network identify a single relationship: implication. According to Allen, there are

thirteen different ways that one temporal interval can be related to another. Further,

there is a transitive algebra that allows one to compute the relationship between two

intervals that have known relationships to a common interval. This means that it is

not necessary to keep all of the arcs that could connect the nodes in the net, but only

a sufficient number of them to allow the others to be computed as necessary. The

computation, of a transitive relation is claimed to be fast, so it seems reasonable to

keep only a minimum network.

Every fact known to the system must have an associated temporal validity interval.

Facts which are true at all times have a special temporal interval "ALWAYS". While

we could also support facts which are never true with another special interval, it is

more efficient to simply exclude them all together. Note that a statement of the form

"X is never true" is a true statement over the interval ALWAYS.

In a planning domain, it is not enough to simply change the rules to incorporate

temporal intervals and use Allen's transitive operators. To see this, consider the re-

source allocator previously discussed. In a temporal environment, the rules must be

modified to include validity interval information:

1. You may only allocate a resource during a time interval T if it is not already

allocated at any time during 7".
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2. If you do not know that a resource has been allocated during a time interval T,

you may assume that it is available for allocation during T.

All that this addition does is to restrict the interval of time from all time to the

interval T. While it is a necessary addition to the rules for operation in a temporal

environment, the reader will see by stepping through the previous exercise that it is

not sufficient to solve the problem.

The solution to the problem can be realized by observing the logic employed by a

human scheduler. The human is aware of two times while constructing the schedule.

One of the times is the period during which the resource is to be allocated, called T

above. The other time is the actual time that the plan is being constructed, the plan-

ner's now. The planner is not only aware of the time sequence of the proposed schedule,

but of the sequence of events during plan construction. In a temporal environment,

contradiction can only happen between facts which have overlapping temporal valid-

ity intervals. In the same way that new information can change the truth of implied

facts in the TMS, new information can change the temporal validity intervals of facts

that were already known in the temporal system. This process goes beyond simply

computing the relationship between two facts in the network.

As an example, let us re-examine the resource allocation problem once again. Sup-

pose the allocator wants to assign a resource during a time interval T. It begins by

looking for an uncommitted resource. Suppose, as previously, it finds only resources

which are committed during T or about which it is ignorant concerning allocation sta-

tus during T. It can then assume, at time rl, that one of these unknown resources is

available during T. Note that rl is the time that the availability assumption is made,

and has nothing to do with the proposed schedule time T. The temporal validity in-

terval of the assumption is from rl to forever. On the basis of the assumption, the
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resourcecan be allocated during T at time r2, which is later than rl. This allocation

produces a fact that the resource is not available for the period T, with a temporal

validity interval from r2 to forever. The effect of this new fact is not, however, to

completely remove the assumption that the resource was available from rl to forever.

Rather, it removes the validity of that assumption from r2 to forever. This leaves the

assumption that the resource is available valid from rl to r2. Thus the evidence for the

allocation step remains valid.

This mechanism is still a form of constraint propagation, since the new information

about the plan constrains the temporal validity interval of old plan information. While

it is possible that this change may effect the validity intervals of yet other facts, in

practice it does so only rarely.

8 Conclusions

In this report, I have described some of the logical components of a rule based

planning and scheduling system. I have pointed out a deficiency in the conventional

truth maintenance approach to this class of problems and suggested a new mechanism

which overcomes the problem.

This extension of the idea of justification truth maintenance may seem at first to be

a small philosophical step. However, it embodies a process of basic human reasoning

which is so common and automatic as to escape conscious detection without careful

introspection. It is vital to any successful implementation of a rule based planning

reasoner.
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INVESTIGATION OF AIR TRANSPORTATION
TECHNOLOGY

AT OHIO UNIVERSITY
1988- 1989

Richard H. McFarland

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Ohio University

Athens, Ohio

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

This year has been an especially exciting one at Ohio University with
engineering research into three very contemporary issues. Not only does the
technical content stir excitement in the lives of young engineers-in-training but
also it provides for our more senior staff an opportunity for a critical insight into
topics that are of current interest to our society. This judgment is made based on
the kind and amount of response that has been received at technical meetings and the
interest in government concerning the new technical findings.

The first major topic is the use of the NAVSTAR Global Positioning
System (GPS) for purposes other than the original military application. Because
Ohio University has been pursuing research for many years in the field of air
navigation by using Loran-C it was logical that it would be integrated into the
thinking of those here at Ohio who were specializing in GPS navigation.
Combining these two areas into one involving interoperability was quite logical and
natural. This is especially true when one considers that there are certain
deficiencies known to exist with the GPS which need early solution for this
expensive system to have maximum societal benefit. These deficiencies,

monitoring for integrity and incomplete global coverage challenged technical staff
and students to come up with solutions without adding substantial costs. A good

solution will ultimately allow GPS and Loran to be considered and designated as a
hybrid sole means of air navigation.

Work was performed by Frank van Graas to show an effective

complementary structure. This work was progressively reported over the last two
years and serves as the principal element in his Doctoral Dissertation completed in
November 1988. _ The originality of the work was documented in his article in the
Summer 1988 Issue of the Journal of The Institute of Navigation? The work is

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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significant enough that national interest in GPS/Loran interoperability has
developed at least in part because of the positive results of van Graas' work.

The second major area of work which has carded its own excitement with

it, especially with pilots who fly regularly, is that of uplinking of near real-time
weather data to the cockpit. Adverse wgather can be life threatening. The pilot is
the one person who is in fact and by regulation given the responsibility of the safety
of the flight. Yet, he is the person who sometimes has the least amount of

meaningful information. Considerable weather data are presently being generated
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the National Weather Service.
Newer and better radars, for example, are providing more complete and detailed
weather products which are essentially unavailable to the pilot in flight when he
needs these most. Some of the best data comes in graphical form and there is no
provision to get this to the cockpit where the decision is made.

Perhaps it is better said that without the product there would be more
excitement in the back of the aircraft and in the cockpit, too. Excitement admittedly
can come in various forms, but the weather data uplink research provided some
true technical excitement when Craig Parker presented his results 3 from his Masters
Thesis project. He demonstrated an impressive data compression for weather
data which makes it quite realistic to place this data stream on available, aircraft
common very-high frequency (VHF) communication channels.

The potential benefits available from Parker's work are many. More
extensive, complete data, some in graphical form being available to the pilot, can
only translate into higher levels of aeronautical safety. The well-recognized 40%
figure of aircraft accidents related to weather can be expected to decrease with
implementation of weather data uplinks. The issue of how to handle the mass of
available data is addressed by Parker. More information bits per unit time per

channel is what is needed and the thesis covers several possibilities. One of these,
quadrature phase shift keying was demonstrated as part of the thesis program with
an uplink to an aircraft in flight using a Piper Saratoga plus some live link work for
the conference room during the thesis defense.

This FAA/NASA supported program has made it possible for these

important projects to exist. High quality technical results have been derived from
this work, and quite importantly for Ohio University, the students involved, and
society as a whole, have derived benefits which should prove to be extraordinary.

High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) technology is being addressed now and
the work product will be discussed and reported in the near future. In this topic, as
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with the other more mature topics of investigation, both undergraduate and

graduate students have been involved along with four Electrical and Computer
Engineering faculty members. A total of five students have participated over this

past year. Indications from prospective employers are that this program is an
important item helping establish credibility for new engineers. Ohio University

strongly believes this program is a very important part of its educational program
in engineering.

Evidence of the productivity of the program can be obtained by referring

to the annotated bibliography which follows.

ANNOTATED REFERENCES OF 1988 PUBLICATIONS

1. van Graas, F.: Hybrid GPS/Loran-C: A Next-Generation of Sole Means Air
Navigation. Ohio University, Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Dissertation, November 1988.

This paper describes a new technique that hybridizes the NAVSTAR Global
Positioning System (GPS) and the Long Range Navigation system, Loran-C, based
on a generic pseudorange processing technique. The concept, theoretical analysis,
and justification of a hybrid GPS/Loran-C system are presented, along with a
scheme for meeting sole means of navigation requirements. Following the design
and modeling phase, a prototype GPS/Loran-C receiver was developed and
implemented. The hybrid GPS/Loran-C receiver concept was proved through an
actual flight-test, which was referenced to a Differential GPS truth trajectory. The
hybrid system has the potential to meet all requirements for a next generation of
sole means of air navigation for the conterminous United States.

2. van Graas, F.: Sole Means Navigation Through Hybrid Loran-C and GPS.

Navigation: Journal of The Institute of Navigation, Vol. 35, No. 2, Summer 1988.

A minimum Of four GPS range measurements or two Loran-C time
differences is normally required for a position solution for en route navigation,

area navigation, and nonprecision approaches. This paper describes a new
technique that hybridizes GPS and Loran-C used in the pseudorange mode to
process efficiently all available navigation information. Emphasis is placed on
combined GPS and Loran-C timing, both for the ground/space facilities and the

user equipment. The hybrid system has the potential to solve the GPS and Loran-C
integrity and availability problems; more measurements are available than are

required for the navigation solution.
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3. McFarland, R.H. and Parker, C.B.: Weather Data Dissemination to Aircraft.

Proceedings of the AIAA 2 7th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, AIAA Paper 89-0809,
Reno, Nevada, January 9-12, 1989.

Documentation exists that shows weather to be responsible for

approximately 40 percent of all general aviation accidents with fatalities. Weather
data products on the ground are becoming more sophisticated and greater in
number. Although many of these data are critical to aircraft safety, they currently
must be transmitted verbally to the aircraft. This process is labor intensive and

provides a low rate of information transfer. Consequently, the pilot is often forced
to make life-critical decisions based on incomplete and outdated information.

Automated transmission of weather data from the ground to the aircraft can

provide the aircrew with accurate data in near real time. The current National
Airspace System Plan calls for such an uplink capability to be provided by the Mode
S beacon system data link. Although this system has a very advanced data link

capability, it will not be capable of providing adequate weather data to all airspace
users in its planned configuration. This paper delineates some of the important
weather data uplink system requirements, and describes a system which is capable
of meeting these requirements. The proposed system utilizes a run-length coding
technique for image data compression and a hybrid phase and amplitude modulation
technique for the simultaneous transmission of both voice and weather data on
existing aeronautical Very High Frequency (VHF) voice communication channels.
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RIDGE REGRESSION PROCESSING

Mark R. Kuhl
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Athens, Ohio

SUMMARY

Current navigation requirements depend on a geometric dilution of
precision (GDOP) criterion. As long as the GDOP stays below a specified value,
navigation requirements are met. The GDOP will exceed the specified value when
the measurement geometry becomes too collinear. A new signal processing
technique, called Ridge Regression Processing, can reduce the effects of nearly
collinear measurement geometry; thereby reducing the inflation of the
measurement errors. It is shown that the Ridge signal processor gives a consistently
better mean squared error (MSE) in position than the Ordinary Least Mean Squares
(OLS) estimator. The applicability of this technique is currently being investigated
to improve the following areas: receiver autonomous integrity monitoring
(RAIM), coverage requirements, availability requirements, and precision
approaches.

BACKGROUND

Ridge Regression was developed by statisticians Hoed and Kennard in 1970
(ref. 1). Throughout the 70's Ridge Regression was a controversial topic in the

statistics world as shown by Efron (ref. 2). This was because Ridge Regression is a
biased estimation technique - it goes against the traditional unbiased Ordinary Least
Mean Squares (OLS) technique which has been used since Gauss. Based on the
statistician's Ridge Regression techniques, a Ridge signal processor was developed
in 1988 by Kelly (ref. 3) for navigation applications.

A navigation system gives a number of measurements that one tries to find

system states (i.e. position, velocity, etc.) from by using a linear measurement
model. The linear measurement model is given by the following equation:
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where:

Y = H_B+e

Y is the measurement vector
H is the data matrix

__is the system state vector
e is the measurement noise vector

If no noise were present in the measurements, __could be solved for directly by
taking the inverse of H and multiplying it by Y. But since measurement noise exists,
__must be estimated.

The OLS solution is given by the following equation:

B_.OLS= [HTH] -1 HT__Y

The GDOP, which is a factor that relates range errors and position errors, may be
calculated by taking the TRACE of the first term of this equation, (HTH) -1.
Looking more closely at this first term, one can see that when the values of the
diagonal terms of the HTH matrix get smaller, GDOP increases. The second term
of the equation, HTy, is known as the smoothing function.

The Ridge Regression solution is given below:

_BR = [HTH + vd] -1 HT__Y

Again, the inflation of the position errors is calculated by taking the TRACE of the
first term of the equation. But notice that it now includes a variable, _c, which is
added, to the diagonal elements of the HTH matrix. This variable, _:, limits the
minimum values that the diagonal elements of this matrix can obtain, thereby
limiting the inflation of the position errors to some maximum value. By limiting
the inflation of the position errors, a better position estimate may be obtained.

RIDGE REGRESSION PROCESSING CONCEPTS

For navigation, the most important factor is the mean squared error (MSE)
in position. The MSE grows as the GDOP grows. In order to understand GDOP, a
look must be taken at the so-called "geometry problem". For example, if two range
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measurements have a crossing angle of 90 degrees, the geometry is said to be
"good"; but if the crossing angle between two range measurements is small, the
geometry is said to be "bad". This geometry problem is embodied in the GDOP
factor which, when using the OLS technique, is as low as 1.4 for good geometry
(crossing angle is 90 degrees) and as high as 86 for bad geometry (crossing angle is
1 degree).

When bad geometry exists, the OLS technique inflates the variance of the
errors around the true solution in the form of an error ellipsoid. The Ridge
Regression technique adds a small bias to the true solution which in turn reduces the
variance greatly, thereby giving a smaller MSE. Recall that the MSE is given by the
bias term squared plus the variance, see figure 1.

A simulation is given for the Distance Measurement Equipment (DME)
system with an aircraft, traveling at constant velocity, making range measurements
to two DME stations. This simulation compares the performance of the OLS batch
estimator to the Ridge Batch estimator. The simulation set-up is shown in figure 2.
From figure 2, gamma is defined to be the crossing angle between two
measurements. Notice that the error ellipsoid around the aircraft is a strong
function of gamma (along with the measurement noise).

The simulation results are given in figure 3. Figure 3 compares the OLS
estimator to the Ridge estimator for a crossing angle, gamma, of 1 degree. This
figure shows graphically how the OLS estimator is centered on the true solution but
allows the variance of the errors to grow greatly for small crossing angles. The
Ridge estimator reduces this error variance, while introducing a small bias, giving
an area of errors which is off from the true solution but having an overall smaller
MSE (by a factor of 100!). The reduction of the MSE is achieved by choosing an
appropriate bias term, _c. (Note that when _cis equal to 0, the Ridge estimator
becomes the OLS estimator).

FUTURE RESEARCH

The effectiveness of receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) for
the Global Positioning (GPS) should be significantly improved by using the Ridge
Regression Processing technique (ref. 4). Navigation system integrity is defined as
the detection of a signal failure and a warning to the pilot that the system is not
operating within required performance limits. (The FAA requires that the pilot be
notified within 10 seconds during a nonprecision approach of a signal failure for a
system to have integrity.) Right now, because there are times when bad geometry
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exists among the GPS satellite sub-sets, integrity monitoring cannot be performed
about 15% of the time. With Ridge Regression Processing used in place of the
current OLS solution, GPS monitoring performance should improve.

Another avenue that needs to be pursued is the implementation of a
recursive Ridge processor for precision approach applications. For precision
approaches, very accurate positioning and fast output of the guidance information
to the pilot is needed. The current Ridge batch processor used in the above DME
simulation may give better position estimates when used in cooperation with the
Kalman filter. But being a batch process, it may introduce too much lag in the
guidance information. Therefore, the implementation of a recursive Ridge
processor is desirable.

REFERENCES
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LEAST MEAN SQUARES RIDGE REGRESSION
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Figure 1. Comparison of unbiased and biased solutions and definition of
Mean Squared Error (MSE).
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Figure 2. DME simulation geometry with an aircraft making range
measurements to two DME stations.
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE EFFECTIVE GPS DATA RATE

David S. Mclntyre
Ohio University

Athens, Ohio

SUMMARY

Ohio University's Avionics Engineering Center is performing research

directed towards the integration of the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System
(GPS) and the Inertial Navigation System (INS) for attitude and heading

determination. The integration of GPS/INS offers synergistic benefits. INS gyro
drift error can be compensated by the long-term stability of GPS by means of an
in-flight data monitoring algorithm. Using GPS data as a reference is more
advantageous than implementing an additional INS since GPS offers a dissimilar

redundancy to the attitude and heading determination configuration. In converse,
the short-term stability of the INS can be used to correct or substitute for faulty
GPS data due to tracking loop phase lag or data gaps because of satellite shielding.

The optimization of the effective GPS data rate is essential for the proper
execution of an integrated GPS/INS in-flight algorithm. GPS attitude and heading
information must be consistently available during INS outages. Present research
efforts involve the development of an in-flight algorithm that maximizes the

potential of integrated GPS/INS. This algorithm determines the acceptable limits of
phase lag that the GPS tracking loop introduces to the flight control system (FCS)
during the transmission of information. Once these calculated limits are exceeded,

INS data are_used to: insure the continuous availability of attitude and heading
information to the flight control system, as depicted in figure 1.

OVERVIEW OF GPS RECEIVER TRACKING LOOPS

Both code and carrier tracking loops are implemented in a GPS receiver to
abstract navigation information. Each channel of the receiver measures an antenna
phase center location on the aircraft (see figure 2). Through interferometric
measurements, the receiver obtains the navigation signal. The GPS signal is tracked
by the carrier and code tracking loops. Both tracking loops are based on
phase-locked loop (PLL) principles. The phase-locked loop is a negative feedback
system which consists of three principal components: a multiplier, a
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voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) and a loop filter. A reference signal is
generated by the VCO and is continuously adjusted until its phase is equal to the
phase of the carrier component of the GPS input signal.

The GPS navigation code is retrieved by an analogous method implemented
in the carrier tracking loop. The input code is compared with a locally - generated
reference code. An early/late detector fletermines whether the two codes match

through the use of a correlator. Once the code is acquired, it can be combined with
the carrier component to be used as the real-time reference by the carrier tracking
loop. As a result, both the code and carrier tracking loop functions are mutually
dependent upon one another during the continuous tracking of the GPS signal, as
shown in figure 3.

DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE GPS DATA RATE

The acceptable level of phase lag introduced by the GPS guidance
information into the flight control system during, for instance, a precision
approach is 6 degrees for a guidance-loop bandwidth of 1.5 radians per second. If
this phase lag level is exceeded, the overall phase margin of the FCS becomes too
small, thereby reducing the stability of the FCS. To optimize the GPS data rate, the
tracking loop bandwidth in the GPS receiver must be designed to meet the above
requirement. Too narrow a bandwidth will introduce a phase lag to the flight
control system since the tracking loop configuration will take longer to track the
signal dynamics. In converse, too wide a loop bandwidth will introduce excessive
noise into the tracking loops.

Tracking loop bandwidth optimization can be achieved by characterizing a
given tracking loop circuitry in a GPS receiver through computer simulation. In a
simulation environment individual component parameters can be adjusted to
narrow the loop bandwidth. The effective data rate is varied by changing the loop

parameters. As the data rate approaches the limiting phase lag of the flight control
system, the tracking loop bandwidth parameters will approach optimum values. If
no satisfactory parameters can be determined, then additional information is
required, which could be provided by an INS.

A sensitivity analysis will determine which parameters have the most effect
on the phase response of the tracking loop circuitry. Since numerous combinations

of parameter values can be combined to produce an equivalent phase response,
practical design constraints will be considered to determine the optimum set of

parameter values.
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Figure 1. GPS/INS attitude and heading configuration.
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Figure 2. Simplified representation of GPS receiver tracking loops.
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CONCLUSIONS

Once the effective GPS data rate is determined, the phase response of the
transfer of data to the flight control system can be measured. Optimum loop

parameters can be chosen to minimize phase lag through simulation.

If the effective GPS data rate is unacceptable during flight dynamics,
inertial aiding must be implemented to increase the effective data rate presented to
the FCS. The synergistic advantages of employing these two dissimilar systems
contribute to a continuous supply of navigation information at an acceptable rate to
the flight control system.
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ABSTRACT

A minimum of four GPS range measurements or two LORAN-C

Time Differences (TDs) is normally required for a

position solution for enroute navigation, area

navigation, and non-precision approaches.

This paper describes a new technique that hybridizes GPS

and LORAN-C used in the pseudorange mode to process

efficiently all available navigation information.

Emphasis is placed on combined GPS and LORAN-C timing,

both for the ground/space facilities and the user.

The hybrid system has the potential to solve the GPS and

LORAN-C integrity problems; more range measurements are

available than required for the navigation solution.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) is expected

to become operational around 1991. At that time, given

the currently planned 21 satellite constellation, GPS

will only qualify for a supplemental type certification.

GPS does not fulfill the integrity requirements for a

sole means navigation system. Several schemes have been

proposed to solve the GPS integrity problem, including

additional GPS satellites, geostationary satellites with

ground based monitoring stations, and differential GPS.

These approaches require either major government

investments or significantly increased user costs

(additional uplink equipment).

Another way to achieve integrity is by combining

navigation systems. For the continental United States,

the Long Range Navigation system, LORAN-C, combined with

GPS has the potential to meet both the availability and

the integrity requirements for a sole means navigation

system. In addition, it is expected that the

requirements for non-precision approaches will be
fulfilled.

This paper is mainly concerned with the interoperability

of LORAN-C and GPS. It should be emphasized that other

navigation aids such as Omega, DME, IMU/INS, and

altimeter could be integrated as well. The resulting

navigation system should be based on a generic design

that allows for effective and transparent processing of

all navigation data simplifying certification and

training procedures.

2.0 WHAT CONSTITUTES A SOLE MEANS NAVIGATION SYSTEM ?

Air navigation in controlled airspace requires the

presence of a sole means navigation system. Although

many descriptions and even a definition* exist for a

sole means navigation system, not all requirements that

constitute such a system are specified. Consequently,

the question raised in the title of this section cannot

be fully answered.

Looking at currently accepted sole means navigation

systems such as VOR/DME, and considering five major

performance characteristics: accuracy, availability,

N90-20933
reliability, coverage,.and integrity, both the known

requirements and deficiencies of the definition for a

sole means navigation system can be derived as follows:

(Formal definitions for some of the requirements can be

found in references [I,23).

Accuracy: Both current accuracy requirements and future

goals exist. Table 1 summarizes these accuracies for

specific phases of flight in the continental United

States (CONUS).

Coverage: Navigation signals must be adequate to

determine position accurately within the coverage area.

Availability: Thls Is the percentage of tlme that the

navigation system can be used at a certain location.

Availability should be close to 100 percent (VOR); the

exact percentage is not specified. Generally, the

requirement states that a system outage should not

overload the air traffic controller. Whether an

availability of 99.9% (526 minutes of outage during a

year) or 99.9999% (32 seconds of outage during a year)

would satisfy this requirement is not known. Also, a

VOR outage only affects a relatively small area; a

failing GPS satellite affects a large service area.

Reliability: This is the prohahillty that a systemwill be

operational continuously over a specified period of time

at a certain location. A low reliability indicates that

the system is likely to experience an outage over the

specified period of time. Systems with long outage

periods should therefore be very reliable. Solid-state

VOR or DME stations have a specified Mean Time Between

Failure (MTBF) of 10,000 hours [4]. For area

navigation, two signals are needed at the same time.

Redundant VOR/DME results then in a reliability of 95%

over a period of approximately 120 days.

Integrity: This is a fairly recent requirement for

navigation systems. An adequate definition of integrity

used for the Institute of Navigation workshop on GPS

integrity is given by [5]:

Guaranteeing to the user (with probability p) that

he will be promptly (within time T) notified when

GPS system induced errors are greater than a

prespecified level.

Other definitions of integrity exist, they all have the

same three ingredients: a warning time T, an error

limit, and a probability p. The integrity working group

of RTCA Special Committee 159 has developed goals for

warning times and error limits, these goals are

summarized in Table 2 for navigation in CONUS [5]. A

figure for probability has not been specified.

3.0 AVIONICS EQUIPMENT INTEGRATION OPTIONS

The avionics implementation of combined LORAN-C and GPS

can be divided into two approaches:

I) Two Separate Systems. This approach requires a

third system that combines the two receivers in

one of the following ways:

a) A (processor) system that obtains

navigation data from the GPS and the LORAN-

C receivers, executes the integrity

checking algorithms, and provides the

"best" navigation solution to the pilot

(this solution may be based on data from

both systems).

b) An interface that converts the data from

one system in such a way that it can be

used as an extra input to the other system

(e.g. LORAN-C as a pseudolite input to the

GPS receiver). This approach might require

minor modifications to the data receiving

system.

*The 1984 Federal Radionavigation Plan [I] gives the following definition for a Sole Means Air Navigation System: An

approved navigation system that can be used for specific phases of air navigation in controlled airspace without the

need for any other navigation system, iii
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Phases of Flight

Enroute Domestic

Terminal

Non-Precision Approach

System (1),(2)Current

Accuracy Requirements

AC 90-45A [3]

95% conf. for cross track

and along track

1.5 nmi

1.1 nmi

0.3 nmi

Future System (1)

Accuracy Requirements

FRP-84 [t ]

2 drms

1000 m

500 m

100 m

(1) System accuracy requirements do not include
Flight Technical Errors.

(2) Does not include radiated signal accuracy. It is
not clear from AC 90-45A how to account for these errors.

Table i. Current and future navigation system accuracy

requirements for specific phases of flight in the

continental United States.

Phases of Hight

Enroute Domestic

Terminal

Non-Precision Approach

Radial Alarm Limit

1000 m

500 m

100 m

Time to Alarm

30 s

10 s

6 s

112

Table 2. Goals for integrity criteria as developed by the

integrity working group of RTCA Special Committee 159.



2) Hybrid GPS and LORAN-C. Several grades of

hybridization can be implemented. Since this

system is currently non-existent, it is

necessary to identify the most effective method

of hybridization.

Figure I illustrates the separated and hybridized

GPS/LORAN-C functional block diagrams. The main

features of the hybrid system are the shared clock and

receiver/processor assembly. The shared clock enables

both systems to obtain timing information from each

other, maximizing the use of all available navigation

information. This will be illustrated in more detail in

section 6.

Before the introduction of the navigation solution for

combined GPS/LORAN-C it is necessary to take a close

look at the timing of both systems. GPS maintains all

timing relations between the space segment and the

ground segment. However, for navigation users LORAN-C

timing is established for each chain only. Current

developments in LORAN-C include proposed system timing

changes. This will result in a major improvement of

navigational accuracies. Section 5 presents LORAN-C

timing options and their effects on the navigation

accuracy. LORAN-C pseudoranging is emphasized, since

this allows for LORAN-C signal processing in a manner

very similar to GPS, and will take advantage of the

LORAN-C clock information.

4.0 GPS TIMING AND COVERAGE

The timing of the GPS system is very well defined [6].

The Master Control Station at Falcon AFS maintains GPS

system time. Each satellite operates on its own

reference time (space vehicle time) which is closely

monitored by the GPS Ground Control Segment.

Information abo_t space vehicle clock phase offset with

respect to GPS time can be calculated continuously from

the navigation data transmitted by the satellites with a

typical accuracy of 15 nanoseconds [7].

Currently, GPS system time is monitored to within 100

nanoseconds with respect to Universal Time, Coordinated

(UTC). Offset between GPS time and UTC is also

transmitted by the satellites and can be determined

continuously by the user with a resolution of I

nanosecond [6].' With the installation of three hydrogen

masers at the Master Control Station, the capability

exists to determine time offset between UTC and GPS time

to within 30 nanoseconJs [8].

The 21 satellite constellation will provide full

coverage for CONUS. However, there are several hours

out of each day that only four satellites are visible.

During these periods, there is no ability to detect so-

called "soft" GPS errors, such as might result from

satellite clock degradation. Periods of limited

visibility are also vulnerable to single satellite

outages, causing the GPS system to be unavailable. The

availability of the 21 satellite constellation is

estimated to be about 75% [ 9].

5.0 LORAN-C TIMING AND PSEUDORANGE COVERAGE

In order to consider the effect of LORAN-C system timing

on navigation and timing accuracies, four timing options

with respect to LORAN-C and GPS/LORAN-C interoperability

are described below. Table 3 summarizes the anticipated

error budgets for pseudorange measurements to LORAN

transmitters for the four timing options. Although not

specifically mentioned in the following sections,

pseudorange measurements are considered to be made with

respect to a known time reference (UTC or GPS) at the

user. In general, the knowledge of UTC or GPS time at

the user is not only a function of geometry, but also

depends on the magnitude of common bias errors in the

pseudoranges (e.g. unmodeled propagation delays). These

errors hardly affect the position solution, but will

appear as an additional bias in the estimate of the

system time reference (UTC/GPS). Note also that

receiver hardware delays from the antenna phase center

to the measurement point in the receiver are considered

to be calibrated and known.

5.1 Current LORAN-C Timing.

LORAN-C Master station transmissions are synchronized to

UTC within t 2.5 microseconds, k%enever a Master drifts

too far away from UTC, two methods can be used to adjust

the offset: a frequency adjustment or a microphase

stepper adjustment. Intentional time-steps and

frequency adjustments are always announced in advance

[|0]. Frequency adjustments are on the same order as

the drift rates of the LORAN Cesium frequency

references, typically 50 - 300 nanoseconds per day.

Secondary stations are held to within t 50 nanoseconds

of the Controlling Standard Time Difference (CSTD), a

reference TD established for each Master-Secondary pair,

measured by a System Area Monitor (SAM). The SAM

initiates Local Phase Adjustments (LPAs) at the

Secondary station to maintain the CSTD. This results in

an extremely stable TD for users close to the line-of-

position (LOP) the SAM is located on.

The main disadvantage of the current LORAN-C timing

procedure is that the time of transmission of the

Secondary station varies when propagation delays to the

monitor (SAM) vary. This results in an uneven error

distribution with relatively large errors in areas not

close to the line-of-position defined by the CSTD

[11,]2]. Also, propagation delay models cannot be

applied easily; besides the signal path delay from the

Secondary transmitter to user, the variations caused by

the SAM would need to be predicted as well.

5.2 Master Station Time of Transmission Control.

Controlling the LORAN-C Master stations to an accuracy

of better than 100 nanoseconds with respect to UTC will

reduce the uncertainty of the LORAN-C clock phase offset

relative to GPS. Including propagation uncertainties,

pseudorange measurements to Master stations could be

within 200 nanoseconds. Ranging to Secondaries would

introduce approximately another 100 nanoseconds due to

chain timing and temporal propagation effects. Users of

LORAN-C only will see no net change. In fact, LORAN-C

users can benefit from the increased coverage and

accuracy offered by cross-chaining, approximately a

factor of 2 in position accuracy with respect to current

LORAN-C, mainly caused by improved geometry.

5.3 Time of Transmission Control for all LORAN-C

Stations.

This option proposes a radical change in the timin E

control of the LORAN-C system. Each transmitter will be

synchronized with respect to UTC. This approach is

similar to the French direct rangin E LORAN-C chain where

GPS is used to monitor the timing control [|2].

Time of transmission control will result in improved

navigation accuracies for areas not close to line-of-

positions maintained by SAMs. The main disadvantage of

this option is the upward compatibility of existing

LORAN-C receivers. The very high TD repeatability

around the SAM will be lost, and tables for ASF

corrections would have to be replaced by propagation

delay models. Single chain LORAN-C users would not

necessarily see an improvement in navigation accuracy

when compared with Master time of transmission control.

Chain timing errors and temporal propagation effects

would be replaced by timing uncertainties with respect

to UTC. Cross-chalning users on the other hand would

benefit tremendously; all transmitters are equal,

opening up a larger coverage area with good geometry.

This would also increase the LORAN system availability:

a failing Master station does not result in an unusable

chain.

For the combined GPS/LORAN-C system, this option would

be very effective: all LORAN transmitters could provide

ranging with accuracies typically better than 200

nanoseconds.
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(b) GPS/LORAN-C functional

ERROR SOURCE

TRANSMITTER - UTC

SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR (ns)

LORAN-C TEMING OPTIONS

I II IH IV

+ 25130* 100" 100" 60*

SECONDARY-MASTER

SYNCHRONUZATION ERRORS (ns)

CHALN TI_G

TEMPORAL PROPAGATION EFFECTS

PROPAGATION ERRORS (ns)

(TRANSMITrER TO USER,

AFTER MODELING)

_+50 +50

0 - 50 0 - 50

50-100 50-100 50-100 50-100

RECEIVER MEASUREMENT (ns)
25 25 25 25

ERROR

I = CURRENT LORAN-C TLMING

II = MASTER STATION T_IE OF TRANSMISSION COiNrTROL

HI = TLME OF TRANSMISSION CONTROL FOR ALL LORAN-C STATION

IV = DETERMLNATION OF LORAN-C TRANSMITTER OFFSETS WITH

RESPECT TO GPS TIME

* NOTE THAT THE TRANSMITTER OFFSET WITH RESPECT TO UTC ONLY

AFFECTS THE ESTLMATE OF UTC AT THE USER; THE POSITION SOLUTION

BASED ON TRANSMITTERS FROM THE SAME CHALN IS HARDLY AFFECTED.

CROSS-CHAINING ON THE OTHER HAND IS AFFECTED sIGNIFICANTLY,

UNLESS AN EXTRA TRA.NSMITTER IS TRACKED TO DETERMINE THE

OFFSET BET%VEEN DIFFERENT CHAINS.

Table 3. A comparison of error budgets for LORAN-C pseudorange

measurements with respect to current and proposed system

timing.
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5.4 Determination of LORAN-C Transmitter Offset with

respect to GPS Time.

All of the timing options discussed above should also be

considered in combination with GPS receivers at each

transmitter site. Data collected from GPS can be used

to determine the transmitter clock offset from GPS time

with an accuracy better than 30 nanoseconds. The clock

offset with respect to either UTC or GPS time can then

be transmitted to the user. This approach establishes,

in essence, time of transmission Control without

affecting existing user equipment. Ranging accuracies

to the transmitters will only be limited by the sum of

GPS time transfer accuracy, remaining uncertainties

after propagation models are applied, and user receiver

errors. State-of-the-art LORAN receivers would

typically achieve ranging accuracies better than 150

nanoseconds.

The use of the LORAN-C blink codes or additional pulses

for the transmission of the clock offset data can be

justified by the significant improvement of the timing

and navigation capabilities created by this approach.

5.5 LORAN-O Pseudorange Coverage.

Use of LORAN-C in the pseudorange mode improves the

geometry for users outside the center of the service

area, and facilitates user clock synchronization with

LORAN-C system time. If all stations are synchronized

to a common time reference, coverage would significantly

improve. Every combination of three stations could be

used for positioning.

To predict LORAN-C pseudorange coverage for synchronized

stations, a computer program was written based on a

hyperbolic coverag_ prediction model developed for the

FAA [|3]. The current program predicts pseudorange

coverage accounting for geometry and signal-to-noise

ratio at the receiver. Figures 2 and 3 show predicted

coverage for CONUS with the "mid-continent gap" filled.

The mid-continent stations are indicated by triangles

around the circular-shaped stations. Coverage is

declared when the geometry (Horizontal Dilution of

Precision HDOP), number of stations, and the signal-to-

noise ratio conditions are satisfied. Figure 2 shows

predicted pseudorange coverage for 3 or more stations

with SNR above -10 dB and HDOP less than q. Figure 3

shows the predicted coverage for 4 or more stations with

SNR above -10 dB and HDOP less than 7.8. This figure

illustrates that redundant coverage is available.

Current efforts are focused on the determination of the

quality of the redundant coverage. That is, given a

transmitter failure, do the remaining stations satisfy

the coverage requirements. One important note should be

made about the atmospheric noise values used for the

predicted coverage. These values are based on CCIR

Report No. 322 a_d are rather conservative [I_.

Further research is required to determine atmospheric

noise values that are in closer agreement with actual

measurements.

From Figure 2 and Table 3 it can be concluded that

positioning with synchronized LORAN-C stations can

result in navigational accuracies on the order of 100 -

200 meters throughout CONUS.

6.0 AIRBORNE NAVIGATION SOLUTION

Several schemes can be implemented to combine the

navigation data from LORAN-C and GPS. For example, a

humongous _alman filter could be developed that

processes all available GPS pseudorange measurements and

LORAN-C time differences. Even though such an approach

promises to be optimal, certification procedures are

most likely to be hindered by the physically impossible

task to ensure the performance of the navigation filter

under all input conditions [14]. Another concern is the

complexity of modifications caused by the addition or

deletion of navigation sensors or upgrades of existing

sensors. These modifications should not necessitate a

new system design with related certification and

training procedures. Instead, the system should

recognize the change and take appropriate actions.

Therefore, the navigation solution should be based on a

generic design that emphasizes effective, modular, and

transparent rather than optimal processing.

A system design philosophy that satisfies the above

requirements could be based on the conversion of all

sensor inputs into comparable quantities. Differences

in sensor performance can be accounted for by assigning

weights to the individual sensor measurements. These

weights can for instance be determined by the magnitude

and variance of measurement residuals, differences

between actual measurements and predicted measurements

based on previous data.

Pseudorange measurements are in common to both GPS and

LORAN-C. The main advantages of using pseudoranges over

time differences are the additional clock phase offset

information and the option to use single transmitters

instead of pairs. For instance, 4 GPS satellites could

be used for navigation in combination with only one

LORAN station to achieve integrity.

Noise on the pseudorange measurements can be effectively

reduced by range domain filtering techniques [|5,|6].

This eliminates the possibility of navigation domain

filtering divergence and allows for straightforward

filter tuning. Although process noise cross-correlation

terms are discarded in the range filters it was shown

for stand-alone GPS that the overall system performance

is essentially that of navigation domain filters [16].

Similar results may be expected for a solution based on

both GPS and LORAN-C pseudorange measurements.

6.1 GPS Pseudorange Measurements.

Pseudorange measurements to GPS satellites are made by

taking the difference between the measured time of

signal arrival and the known time of signal

transmission, corrected for known and estimated error

sources. Figure 4 illustrates the ranging geometry.

The general equation for the measured pseudorange is

given by:

(7 (,r))
GPS GPS _i uv_i '

where:

position vector satellite i

h i

c
GPS

TGPS

TS i

d GPS i

(1)

line-of-sight travel time for signals from satellite i

user position vector

GPS value for the speed of light

user clock offset from GPS system time

satellite i clock offset from GPS system time

delay for measurement i caused by GPS error sources

Typical GPS pseudorange accuracies are on the order of

10-40 meters (C/A code), mostly depending on ephemeris

uncertainty, ionospheric and tropospheric delays, and

intentional signal degradation, if active. GPS position

accuracy is specified to be 100 meters 2 drms.

6.2 LORAN-C Pseudorange Measurements.

LORAN-C pseudorange measurement geometry is different

from GFS; in the coverage area, LORAN-C ground waves

basically travel great-circle distances. A receiver at

sea-level will interpret the signals as if they came

from transmitters located in the locally level plane at

distances equal to great-circle distances to the

transmitters, as depicted in Figure 5. The LORAN-C
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dicted pseudorange coverage with

the "mid-continent gap" filled•

Coverage is computed under the

following assumptions:

All stations are synchronized

- All-in-view solution using

3 or more stations

- SNR greater than -I0 dB

- HDOP less than 4

- Receiver bandwidth = 20 kHz

- Atmospheric noise values used

are for the summer season,

based on CCIR Report No. 322

- Search increment = 0.5 °
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Figure 3. Preliminary LORAN-C pre-

dicted pseudorange coverage with

the "mid-continent gap" filled•

Coverage is computed under the

following assumptions:

- All stations are synchronized

- All-in-view solution using

4 or more stations

- SNR greater than -I0 dB

- HDOP less than 7.8

- Receiver bandwidth = 20 kHz

- Atmospheric noise values used

are for the summer season,

based on CCIR Report No. 322

- Search increment = 0•5 °

position vector LORAN-C transmitter

corrected for earth curvature

position vector LORAN-C transmitter

user position vector

line-of-sight vector for transmitter i

Figure 4. GPS ranging geometry.
Figure 5. LORAN-C ranging geometry.
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pseudorangeequationis givenby:

Pi(t)=[L'i(t) - u (t) I+ c ( T LC (t)- T L _t) + dLc i (t,r)

where:

--)

L' i

u

TLg

TL.
I

d

t-C i

position vector LORAN C transmxtter correcled

for earth curvature

user position vector

speed of light in vacuum

user clock offset from LORAN C time

transmitter i clock offset from LORAN C time

(2)

delay _r me_urementicausedby

LORANC e_orsou_es

LORAN-C pseudorange performance is given in Table 3 for

different timing options. Stand-alone LORAN-C

positioning using pseudoranges yields typical accuracies

of 100 - 200 meters for HDOP less than 4.

6.3 Hybrid GPS/LORAN-C Navigation Solution.

From the pseudorange geometries given in Figures 4 and

5, and equations (I) and (2), the user position and

clock biases can be obtained by solving the following

set of equations:

ell e 12 el3

e 21 e 22 e 23

0

0
P

X

Y
0 Z

1 Top s
TLC

w.

enl e n2 e n3

e (n+l)l e (n+l)2 e (n+l)3
0

e (n+m)l 6 (n+m)2 e (n+m)3

Variations on these equations result when different

LORAN-C timing options are considered. As an example,

option IV, "Determination of LORAN-C transmitter offset

with respect to GPS time," would remove the user clock

offset uncertainty with respect to LORAN-C system time

from the set of unkno_ms. In other words, only 4

measurements are needed to solve for user position and

clock offset from GPS time.

Generally, a total of at least 8 measurements will be

available throughout CONUS, leaving 3 or 4 measurements

(depending on accuracy requirements) for integrity

checking. Current LORAN-C timing would either require

some of the redundant measurements to solve for clock

offsets between chains and/or stations, or GPS

could be used to (continuously) calibrate LORAN

measurements. In the latter case, calibration could

start with 5 GPS satellites, or only 4 GPS satellites

and either one accurate LORAN measurement, or one

additional measurement such as (airport) altitude.

6.4 Hybrid GPS/LORAN-C Integrity.

As indicated in the previous sections, integrity can be

obtained through utilization of redundant pseudorange

measurements from GPS and LORAN-C. Recently, several

papers have been published on the subject nf user

autonnmous integrity checking with redundant

measurements [17-20].

Measurement residuals are commonly used to indicate a

bad signal. This may be accomplished through maximum

likelihood detection schemes, a parallel bank of Kalman

filter failure hypothesis testers, or even through

direct comparison of the residuals. Further research is

needed in this area to determine the most effective

method, once the proper requirements for integrity are
established.

7.0 EXPERIMENTAL HYBRID SYSTEM DESIGN

Early in-flight comparison of GPS and LORAN-C indicated

2-dimensional differences of up to 300 meters for data

collected across southern and central Ohio [21]. Most

of the navigation error was found to be inherent to the

LORAN-C part of the system. A TI 9900 LORAN receiver

and the Experimental Dual Channel GPS receiver were used

during these tests [22]

Currently, work is ongoing to replace the hyperbolic

LORAN receiver with a RACAL Megapulse Accufix 500 LORAN-

C receiver. The resulting system will be configured as

depicted in Figure lb. Both the GPS and the LORAN-C

receiver can be fully controlled by an external computer

system. The main advantage is that tracking and data

smoothing filters can be adjusted. This eliminates

large navigation errors during maneuvers due to filter

lag which is especially the case for most LORAH-C

receivers. All data from the receivers will be

collected on magnetic tape and disk for postprocess]ng

eI-S, -PI+Ts I

en "Sn Pn + TS n

--I, 4"4'

• h' -
en+l n+l Pn+l +TL

n+l

(3)

On+ m" L'n+m= Pn+m + T L
n+m

on the ground in combination with ground based tracker

data. This will create a data base for performance

evaluation of navigation and integrity algorithms.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A sole means navigation system does not only call for

integrity, but also for coverage, reliability,

availability and accuracy. Even though ground monitored

OPS will provide integrity, availability is still not

sufficient. One satellite outage can affect a large

service area for several hours per day. The same holds

for differential GPS, a total satellite outage cannot

be corrected for. To obtain sufficient coverage, extra

measurements are needed. Either in the form of extra

GPS satellites (expensive) or through redundant

measurements from other systems. LORAN-C is available

and will, hybridized with GPS, result in a system that

has the potential to satisfy the requirements for a sole

means navigation system for use in the continental

United States.

Assumptions are made about the qualification sole means,

mainly based on current sole means systems such as

VOR/DME. In order to allow for system design that will
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satisfy sole means requirements, it is recommended that

a definition of a sole means navigation system be

established. This definition must include requirements

for availability, reliability, and integrity currently

not specified.

In addition to the definition of a sole means navigation

system, certification requirements must be established

for hybrid navigation systems. This will allow for

design and production of a new generation of airborne

navigation systems that will reduce overall system costs

and simplify training procedures.

The current LORAN-C navigation and timing system could

be greatly enhanced by upgrading the synchronization

between stations. It is recommended to implement time

of transmission control for all LORAN-C stations under

the condition that the impact on current users will be

minimal. Otherwise, GPS receivers should be installed

at each LORAN-C station to determine the station clock

offset with respect to GPS. These offsets should be

transmitted to the users using blink codes or additional

pulses. This would establish, in essence, time of

transmission control without affecting current users.

Either timing option would significantly increase the

LORAN-C coverage area (see Figures 2 and 3) and also

result in navigational accuracies on the order of 100 -

200 meters throughout CONUS. In addition, hybrid

GPS/LORAN-C would have a minimum of three redundant

measurements to insure system availability and

integrity.
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Abstract

Documentation exists that shows weather to be

responsible for approximately 40 percent of all

general aviation accidents with fatalities.

Weather data products available on the ground are

becoming more sophisticated and greater in number.

Although many of these data are critical to

aircraft safety, they currently must be trans-

mitted verbally to the aircraft. This process is

labor intensive and provides e low rate of

information transfer. Consequently, the pilot is

often forced to make llfe-critlcal de=isions based

on incomplete and outdated information.

Automated transmission of weather data from

the ground to the aircraft can provide the aircrew

with accurate data in near-real time. The current

National Airspace System Plan calls for such an

uplink capability to be provided by the Mode S

Beacon System data link. Although this system has

a very advanced data link capability, it will not

be capable of providing adequate weather data to

all airspace users in its planned configuration.

This paper del_neates some of the important

weather data uplink system requirements, and

describes a system which is capable of meeting

these requirements. The proposed system utilizes

a run-length coding technique for image data

compression and a hybrid phase and amplitude

modulation technique for the transmission of both

voice and weather data on existing aeronautical

Very High Frequency (VHF) voice communication

channels.

Background

The National Transportation Safety Board

(NTSB) broad cause/factor assignments for general

aviation accidents in the United States show

weather to be the overall cause of approximately

40 percent of the general aviation accidents with

fatalities occurring from 1980 to 1984 [i].

According to these data, only pilot error outranks

weather as the most frequent overall cause of

fatal accidents in general aviation. Similarly,

the data for United States air carriers show

weather to be the overall cause of approximately

35 percent of the air carrier accidents with

fatalities occurring in the same time period [2].

Not included in the above data is the August

1985 Delta L-1011 crash in which 135 persons lost

their lives when the pilot attempted to penetrate

a severe thunderstorm containing a microburst on

final approach at the Dallas/Fort Worth Inter-

national Airport. This crash led the NTSB to

express concern that although the Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) had addressed nearly all of

the actions proposed by the Safety Board since

1973, one important problem.was not adequately

being addressed. In the aircraft accident report

for the Delta disaster, the NTSB identifies that

problem as "the communication of hazardous weather

information available from ground sensors to the

flightcrew in time for the information to be

useful in go/no-go decision making." The NTSB

continues: "Current procedures to relay NWS

[National Weather Service] information through the

ATC [Air Traffic Control] system are not and will

never be adequate for dynamic weather conditions"

[3].

The aircraft pilot is the principal decision

maker when in flight, and has the ultimate

responsibility for the safety of the aircraft.

Unfortunately, the information the pilot needs to

make informed decisions about navigation in and

around areas of severe weather simply is not

available in today's National Airspace System.

Weather information is provided to users of

the National Airspace System by a weather system

which has been developed and is operated through a

joint venture involving the FAA, the Department of

Defense (DOD), the National Oceanic and Atmo-

spheric Administration (NOAA), and the civil

aviation community. Many of the weather data

products utilized in the system are provided by

the National Weather Service (NWS). The system is

known as the Aviation Weather System, and is

represented functionally in figure I.
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In spite of significant advances in the

ability to gather and disseminate weather data on

the ground, the Aviation Weather System continues

to rely upon voice communication for the dissemi-

nation of weather data to the aircraft. As a

result, the system is severely limited in its

ability to disseminate current weather data which

is operationally significant to the individual end

user.

The transmission of current weather data

products from the ground to the aircraft by data

uplink is widely recognized as a feasible solution

to the weather data dissemination problem. The

FAA has the responsibility to determine what

meteorological services are required for aircraft

efficiency and safety, and has committed to

providing this service. The Aviation Weather

System Plan states that at some point in the

future the pilot will have in-flight access to

required weather data "automatically and by

request via data link" [4].

Requirements

Weather Data

Airspace user organizations and several U.S.

Government agencies have expressed recommendations

for the improvement of the Aviation Weather

System. These recommendations are included in the

Aviation Weather System Plan [5]. Recommendations

with specific applicability to the uplink of

weather data to aircraft are included in table i.

Research in this area has resulted in the

identification of certain weather data products

Organization Expressed User Needs

ALPA

AOPA

ATA

NBAA

NTSB

NOAAIFAAI

NASA 1

* NWS weather radar display

* Timely critical forecasts

* Self-briefing capability

* Direct access to weather data

* Satellite images

* NWS/FAA weather radar display

* Pre-flight and in-flight weather

data/briefings

* Mass dissemination of Aviation

Weather System data

* Real time display and

classification of precipitation

and turbulence

* Automated transmission of

hazardous weather areas

ALPA - Air Line Pilots Association

AOPA - Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association

ATA - Air Transport Association

NBAA - National Business Aircraft Association

NASA - National Aeronautics and Space

Administration

11981 Jointly sponsored workshop on meteoro-

logical and environmental inputs to aviation

systems

TABLE 1

RECOMMENDED WEATHER DATA PRODUCTS

FOR UPLINK TO AIRCRAFT [5]

which would improve aircraft safety and efficiency

were they transmitted to the pilot by real time

data uplink [6]-[8]. These weather data products

are as follows:

I. Hazardous weather conditions

2. Radar precipitation reflectivity patterns

3. Surface analysis (SA)

4. Terminal and area forecast (FT and FA)

5. Critical weather maps

6. Text information:

Pilot Reports (PIREPS)

Significant Meteorological Information

(SIGNETS)

Airman's Meteorological Information

(AIRMETS)

Notices to Airmen (NOTAMS)

7. Satellite images

Microburst detection systems such as the Low

Level Wind Shear Alert System (LLWAS) have been

shown by simulation to be as much as 94 percent

effective in the avoidance of microbursts if

displayed graphically to the pilot. This compares

to 43 percent if warnings are transmitted only by

voice [9]. For such systems to provide the level

of safety of which they are capable, the pilot

needs to have the data available in graphical

form.

Based on these facts, it is apparent that any

system developed for the uplink of weather data

will be required to provide some type of graphics

transmission capability. Some of the more

important graphics weather data would consist of

real time radar precipitation reflectivity

patterns and graphical microburst information.

Such data would provide the pilot useful and up-

to-date information about areas of operationally

significant weather, and most importantly, areas

of hazardous weather.

Many larger aircraft are equipped with on-

board weather radar systems which provide similar

information as do ground-based radar systems.

These systems do not, however, have the capability

of ground-based systems. Due to equipment size,

cost, and weight considerations, airborne systems

operate at X-Band and at lower power levels than

ground-based systems. X-Band energy is more

readily absorbed by precipitation and is also

attenuated more in free-space than the S-Band and

C-Band energy which is utilized by many ground-

based systems. For these reasons, airborne

systems have lesser range and are subject to

greater precipitation shadowing than their ground-

based counterparts. Additionally, airborne

systems do not provide 360 degree azimuthal

coverage. Although airborne radar systems can

provide very useful precipitation reflectivity

information, they cannot provide as accurate and

detailed information as ground-based radar

systems.

Ground-based weather radar data arecurrently

available to the Center Weather Service Unit

(CWSU) within the Aviation Weather System.

Improved radar systems such as the Next Generation

Weather Radar (NEXRAD) and the Terminal Doppler

Weather Radar (TDWR) will provide additional

information such as doppler echoes for location of

windshear. The uplink of such information is

certainly technically feasible and would greatly

enhance the safety of the National Airspace.



Data Transmission

Transmission of weather data to the aircraft

must be accomplished in such a way as to minimize

the use of an already overcrowded frequency

spectrum, while at the same time provide an

adequate temporal update rate for near-real time

weather data dissemination. The pilot or aircrew

should be able to access these weather data

without expending a great amount of additional

effort since workloads are already quite heavy.

Additionally, the transmission mode should provide

adequate spatial coverage to allow uplink of

weather data at any flight altitude and especially

during final approach and departure. Coverage on

the ground at the terminal would be very useful

for updated pilot weather briefings after depar-

ture delays. Finally, the transmission of weather

data products should be a service provided by the

FAA as part of the Aviation Weather System. In

this way airborne equipment requirements can be

standardized and transmission can be accomplished

using existing aeronautical radio frequency

channels without competition for transmission

rights from commercial interests. As a result,

quality weather data products will be available to

all airspace users throughout the United States.

The transmission requirements identified above are

summarized as follows:

I. Near-real time transmission with spectrum

conservation

block. Included in the data block is a 24-bit

discrete address overlaid with parity check bits

which provide m for selective interrogation of

aircraft and also for error detection. The

messages are transmitted at a 4 Mbit/s data rate

using differential phase shift keying (DPSK).

Effective utilization of the parity check bits

will allow for an overall undetected bit error

rate of less than 10 -7 . The interrogator is

capable of servicing 700 users within the service

volume, and so the overall data exchange rate is

very high.

The standard message and the ELM are capable

of providing general purpose data transmission.

The standard message provides surveillance data

along with a 56-bit data link message. This

message type is intended primarily for messages

not requiring large numbers of consecutive bits,

and replaces the surveillance message while still

providing the surveillance data. The ELM does not

contain the surveillance data, and thus cannot

substitute for the surveillance message. It is

designed to accommodate transfer of large amounts

of data, and consists of up to 16 112-bit data

blocks of which 80-blts are available for the

message. This results in one message block of up

to 1280 bits being transmitted per ELM. Because

graphic weather data products will consist of

relatively large amounts of data, the ELM is the

most efficient message format for the uplink of

this information.

2. Ease of pilot access to weather data

3. Adequate spatial coverage

4. Weather uplink service provided by FAA

An ideal weather uplink system implementation

would meet all of the described requirements with

a minimal additional investment on the part of the

aircraft operator and with minimal equipment,

facilities, and maintenance cost to the FAA.

Mode S Data Link

The Mode Select (Mode S) Beacon System is the

planned replacement for the current Air Traffic

Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) [IO],[11].

The Mode S system has evolved from earlier

development work on the Discrete Address Beacon

System (DABS). The system is capable of providing

radar surveillance with selective interrogation of

aircraft, and also of ground-to-air end air-to-

ground data exchange. The current Aviation

Weather System Plan relies upon this data exchange

capability for the uplink of ground-based weather

data products [12]. For the reasons described in

the following discussion, this system is not

capable of providing adequate weather data uplink

services to all users of the National Airspace.

The Mode S interrogator is capable of trans-

mitting three classes of messages to the aircraft.

These are as follows:

1. Surveillance data

2. Standard message

3. Extended-length message (ELM)

These messages consist of a 56-bit or 112-bit data

The ELM data rate available to the individual

user is limited by the ability of the interrogator

to service ell of the users within the service

volume. For terminal interrogators, the antenna

scan time is approximately 4 seconds. Allowing

one 16-segment ELM for an individual user in any

one antenna scan would limit the individual user

to 1280 bits in the 4 second scan time. The

Minimum Operational Performance Standards (MOPS)

for the Mode S airborne equipment require the

aircraft transponder data link interface to be

capable of handling this same amount of data in

the same 4 second period of time [13]. Both

performance criteria result in an overall effec-

tive ELM data rate of 320 bits/s for the

individual user. This number is considerably less

than the overall system data handling capability

because the individual user is being communicated

with selectively.

The Mode S selective communication capability

is very important for the transfer of data used

for air traffic control and would be useful for

the transmission of user-specific weather data

while an-route. It is not required, however, for

the transmission of weather data products that

affect all airspace users in a particular terminal

area. In fact, the data rate limitation of a

fully loaded Mode S interrogator in the terminal

area could slow the transmission time of graphic

weather data products at a time when access to

current weather data is extremely important.

One other very important Mode S data llnk

limitation for the uplink of weather data is the

system spatial coverage. The National Airspace

System Plan calls for the first 137 Mode S systems

to provide coverage down to 12500 feet above mean

sea level (msl) and to the ground at high density

terminals. These systems are to be in place in

the early 1990's. The second contract for an
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additional 60 systems would then provide coverage

down to 6000 feet msl by 1993 [14]. As a result,

any airspace user at altitudes of less than 12500

feet msl would not have weather uplink capability

unless in the vicinity of a high density terminal

equipped with Mode S surveillance. After 1993,

this coverage would be lowered to 6000 feet msl,

but would still not provide for approaches and

departures from any terminal not equipped with '

Mode S surveillance. This is not a significant

problem for the air carriers, but leaves general

aviation aircraft without weather uplink capabil-

ity for approaches and departures from the

terminals most often used by these aircraft.

For these reasons, the Mode S data link alone

cannot meet the weather data uplink requirements

for all airspace users. Although the Mode S data

link capability is important for the transmission

of air traffic control data and en route weather

data, supplemental systems will be necessary at

lower density terminals and would greatly enhance

the individual user data rate capability at higher

density terminals.

VHF Voice/Data Transmission

The continuous broadcast of weather data by

VHF data uplink at the terminal area would meet

the data uplink requirements and could be

accomplished simultaneously with existing voice

communications at these locations. The resulting

system would not require any additional spectrum,

would support a high data rate regardless of

number of users, and would provide line-of-sight

(LOS) coverage down to ground level. Addition-

ally, the system could be implemented with only

modifications to existing ground-based and

airborne VHF communications equipment.

Voice and digital data can be transmitted

simultaneously through the use of two independent

modulations of _he same carrier. Continuous wave

radio communication is accomplished through the

modulation of the amplitude, phase, or frequency

of a continuous wave radio frequency carrier. The

current VHF aeronautical radio frequency channels

used for communication between the ground and the

aircraft utilize amplitude modulation (AM) for the

transmission of voice. In an amplitude modulated

continuous wave, the phase and frequency carry no

information. If phase modulation (PM) of this

same carrier is accomplished by a digital data

stream, then both voice and data can by trans-

mitted simultaneously on the same carrier.

An amplitude modulated carrier can be

expressed as:

Ac(I + kvm(t))cos(2nfct) (i)

where A c is an arbitrary constant, k v is the

amplitude sensitivity of the modulator, m(t) is

the modulating waveform, and fc is the carrier

frequency. Similarly, a phase modulated carrier

can be expressed as:

Accos(2nfct + e(t)) (2)

where O(t) is the phase modulation resulting from

the modulating waveform. Combining amplitude and

phase modulations yields the hybrid modulation

waveform:

Ac(l + kvm(t))cos(2.fct+ e(t)) (3)

By letting m(t) be the voice modulation, and e(t)

be the phase modulation resulting from a digital

data stream of weather information, simultaneous

communication of these data can be accomplished.

The hybrid modulated carrier can be generated

and received as shown in figure 2. The described

modulation technique works perfectly provided that

the signal is not subject to non-llnear processes

such as amplitude or bandwidth limiting. Under

these ideal conditions, the AM envelope detector

only detects the amplitude modulated voice

information. Similarly, an ideal phase detector

responds only to zero crossings and is not

sensitive to amplitude modulation. Thus only the

phase modulated data information is detected by

the phase detector. Of course, the phase informa-

tion is only retrievable if the AM modulation

index (_) of the process is limited to value 9 of

less than i:

Iml = Ikvm(t!l< 1, for all t (4)

It is equally important to maintain limits on _ in

existing AM systems in order to prevent over-

modulation while still providing adequate sideband

power levels for efficient information trans-

mission. Specifications for ground-based aero-

nautical VHF transmitters require W to he greater

than 0.7 but not to exceed 1.0 [15].
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FIGURE 2

TRANSM1TrER (A) AND RECEIVER (B) FOR SIMULTANEOUS
TRANSMISSION OF VOICE AND DATA

Limitations

Unfortunately, an actual radio communication

system cannot achieve ideal linear conditions.

Amplitude limiting occurs in modern Class C output

amplifiers, and would be necessary in the receiver

in order to limit the dynamic range of signals

presented to the phase detector. Furthermore,

filtering performs bandwidth limiting at the

transmitter power amplifier output for harmonic

attenuation and frequency spectrum control, and in

the receiver for selectivity.



Theselimitationsaffect the performance of

both the voice and data transmission. Voice

transmission performance is degraded by amplitude

fluctuations caused when handlimiting removes high

frequency energy from the carrier. This high

frequency energy is created by the phase modu-

lation of the carrier. Data transmission perfor-

mance is affected by both bandwidth and amplitude

limiting. Amplitude limiting results in a lower

effective signal level present at the phase

detector, and also creates an interphasor cross-

talk mechanism for the digital data.

Additionally, bandwidth limiting creates inter-

symbol interference for the digital data.

Spectrallv Efficient Phase Modulations

Before analyzing the effects of bandwidth and

amplitude limiting on system performance, it is

necessary to consider the specific type of phase

modulation utilized. An overview of two spec-

trally efficient phase modulation techniques is

presented here [16],[17].

B. QUADRATURE gq(0

C, RESULT_G g(0

F[GURE 3
QPSK WA'_.FOP.MS

Minimum Shift Kevinz (MSK)

Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and

minimum shift keying (MSK) have both received

increasing attention in recent years due to the

common characteristic of transmitting maximum

amounts of information while occupying relatively

small amounts of frequency spectrum. Both

modulation techniques accomplish this by utilizing

one of four possible phase states for the repre-

sentation of data. Using this technique, each

phase state corresponds to one symbol composed of

two data bits in the modulating data stream.

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK)

The QPSK signal waveform can be expressed as:

g(t) - Ascos[2_fct + ¼(2i - I)_] (5)

where A s is an arbitrary constant, i- 1,2,3, or 4

depending on the symbol transmitted by the data

stream during the symbol period T, and fc is the

carrier frequency chosen to be an integer multiple

of I/T. This signal is more easily analyzed in

the quadrature form:

Now consider a special case of QPSK where:

g(t) - Ascos[e(t)]cos(2nfct)-

Assin[8(t)]sin(2_fct) (8)

For a given bit rate T b - T/2, fc is the carrier

frequency which is chosen to be an integer

multiple of I/4T b. 8(t) is defined as follows:

8(t) - e(O) ± [n/(2Tb)]t, 0 s t _ T b (9)

where the + corresponds to the symbol I, the -

corresponds to the symbol O, and e(O) is 0 or n

depending upon the past history of the modulating

signal. In this case gi(t) - cos[O(t)], and gq(t)

- sin[O(t)]. Let gi(t) and gq(t) be modulated by

the odd and even numbered input data stream bits

as before, but introduce an offset of T b between

these two data streams. Note that each quadrature

component takes on maximum values of ± As/_2 as

before. In this case, however, the amplitudes of

each quadrature component are slnusoidally

weighted, and the two quadrature components never

change phase at the same instant of time.

g(t) - gi(t)cos(2_fct) - gq(t)sin(2_fct) (6)

where gi(t) is referred to as the in-phase

component, and gq(t) is referred to as the

quadrature component. Expressing 5 in this form:

g(t) " Ascos[¼(2i - l)_]cos(2_fct) -

Assin[¼(2i - l)_]sln(2_fct) (7)

where gi(t) - Ascos[¼(2i - i)_], and similarly

gq(t) - Assin[¼(2i - I)_. Let gi(t) and gq(t) be

m6dulated by the odd end even numbered data stream

input bits respectively. Note that each quadra-

ture component takes on values of ± As/_2 depend-

ing upon the data streams.

Since the two quadrature carrier components

are coherently orthogonal signals, the two binary

data streams modulating the two signals can be

demodulated independently. The two QPSK quadra-

ture carrier components gi(t) and gq(t) along with

their sum g(t) are shown in figure 3 for the input

binary data sequence 01101000.

As for QPSK, the two MSK quadrature carrier

components can be demodulated independently. For

MSK, the two quadrature carrier components gi(t)

and gq(t) along with their sum g(t) are shown in

figure 4 for the input binary data sequence

01101000.

A. IN-PHASE gi(0

B. QUADRATUR_ gq(,)

C. RESULTING {(t)

FIGURE 4
MSK WAVEFOR.MS
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The power spectral density of any bandpaes

signal g(t), given by S(f) is, except for a

scaling factor, a frequency shifted version of the

baseband power spectral density 8b(f). Therefore,

the power spectral density of g(t) is given by the

power spectral density of gi(t) + gq(t). Because

these two components are independent, the total

power spectral density is given by the sum of the

power spectral densities of gi(t) and gq(t). For

a data sequence of equally probable ones and '

zeroes, the baseband power spectral density of

g(t) in the case of QPSK is thus:

2

sin2(2nTbf) ]
Sb(f ) - 4E b (10)

2nTbf

Similarly, the baseband power spectral density of

g(t) in the case of MSK is:

2

Sb(f) 32Eb/n2[ c°s(2_Tbf) ]
- --- (11)

16Tb2f 2 - 1

Equations i0 and ii are normalized with respect to

4E b and plotted as a function of Tbf in figure 5.
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BASEBAND POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY FOR

QPSK AND MSK MODULATIONS
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Comparing the power spectral densities of HSK

and QPSK in figure 5, it can be seen that the MSK

waveform contains much less high frequency energy

than the QPSK waveform. This can be explained by

comparing the two waveforms in figures 3 and 4.

Note that the instantaneous phase of the QPSK

waveform is subject to instantaneous changes,

while the instantaneous phase of the HSK waveform

is continuous with time. It is the instantaneous

phase changes which cause the QPSK waveform to

contain more energy at the higher frequencies than

the MSK waveform.

Since the removal of this high frequency

energy by bandlimiting produces unwanted carrier

amplitude fluctuations, it is apparent that by

choosing the modulation which produces less high

frequency energy, this effect can be minimized.

Therefore, to minimize the deleterious effects

caused to the voice modulation by the data

modulation, HSK is the modulation technique of

choice.

In the case of a communication channel with

additive white Gaussian noise, the bit error rate

of a QPSK or MSK signal can be written as: [18]

P(error) - 2Q[(2Eb/No) I/2] - Q2[(2Eb/No) I/2] (12)

where E b - (As2Tb)/2 is the signal energy per bit,

N O is the noise spectral density, and Q is the Q

function defined as:

["Q(x) - (2n) -1/2 exp(-t2/2) dt (13)

Jx

Equation 12 is plotted as a function of Eb/N o in

figure 6.
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BIT ERROR PROBABILITY FOR QPSK AND MSK

MODULATIONS

Analysis

A computer simulation of a combined amplitude

and phase modulation communication system has been

performed, and the results are available in the

'literature [19],[20]. The computer simulation was

performed using discrete numerical techniques and

sampling of the signals. Processing was performed

on the equivalent baseband system. The signal was

processed in blocks of 2048 samples, and was

sampled at 19200 Hertz (Hz). Filtering was

performed in the frequency domain, and non-linear

operations such as modulation and demodulation

were performed in the time domain. A Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) algorithm was used for the

transformation between frequency and time domains.

The signal and system parameters were chosen

to simulate transmission by hybrid modulation of

voice and data on a VHF communication channel.

Bandpass filtering was performed at the output of

the transmitter and at the input of the receiver.

The filter characteristics were as follows:

Transmitter filter - 4th order Butterworth

3 dB bandwidth of ± 7.5 kHz

Receiver filter - 8th order Butterworth

3 dB bandwidth of ± 5.0 kHz

The modulated signals of interest here were phase

modulated at various data rates using MSK. The

same signals were then amplitude modulated using a

4 second sample of an actual voice, and by a

simulated voice signal consisting of the sum of
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five tones as shown:

5

m( t ) .i_laicos. (2_fit ) ( 14 )

where a i and fi were chosen as shown in table 2.

This signal and its corresponding power spectral

density are shown in figures 7 and 8.

Amplitudes Frequencies (Hz)

a 1 2/9

a 2 1/3
a 3 2/9

a 4 I/9

a 5 i/9

£i 468.75

f2 937.50

f3 1406.25

f4 1875.00

f5 2343.75

TABLE 2

VALUES OF a i AND fi FOR SIMULATED

VOICE SIGNAL IN EQUATION 14
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The analysis resulted in the determination of

both signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the detected

voice signal and the bit error rate for the data

signal. The voice channel is assumed noiseless

such that the noise in the channel is due entirely

to the effects of the data modulation. For the

data signal, additive white Gaussian noise is

introduced in the channel, and the overall bit

error rate including the effects of the amplitude

modulation is experimentally determined.

This analysis does not take into account

amplitude limiting of the phase modulated portion

of the carrier. Such limiting would occur in some

Class C transmitter power amplifiers, and would be

necessary to reduce the dynamic range of the

signal presented to the phase detector in the

receiver. Instead, the effects of phase detecting

the amplitude modulated version of the phase

modulated carrier are considered.

Analysis Results

The voice signal SNR results for the simulated

voice with _ set to 0.8 are shown in figure 9 as a

function of data rate. The same data for the

actual voice signal with _ set to 0.9 are shown

figure I0. The results for the data modulation

show an overall degradation of 2-4 dB in Eb/N o as

compared to an ideal infinite bandwidth and

constant amplitude data modulation.
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SNR RESULTS FOR HYBRID MODULATION

USING SIMULATED VOICE SIGNAL (u = 0.8)
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SNR RESULTS FOR HYBRID MODULATION

USING ACTUAL VOICE SIGNAL (u - 0.9)

Further Analysis

If both the amplitude and bandwidth limiting

effects on the data modulation are considered,

further analysis can be applied to predict the
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overall reduction in bit error rate. Such

analysis has been performed for various cases of

filter bandwidths assuming an ideal limiter

characteristic [21]. The results show that

despite severe distortion of data symbol shapes

and the introduction of interphasor crosstalk,

Eb/N o is degraded by a maximum of 0.5 dB.

With amplitude limiting, an additional

degradation of Eb/N o can be expected since the

amplitude of the data modulated carrier would be

limited to its lowest value. For a carrier with

constant amplitude Ac, the energy per hit is given

by:

E b - Ac2Tb/2 (15)

However, if the carrier amplitude is modulated by

a voice signal with some known value of _,

equations 3 and 4 show that the minimum value of

the overall bit energy would be given by:

Ebmin - Ac2(l - _)2Tb/2 (16)

Since the limiter would provide this level to the

phase detector at all times, a reduction in Eb/N o,

in decibels, would be given by:

Floss - 101og(Ebmin/Eb) - 201og(i - _) (17)

For _ of 0.8, this would represent a loss of

approximately 14 dB. Adding this amount to the

worst-case degradation predicted due to the

presence of amplitude modulation and limiting of

both amplitude and bandwidth gives a total loss in

Eb/N o of:

14 + 4.0 + 0.5 - 18.5 dB

relative to a constant amplitude carrier. This

loss would result in a decreased distance of

communication for acceptable system performance.

It is import&nt to consider the spectrum

requirements of the overall hybrid modulated

waveform. Because the amplitude and phase

modulations are statistically independent, the

overall power spectral density at baseband can be

found by the convolution of the power spectral

densities of the voice modulation process and the

phase modulation process. The baseband power

spectral density of the MSK modulated carrier is

given by equation 11 and shown in figure 5. If

the simulated voice signal given by equation 14 is

chosen to represent the voice information, then

the baseband power spectral density of the voice

modulated carrier is as shown in figure 8. The

convolution of the two signals at the carrier

frequency yields the power spectral density shown

in figure II. Also shown on the plot are the

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) spectrum

limits for the VHF aeronautical communication band

[22]. The hybrid modulated waveform conforms to

this requirement.

Data Redundancy Reduction

The transmission time required for the uplink

of a complete weather data graphical image at a

fixed data rate can be substantially reduced using

image redundancy reduction techniques. Many

methods exist for the accomplishment of this

redundancy reduction.
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The method chosen for data redundancy reduc-

tion of graphical weather images will depend upon

the characteristics of the image. For the uplink

of weather radar reflectivity patterns, however,

run-length encoding provides very high compression

ratios and is implemented more easily than many

types of image compression. Run length encoding

codes runs of repeated pixel values with a

starting location and a count of the number of

repeated pixels. Because NWS weather radar

reflectivity patterns contain only six intensity

levels and these levels are usually grouped

together to form weather cells, repeated pixel

runs occur frequently. Thus run length encoding

very efficiently compresses the amount of data

necessary for the description of these images.

Further compression can be achieved by not

transmitting weather map overlays. Since this

information is constant, and digital data storage

costs are decreasing, the weather map information

can be stored in the cockpit and overlaid on the

current weather data.

Radar reflectivity patterns which include

weather activity over large areas of the radar

coverage have been compressed to 2000 bytes using

run length coding and suppression of map detail

[23]. Transmitting this data at 2400 bits/s would

result in a total transmission time of less than 7

seconds.

Conclusions

Some requirements for the uplink of weather

data to the aircraft have been delineated, and it

has been shown that the Mode S Beacon System data

llnk capability will not be sufficient to provide

weather data uplink capability to all airspace

users.

A system capable of meeting weather data

uplink requirements has been described. The

system uses hybrid modulation techniques for the

transmission of both voice and data on an existing

aeronautical VHF voice communication channel. The

system is particularly well suited for the

provision of weather data products to the airspace

user in the terminal area where Mode S

capabilities have been shown to be inadequate.
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A computer analysis shows that the hybrid

modulation technique would result in an EblN o loss

of up to 18.5 dB as compared to a phase modulated

constant amplitude carrier. This lose in EblN o

results in an increased bit error probability as

shown in figure 6. By limiting communication

distance, however, acceptable performance can be

maintained. The voice signal is shown to provide

an SNR of approximately 30 dB when combined with

the MSK phase modulation. The MOPS for VHF

airborne communication equipment establishes 25 dB

as the required minimum SNR when the received

signal strength is well above the receiver noise

floor [24]. Based on this requirement, the SNR

obtained using the hybrid modulation technique

would be adequate. The hybrid modulation tech-

nique would thus provide acceptable performance if

the AM modulation factor is limited to the range

of 0.7 to 0.9,and MSK is used for data trans-

mission at a data rate of 2400 bits/s.
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

The Air Transportation Technology Program at Princeton Univer-
sity, a program emphasizing graduate and undergraduate student research,
proceeded along seven avenues during the past year:

• Microburst and Wind Shear Hazards to Aircraft

• Intelligent Flight Control Systems
• Real-time Cockpit Simulation
• Revitalization of General Aviation

•Altematives for the Air Traffic Control System
• Stochastic Robustness of Flight Control Systems
• Neural Networks for Flight Control

It has become apparent that severe downdrafls and resulting high
velocity outflows caused by microbursts present a significant hazard to
aircraft on takeoff and final approach. Microbursts, which are often asso-
ciated with thunderstorm activity, also can occur in the vicinity of dissi-
pating convective clouds that produce no rainfall at ground level. Micro-
burst encounter is a rare but extremely dangerous phenomenon that

accounts for one or two air carrier accidents and numerous general avia-
tion accidents each year (on the average). Conditions are such that an
aircraft's performance envelope may be inadequate for safe penetration

unless optimal control strategies are known and applied.

While a number of simulation studies have been directed at the

problem, there are varied opinions in the flying community regarding the
best piloting procedures, and optimal control strategies have only recently
been defined. Graduate student Mark Psiaki completed a study of optimal
trajectories for penetration of microbursts when encounter is unavoidable.

His initial work (reported earlier) showed that simple control laws could
greatly reduce an aircraft's response to wind shear. His 1987 Ph.D. thesis

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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presents flight envelopes within which optimal application of throttle and
pitch control produce acceptable deviations from nominal takeoff and
landing flight paths for a jet transport and a propeller-driven general avia-
tion aircraft. Although the response mechanism is the same, jet transport

and general aviation aircraft behave somewhat differently in microbursts;
the larger, heavier aircraft are more adversely affected by variations in the
horizontal wind, while the smaller, lighter aircraft have greater difficulty
with the downdraft. These findings are summarized in Ref. 1.

The emphasis of current wind shear research, being pursued by

graduate student Alex Stratton under a separate NASA grant, is on devel-
oping an expert system for wind shear avoidance [2,3]. Our principal
objectives are to develop methods for assessing the likelihood of wind shear
encounter (based on real-time information in the cockpit), for deciding
what flight path to pursue (e.g., abort, go-around, normal climbout, or
glide slope), and for using the aircraft's full potential to combat wind
shear. This study requires the definition of deterministic and statistical
techniques for fusing internal and extemal information, for making
"go/no-go" decisions, and for generating commands to the aircraft's auto-
pilot and flight directors in automatic and manually controlled flight.

Undetected system failures and/or inadequately defined recovery

procedures have contributed to numerous air carrier incidents and acci-
dents. The infamous DC-10 accident at Chicago's O'Hare Airport, in
which loss of an engine pod, subsequent loss of subsystems, and asymmetric
wing stall led to disaster, provides a prototype for the kind of tragedy that
could be averted by intelligent flight control systems. (An intelligent

control system is one that uses artificial intelligence concepts, e.g., an
expert systems program, to improve performance and failure tolerance.)
Although many methods of modem control theory are applicable, the
scope of the problem is such that none of the existing theories provides a
complete and practical solution to the problem. At the same time, heuristic
logic may be applicable, but it has yet to be stated in satisfactory format.

Graduate student David Handelman has developed a knowledge-based
reconfigurable flight control system that is implemented with the Pascal

programming language using parallel microprocessors. This expert system
could be considered a prototype for a failure-tolerant control system that

can be constructed using existing hardware. The knowledge-based flight
control system is specified initially and tested using the LISP programming
language. When desired logic is determined, the corresponding Pascal
code is generated automatically. Concepts for rule-based learning and
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control that can be used in such systems are contained in two technical

papers and in Mr. Handelman's Ph.D. thesis [4 - 6].

Helping a pilot make quick decisions under high workload conditions

is important for aircraft missions of all types. In research principally sup-
ported by an Army/Navy grant but reported at numerous quarterly reviews
of the Joint University Program, Brenda Belkin has developed an expert
system of expert systems called AUTOCREW. In her M.S.E. thesis [7],
Ms. Belkin uses the paradigm of a hypothetical aircraft crew to facilitate
the assignment of tasks, rules, and data within parallel knowledge bases.
AUTOCREW performs a cyclical search in which the Director expert sys-
tem, the electronic analog of the aircraft commander, establishes goals that
invoke the crew-member expert systems. The crew members then perform
such tasks as observation, monitoring, and control in response to continu-
ing needs as well as special requests from the Director. The application of
AUTOCREW to civil jet transports is apparent, and Ms. Belkin has
participated in the Joint University Program with this in mind.

Development of a real-time cockpit simulator continued during the

year. The simulator provides a single-person crew station with both con-
ventional and advanced control devices; it currently is programmed to
simulate the Navion single-engine general aviation airplane. Displays for
the "out-the-window" view and the control panel devices are generated
entirely by computers and are presented on color cathode-ray tubes. The
extemal view is generated and displayed by a Silicon Graphics IRIS 3020
Workstation, which has 1024 x 768-pixel resolution and can perform over
85,000 3-D transformations per second. A central computing unit per-
forms dynamic and control calculations, accepts analog inputs, drives the
panel displays, and commands the external view. It is a special-purpose
Multibus computer employing parallel 80286 processors and special-pur-
pose graphics boards, which are controlled by an IBM PC-AT computer.
Senior Jeffrey Seinwill developed an all-attitude artificial horizon display
for the simulator during the year [8].

For all practical purposes, the production of small general aviation
(GA) airplanes in the U.S. has come to an end. Fewer than a thousand
four-seaters were produced in 1987, and most of the principal American
GA manufacturers have all but abandoned the business. Although there are

many reasons for the erosion of this industry, outmoded technology is a
major factor. General aviation has a potentially significant role to play not
only in the National Transportation System but in the economic infrastruc-
ture of the country. Revival demands reinvention of the small plane, in
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what might be called a Modem-Equipment General Aviation airplane.
There is a wealth of fundamental research to be done in this area, much of

it already underway in the Air Transportation Technology Program.
Senior Joakim Karlsson's independent work project dealt with the design of
such an aircraft [9] using modem aerodynamic, structural, and control
technology. Senior Bruce Weiner conducted an economic review of the
price-performance characteristics of small aircraft during the period from
1970 to 1987 that graphically illustrates the effects of increased product
liability costs [ 10].

Air commerce is a significant factor in the nation's economy,
involving hundreds of millions of passenger trips and tens of billions of
dollars in operating revenue each year. Recent revenue growth rates aver-
age 10 percent per year; much of this growth can be traced to the deregu-
lation of the nation's airlines in 1978. This growth has caused severe air
traffic control problems, most often demonstrated in flight delays and
reflected by growing concems for passenger safety. Despite the aggregate
economic benefits of deregulation, many people are questioning whether
the benefits outweigh the perceived costs of reduced confidence and
increased delays. Senior Lawrence Neubauer analyzes alternatives for the
air traffic control system in his thesis, giving particular attention to the
institutional structure of the FAA [11 ].

Control system robustness is defined as the ability to maintain satis-

factory stability or performance characteristics in the presence of all con-
ceivable system parameter variations. While assured robustness may be
viewed as an alternative to gain adaptation or scheduling to accommodate
known parameter variations, more often it is seen as protection against
uncertainties in plant specification. Consequently, a statistical description
of control system robustness is consistent with what may be known about
the structure and parameters of the plant's dynamic model. Guaranteeing
robustness has long been a design objective of control system analysis,
although in most instances, insensitivity to parameter variations has been
treated as a deterministic problem. Graduate student Laura Ryan is inves-
tigating a simple numerical procedure for estimating the stochastic robust-
ness of control systems [12-14]. Monte Carlo evaluation of the system's
eigenvalues allows the probability of instability and the related stochastic
root locus to be estimated. This analysis approach treats not only Gaussian
parameter uncertainties but non-Gaussian cases, including uncertain-but-
bounded variations. Trivial extensions of the procedure admit alternate
discriminants to be considered. Thus, the probabilities that stipulated
degrees of instability will be exceeded or that closed-loop roots will leave
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desirable regions also can be estimated. Results are particularly amenable
to graphical presentation.

There is growing interest in the use of neural networks for compu-
tational decision-making and control, brought about by the advent of small,
fast, inexpensive computers. The neural network paradigm offers a poten-
tially attractive structure for flight control systems that adapt to changing
flight conditions and system failures, but much is to be leamed about the

practicality of such an approach. Graduate student Dennis Linse has begun
to examine this potential. To date, he has formulated various multi-layer

networks to trim the longitudinal motions of a twin-jet transport. The
network is resilient in the face of elemental failures and provides moder-

ately accurate open-loop control of throttle and elevator over a wide range
of flight conditions.

ANNOTATED REFERENCES OF 1988-89 PUBLICATIONS

1. Psiaki, M., and Stengel, R.F., "Performance Limits for Optimal Micro-
burst Encounter," Proceedings of the AIAA 15 th Atmospheric Flight
Mechanics Conference, Minneapolis, Aug 1988, pp. 358-370.

The performance limits of optimal aircraft control strategies for

microburst encounter are presented. The purpose is to determine the
"edges of the envelope" for no-accident aircraft penetration of microburst

wind shear. Over 1,100 optimal trajectories have been computed for jet
transport and general aviation aircraft flying through idealized micro-
bursts. They have been generated using a Successive Quadratic Programs
trajectory optimization algorithm, which directly handles inequality con-
straints. Qualitative aspects of the best strategies provide a composite pic-
ture of good control in a microburst. Variations of the no-accident per-
formance with microburst type, intensity, length scale, and location define
performance limits.

Optimal performance limits show three length-scale regimes. At
short length scales, hazards usually associated with gustiness predominate.
At intermediate length scales, a degraded ability to maintain flight path
and/or vertical velocity sets the limiting microburst intensities for no-acci-
dent performance. At very long microburst length scales, the hazards

associated with intense steady winds are the critical safety limits. The abil-
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ity to successfully transit a microburst also varies strongly with microburst
location. The performance limits show that both aircraft types, if con-
trolled properly, can penetrate very severe microbursts. Nevertheless,
even the best control strategies have their limits. The jet transport perfor-
mance limits occur at higher microburst intensities than the general avia-
tion limits.

2. Stengel, R.F., and Stratton, D.A., "An Expert System for Wind Shear
Avoidance," presented at the Second Combined Manufacturers and Tech-

nology Airborne Wind Shear Review Meeting, Williamsburg, VA, Oct
1988.

Flight in strong wind shears, especially microbursts, poses a unique
and severe hazard to aircraft. The disturbance caused by the wind field
may literally exceed the performance characteristics of the aircraft, making
safe transit impossible even with optimal guidance and control strategies.
An unusual degree of piloting skill may be required to successfully elude
danger. Nevertheless, planes fly in moderate wind shear all the time; pilots
leam to handle crosswinds, gustiness, and moderate frontal activity. The
problem is that microbursts are random, rare phenomena; pilots do not
develop the needed skills for coping with wind shear through normal expe-
rience. The typical pilot is likely to be confronted with a life-threatening
wind shear only once or twice during an entire flying career; hence, it is

unlikely that he or she can learn all the important signs of wind shear and
maintain a high level of proficiency in the proper control procedures.

On-board computation provides an excellent opportunity to assist the
pilot in surviving encounters with severe wind shears, but the logic that
must be executed in real time is complex and must have sufficient inputs
for framing decisions about appropriate control actions. The computer
program(s) and hardware to perform this task must have attributes of

expert systems and control systems, they must account for the limitations of
aircraft performance, and they must operate in real time. At least as

important as its technical specifications, the on-board system must provide
a satisfactory interface with the flight crew, which bears the ultimate

responsibility for assuring safety. This means not only that the system
must deduce near-optimal strategies and tactics for emergency situations
but that it must distinguish between truly hazardous conditions and the

more likely alternatives associated with normal aircraft operations.

A program to investigate ways of protecting against wind shear has
begun at Princeton University, with current emphasis on developing an
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expert system for wind shear avoidance. Our principal objectives are to
develop methods for assessing the likelihood of wind shear encounter

(based on real-time information in the cockpit), for deciding what flight
path to pursue (e.g., abort, go-around, normal climbout, or glide slope),
and for using the aircraft's full potential to combat wind shear. This study
requires the definition of deterministic and statistical techniques for fusing
internal and external information, for making "go/no-go" decisions, and
for generating commands to the aircraft's autopilot and flight directors in
automatic and manually controlled flight.

The expert system for pilot aiding is based on results of the Inte-
grated FAA Wind Shear Program. Its two-volume manual presents an
overview, pilot guide, training program, and substantiating data and pro-
vides guidelines for this initial development. The WindShear Safety Advi-
sor currently being developed at Princeton contains over 140 rules and is

coded in the LISP programming language for implementation on a Sym-
bolics 3670 LISP Machine.

3. Stengel, R.F., and Stratton, D.A., "An Expert System for Wind Shear
Avoidance," presented at the 1989 American Control Conference, Pitts-
burgh, June 1989.

A study of intelligent guidance and control concepts for protecting
against the adverse effects of wind shear during aircraft takeoffs and land-
ings is being conducted, with current emphasis on developing an expert

system for wind shear avoidance. Principal objectives are to develop
methods for assessing the likelihood of wind shear encounter (based on

real-time information in the cockpit), for deciding what flight path to
pursue (e.g., takeoff abort, landing go-around, or normal climbout or

glide slope), and for using the aircraft's full potential for combating wind
shear. This study requires the definition of both deterministic and statisti-

cal techniques for fusing internal and external information, for making
"go/no-go"decisions, and for generating commands to the aircraft's
autopilot and flight directors for both automatic and manually controlled
flight. The program has begun with the development of the WindShear
Safety Advisor, an expert system for pilot aiding that is based on the FAA
Windshear Training Aid, a two-volume manual that presents an overview,

pilot guide, training program, and substantiating data provides guidelines
for this initial development. The WindShear Safety Advisor expert system

currently contains over 200 rules and is coded in the LISP programming
language.
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4. Handelman, D.A., and Stengel, R. F., "Rule-Based Mechanisms of
Learning for Intelligent Adaptive Flight Control," Proceedings of the 1988
American Control Conference, Atlanta, June 1988, pp. 208-213.

This paper investigates how certain aspects of human leaming can be
used to characterize learning in intelligent adaptive control systems.
Reflexive and declarative memory and leaming are described. It is shown
that model-based systems-theoretic adaptive control methods exhibit

attributes of reflexive learning, whereas the problem-solving capabilities of
knowledge-based systems of artificial intelligence are naturally suited for
implementing declarative leaming. Issues related to learning in knowl-
edge-based control systems are addressed, with particular attention given to
rule-based systems. A mechanism for real-time rule-based knowledge
acquisition is suggested, and utilization of this mechanism within the con-
text of failure analysis for fault-tolerant flight control is demonstrated.

5. Handelman, D.A., and Stengel, R. F., "Perspectives on the Use of Rule-
Based Control," Proceedings of the IFAC Workshop on Artificial Intelli-
gence in Real-Time Control, Swansea, UK, Sept 1988.

This paper addresses issues regarding the application of artificial
intelligence techniques to real-time control. Advantages associated with
knowledge-based programming are discussed. A proposed rule-based
control technique is summarized and applied to the problem of automated
emergency procedure execution. Although emergency procedures are by
definition predominantly procedural, their numerous evaluation and deci-
sion points make a declarative representation of the knowledge they encode
highly attractive, resulting in an organized and easily maintained software
hierarchy. Simulation results demonstrate that real-time performance can
be obtained using a microprocessor-based controller. It is concluded that a
rule-based control system design approach may prove more useful than
conventional methods under certain circumstances, and that declarative

rules with embedded procedural code provide a sound basis for the con-
struction of complex control systems.
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6. Handelman, D.A., "A Rule-Based Paradigm for Intelligent Adaptive
Flight Control," Ph.D. Thesis, Princeton University, Report No. 1858-T,
April 1989.

Although fault tolerance always has been an important aspect of air-
craft design, the reduced static stability and increased maneuverability of
modem aircraft complicate the problem by shortening the amount of time
available to detect, identify, and adjust for component failures. This dis-
sertation investigates the use of highly integrated symbolic and numeric
processing in real-time knowledge-based systems for enhanced automatic
aircraft failure accommodation. A rule-based control technique is pro-
posed whereby procedural activity is attained through the manipulation of
declarative expressions. Rules are used to encode common-sense depen-
dencies, to incorporate expert knowledge on specific situations, and to
invoke algorithmic mathematical procedures. Task execution occurs as a
by-product of search through these knowledge-base rules. Also proposed
is a rule-based controller development system that utilizes a high-level
symbolic LISP environment for preliminary system design. Automatic
LISP-to-Pascal knowledge-base translation is used to provide dramatically
increased execution speed and an environment for highly integrated sym-
bolic and numeric computation. The utility of the control technique is
demonstrated through the construction of a multi-processor Rule-Based
Flight Control System (RBFCS) for a CH-47 tandem-rotor helicopter. The
RBFCS is shown to accommodate multiple simulated failures affecting the
electrical, hydraulic, and stability augmentation subsystems of the heli-
copter. It is concluded that declarative rules with embedded procedural
code provide a sound basis for the construction of complex control sys-
tems.

7. Belkin, B.L., "Cooperative Rule-Based Systems for Aircraft Navigation
and Control," M.S.E. Thesis, Princeton University, Report No. MAE-
1856-T, June 1989.

This thesis proposes a design methodology for the development of
multiple cooperating rule-based systems for aircraft. Nine systems, collec-
tively called AUTOCREW were designed to automate functions and deci-

sions. The organization of tasks is described, details of knowledge-base
development and implementation are given, and performance metrics for
evaluating the workload of each knowledge base are demonstrated. Several

test scenarios were evaluated using an interactive graphical simulation on
an IBM PC-AT computer. Software tools developed to aid in high-level
design also are described. Results show that these tools facilitate rapid
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prototyping of a complex system exhibiting knowledge-base cooperation,
satisfactory logic flow, and human pilot-AUTOCREW interaction.

Design of one of the component expert systems, the Navigation Sen-
sor Management (NSM) module, was pursued in considerable detail. This
problem was chosen because it presented the challenge of designing an
expert system from simulation data, _ that is, from quantitative test results.
The NSM Expert was systematically derived from Kalman filter covariance
data for simulated missions flown with seven different navigation system

types. This development used Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and the
"ID3" algorithm. The function of the NSM Expert was to determine opti-
mal navigation strategies from a set of available sensors based on a root-
sum-square metric. Results show that the NSM Expert predicted position
accuracy between 65 and 100 percent of the time for a specified "navaid"
configuration and aircraft trajectory; hence, this decision-making logic
could be incorporated in a scheme for best navaid selection. The system-
atic nature of the ANOVA/ID3 method makes it broadly applicable to

expert system design when experimental or simulation data are available.

8. Seinwill, J., "Design and Testing of Cockpit Displays for a Flight
Simulator," Princeton University Senior Independent Work Project
Report, May 1988.

A program to simulate an artificial horizon display on a CRT was
developed and tested. The code exhibits real-time performance using a
Matrox Multibus graphics board to generate an image of the aircraft's pitch
and roll attitudes in maneuvering flight. The display can be masked to
yield circular or rectangular format, and additional alphanumeric or

graphical information can be presented within the mask. A pitch "ladder"
can be superimposed on the artificial horizon to show quantitative data.

9. Karlsson, J., "Preliminary Design for a Modem Equipment General
Aviation (M.E.G.A.) Aircraft," Princeton University Senior Independent
Work Project Report, May 1988.

A single-engine/propeller aircraft design is proposed to revitalize the
U.S. general aviation industry. The objective of the design is to improve
safety over existing designs, improve cost efficiency, and to provide easy-
to-fly aircraft, while maintaining good performance qualities. The design

approach is defined, followed by the resulting design procedure, and a
preliminary design is presented. These objectives are realized through the
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use of modem, but proven, technology, as well as a high degree of system

redundancy.

The Modem Equipment General Aviation (M.E.G.A.) airplane is

designed to carry a payload of one pilot and three passengers, as well as
two children on a folding seat or 100 kg of baggage. The range specifica-
tion is 1000 km, the cruising speed is 90 m/s, and the landing speed is 25
m/s. The resulting design incorporates a stratified-charge rotary engine
and three lifting surfaces: a laminar-flow wing, a T-tail, and a small

flapped canard in the propeller slipstream. All lifting surfaces have
mechanically uncoupled controls. The wing has 50%-span simple flaps,
and the wing tips are sheared to improve aerodynamic efficiency. Large
cockpit windows afford good visibility, and limited use is made of com-
posite materials to reduce weight and insure partial laminar flow over the
wing.

The first phases of the preliminary design were based on conven-
tional analytical procedures. Two computer programs, LinAir and Paper
Airplane, were used to optimize design details such as wing twist and static
stability to produce the final design.

10. Weiner, B.W., "Public Policy and Its Impact on The Decline Of Gen-
eral Aviation: Directions For Future Improvement," Senior Thesis,
Woodrow Wilson School of Public and Intemational Affairs, Princeton

University, May 1988.

General aviation has not participated in the recent upswings in the
economy. This year represented the ninth consecutive year of the decline
in shipments of U.S.-built general aviation airplanes. The number of pri-
vate pilots has been following a downtrend as well. The cause of the
decline and future directions for general aviation are the topics of this the-
sis.

The purpose of the inquiry is to examine some of the external influ-
ences driving general aviation pilots and aircraft out of American skies. It
begins by examining the benefits of general aviation in both quantitative
and qualitative terms. It considers the effect that the FAA has had and the
policy changes that would benefit general aviation. It develops a "hedonic"
pricing model to examine the economic demand for general aviation air-
craft, focusing on single-reciprocating-engine configurations. The thesis
concludes with policy recommendations.
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The pricing model is a function of cruise speed, range, useful load,
rate of climb, landing gear (retractable or not), and aircraft age. An eight-
term polynomial was found to fit the logarithm of current average price
with an R 2 statistic of 0.93 for a 17-year period beginning in 1970. The
resulting index was applied to the general aviation fleet on an averaged,
annualized basis to determine the relative quality of available aircraft. This
measure suggests that both quality *and aircraft price increased during the

period, although there was a downturn in both during the final two years.
The price index tracked the gross national product rather well until the
same point in time. The author presents evidence that this relative reversal

is due to skyrocketing product liability costs, which impact established
manufacturers with many aircraft in the field most heavily. Liability costs
have smaller impact on foreign competitors, who do not have as large an

American fleet and thus have fewer claims. Tort reform is seen as a prin-
cipal means of solving this problem.

11. Neubauer, L. A., "The Air Traffic Control System: Problems and
Prospects," Senior Thesis, Woodrow Wilson School of Public and Inter-
national Affairs, Princeton University, April 1988.

Air commerce is a significant factor in the nation's economy,
involving hundreds of millions of passenger trips and tens of billions of
dollars in operating revenue each year. Recent revenue growth rates aver-

age 10 percent per year; much of this growth can be traced to the deregu-
lation of.the nation's airlines in 1978. This growth has caused severe air

traffic control problems, most often demonstrated in flight delays and
reflected by growing concems for passenger safety. Despite the aggregate
economic benefits of deregulation, many people are questioning whether
the benefits outweigh the perceived costs of reduced safety and increased
delays. Elected officials have responded by holding numerous hearings and
introducing bills providing for a range of alternatives from total re-regu-
lation to dismantling the Federal Aviation Administration.

The FAA faces a growing crisis of confidence in its ability to pro-
vide air traffic control. In response to funding, procurement, staffing, and
oversight problems, three altemative solutions were analyzed in this thesis:

reestablishing the FAA as an independent agency, setting up a government-
owned corporation to run air traffic control, and privatizing air traffic
control. After extensive review, it was concluded that the first altemative

provides the best opportunity for resolving this dilemma, while creating
the fewest new problems. An independent FAA would provide the oppor-
tunity for a revitalization of the Agency by reducing funding concems,
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cutting outside influence over the organization, and providing the Admin-
istrator with more flexibility to appoint staff and to recognize meritorious
service. Resolution of the concerns facing air traffic control depends upon
the joint efforts of FAA, DOT, Congress, and the Administration, as well
as the users of the system.

12. Stengel, R.F., and Ryan, L.E., "Stochastic Robustness of Linear Con-

trol Systems," presented at the 1989 Conference on Information Sciences
and Systems, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Mar 1989.

A simple numerical procedure for estimating the stochastic robust-

ness of a linear, time-invariant system is described. Monte Carlo evalua-
tion of the system's eigenvalues allows the probability of instability and the
related stochastic root locus to be estimated. This definition of robustness

is an altemative to existing deterministic definitions that address both

structured and unstructured parameter variations directly. This analysis
approach treats not only Gaussian parameter uncertainties but non-Gaussian
cases, including uncertain-but-bounded variations. Trivial extensions of
the procedure admit alternate discriminants to be considered. Thus, the
probabilities that stipulated degrees of instability will be exceeded or that
closed-loop roots will leave desirable regions also can be estimated.
Results are particularly amenable to graphical presentation.

13. Stengel, R.F., and Ryan, L.E., "Stochastic Robustness," presented at

the SIAM Conference on Control in the 90's," San Francisco, May 1989.

This paper is an oral-only extension of the above paper with
extended numerical results for the Doyle LQG counterexample. In partic-
ular, the comparison of stochastic robustness with singular-value analysis is
pursued; whereas the latter provides only qualitative guidelines for "loop
transfer recovery," the former provides a specific solution for the amount
of robustness recovery required as a function of parameter uncertainty.

14. Stengel, R.F., and Ryan, L.E., "Multivariate Histograms for Analysis
of Linear Control System Robustness," presented at the 1989 American
Control Conference, Pittsburgh, June 1989.

A simple numerical procedure for estimating the stochastic robust-
ness of a linear, time-invariant system is described. Based on Monte Carlo

evaluation of the system's eigenvalues, this analysis approach introduces the
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probability of instability as a scalar measure of stability robustness. The
related stochastic root locus, a portrayal of the root probability density,

provides insight into robustness characteristics. Parameter variations are
not limited to Gaussian parameter uncertainties; non-Gaussian cases,
including uncertain-but-bounded variations, can be considered as well.

Confidence intervals for the scalar'l_robability of instability address com-
putational issues inherent in Monte Carlo simulation. An example demon-
strates stochastic robustness as applied to an aircraft control system in

which parameters are alternately considered to have Gaussian, uniform, or
binary probability distributions.
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N90-20936
APPLICATION OF STOCHASTIC ROBUSTNESS TO

AIRCRAFT CONTROL SYSTEMS

Laura E. Ryan

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Princeton University

INTRODUCTION

Guaranteeing robustness has long been an important design objective of control system

analysis. Stochastic robustness is a simple numerical procedure that can be used to measure and gain
insight into robustness properties associated with linear control systems. In the realm of aircraft
control systems, problems such as the effects of flight condition perturbations and model-order
uncertainties on robustness are easily and effectively analyzed using stochastic robustness. The
concept of stochastic robustness will be reviewed and examples will be presented demonstrating its
use in flight control system analysis.

• Summary of stochastic robustness

• Control system robustness with flight condition perturbations

• Control system robustness with model-order

Actuator dynamics
Aeroelastic effects

uncertainties

• Summary of results
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DEFINITIONS

Control system robustness is defined as the ability to maintain satisfactory stability or performance
characteristics in the presence of all conceivable parameter variations. A good robustness measure is vital
to guarantee and understand control system robustness. Stochastic robustness provides such a
measure. It uses the statistics of a plant's variable parameters and Monte Carlo simulation to compute the

probability distributions of closed-loop system characteristics. Present research has concentrated on
stability robustness as characterized by the closed-loop eigenvalues, although the method can be extended
to other closed-loop characteristics. Stochastic robustness is computationally simple. For a single Monte
Carlo evaluation, random numbers are generated and shaped to match the parameter statistics, added to the

mean parameter vector, and the closed-loop eigenvalues are computed using the modified parameters.
Repeated Monte Carlo evaluations give rise to the stochastic root locus, a plot of the probability
distributions of the closed-loop eigenvalues. The probability ofinstabilily, or probability that all of

these eigenvalues lie in the open left-half s plane, is the scalar measure of robustness.

Robustness

The ability to maintain satisfactory stability/performance
characteristics in the presence of all conceivable parameter
variations.

Stochastic robustness

A robustness measure based on the probability distributions of
closed-loop characteristics, given the statistics of a plant's variable

parameters.

• Characteristics can be eigenvalues, performance,
control authority, disturbance rejection

• Based on Monte Carlo simulation

• Not limited to Gaussian parameters

Stochastic root locus

Plot of the probability distributions of closed-loop eigenvalues.

Probability of instability

Probability that closed-loop system is unstable - a scalar measure of
stability robustness.
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STOCHASTIC ROBUSTNESS
APPLIED TO DEMONSTRATOR AIRCRAFT

As an example of the application of stochastic robustness, three controllers are applied to a
fourth-order longitudinal model of an open-loop unstable aircraft. A ten-element parameter vector
consisting of elements of the dynamic and control effect matrices is chosen. The three control designs are
chosen to reflect increasingly robust controllers. The first two Cases are LQR controllers with low and
high control weigttting respectively, and the third controller multiplies the Case (b) controller by a factor of
five to restore the closed-loop bandwidth to that of Case (a). These three cases have been chosen not to
satisfy any particular flying qualities criteria, but merely to demonstrate the impact of differing generalized
design criteria on stochastic robustness.

Fourth-order longitudinal dynamic model

x = F(p) x + G(p) u

u =-C x

Ten-element parameter vector

P = [faa f12 f13 f22 f32 f33 gll g12 g31 g32]

fij, gij are elements of matrices F and G.

Control design ( C matrix) to demonstrate stochastic robustness

Case (a) LQR with low control weighting.

Case (b) LQR with high control weighting.

Case (c) Gain matrix of Case (b) is multiplied by 5 to restore
bandwidth.
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Stochastic root loci for demonstrator aircraft with 30%

standard-deviation Gaussian parameters

The results for 30% Gaussian parameters and 10,000 Monte Carlo evaluations reflect the expected
increase in robustness between control designs. The stochastic root locus shows the extent to which
eigenvalues can vary. The eigenvalue near the origin is least affected by the parameter changes, and its
peak dominates the distribution. In Cases (a) and (c), the left-most eigenvalue (not shown) has an
enormous variance along the real axis. Interaction of roots around the origin causes instability.

Robustness improves from Case (a) to (b) as control usage is restrained by high control weighting, and the
ad hoc robustness recovery technique used in Case (c) gives additional improvement.
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Stochastic root loci for demonstrator aircraft with 30% uniformly
distributed parameters

For 30% uniformly distributed parameters and 10,000 Monte Carlo evaluations, the probability of
instability for all three cases is zero. The stochastic root locus gives a good indication of the effects of
Gaussian "tails" on the eigenvalue probability densities.
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CONTROL SYSTEM ROBUSTNESS WITH
FLIGHT CONDITION PERTURBATIONS

Demonstrator Aircraft with Flight Condition Effects

Dynamic pressure variations can be considered separately and included in the parameter vector.

Although velocity (V) and air-density (P) are essentially deterministic, including them as separate
parameters gives the ability to look at flight condition perturbations around the nominal and eliminates

correlation of the remaining parameters. A twelve-element parameter vector results, p and V are modeled

as uniform parameters, giving an indication of stochastic robustness over a range of flight conditions.

Fourth-order longitudinal dynamic model

_: = F(p) x + G(p) u

u=-Cx

Twelve-element parameter vector

P = [P Vfll f12f13f22f32f33 gll g12 g31 g32]

p is the air density (nominal value 0.00152 s/ft 3)

V is the velocity (nominal value 670 ft/sec)

fij, gij are elements of F and G with P and V considered separately.

Model p and V as uniform parameters and apply stochastic

robustness using the same three control designs as previous example.
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Stochastic root loci for demonstrator aircraft with 30% Gaussian

parameters and 30% uniform p and V

Next, we examine the stochastic root loci for these three cases: for 30% uniform p and V, and

30%-standard-deviation Gaussian uncertainty on each of the remaining elements of the parameter vector.
The shapes of the root loci are similar to the case with correlated parameters.
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SUMMARY OF STABILITY ROBUSTNESS RESULTS FOR
DEMONSTRATOR AIRCRAFT FOURTH-ORDER MODEL

Considering a case with non-varying flight condition along with the above results, the probabilities of
instability seem to indicate that instability in Case (a) is a stronger function of uncertainties in individual

parameters or stability derivatives than 30% V and p variations, while the remaining two cases are sensitive
to flight condition variations.

Controller

Correlated parameters
30% Gaussian variations

Case (a) Case (b) Case (c)

0.0711 0.0169 0.0033

Uncorrelated parameters
30% Gaussian variations

30% uniform P and V

0.0736 0.0166 0.0060

Uncorrelated parameters
30% Gaussian variations

no 9 and V variations

0.0746 0.0162 0.0030
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CONTROL SYSTEM ROBUSTNESS
WITH ACTUATOR DYNAMICS

Stochastic robustness can be used to quantify the effects on robustness of actuator dynamics.
First-order actuator dynamics are added for each control, resulting in a 14-element parameter vector. A
controller is designed with LQR weighting specifications intended to approximate the controller of Case (a),
while not pushing the actuator dynamics to unrealistic frequencies.

Fourth-order longitudinal dynamics and first-order actuator dynamics
for each control

i = F'(p') x + G'(p') u

u=-Cx

14-element parameter vector

P'= [I9 W fll f12f13f22f32f33 gll g12 g31 g32 "Cc z't ]

"_c = canard time constant (nominal value 0.1 sec)

z t = thrust time constant (nominal value 1.0 sec)

•Redesign Case (a) controller such that closed-loop longitudinal
eigenvalues are the same as previous example and actuator dynamics
are reasonable.

•Apply stochastic robustness using new controller.
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PROBABILITY OF INSTABILITY FOR VARIOUS GAUSSIAN
CONTROL PARAMETER UNCERTAINTIES

Stochastic robustness is applied for different values of the variance associated with each time
constant, in order to detail the separate effects of each control lag. As indicated by the first line in the
Table, simply including actuator dynamics increases the probability of instability, even if the associated
parameters are known perfectly. This is a reason_ole result because actuator dynamics are no longer
inf'mitely fast but are allowed to interact with the rigid-body states. Qualitatively, bringing actuator
dynamics in from infinity pushes the root-locus closer to instability. Stochastic robustness quantifies the
effect. The thrust time constant has a small effect on the probability of instability, while a large increase in

the probability of instability is seen as the canard time-constant standard-deviation increases from 30% to
150%.

p and V are 30% uniform parameters.

fij, gij are 30% Gaussian parameters.

standard-deviation of z c standard-deviation of -ct I?

0 0 0.O92
0 30 0.0988

3Q 30 0.101
30 150 0.1014
150 30 0.1474

No control dynamics 0.0736
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Stochastic root loci for demonstrator aircraft with 30% Gaussian

parameters, 30% uniform p and V, and non-varying "_c and I:t

The stochastic root loci show that a strong coupling due to uncertainties can occur between the

control and dynamic states, which tends to push more eigenvalues towards the right-half plane.
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Stochastic root loci for demonstrator aircraft with 30% Gaussian

parameters, 30% uniform P and V, and 30% Gaussian 1:c and "_t
Increasing the standard-deviations associated with the time constants shows that the complex pair of

eigenvalues has a small "variance" in the c-direction, and a large variance in the jc0d direction.
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Stochastic root loci for demonstrator aircraft with 30% Gaussian

parameters, 30% uniform 9 and V,

30% Gaussian I:c, and 150% Gaussian x t

The o-direction variance is largely due to the uncertainty associated with the thrust time constant, as

illustrated by increasing the standard-deviation on this parameter to 150%. Increasing the uncertainty of "ct
has little effect on the probability of instability because it does not cause significant coupling with the

dynamic modes.
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Stochastic root loci for demonstrator aircraft with 30% Gaussian

parameters, 30% uniform p and V,

150% Gaussian 1:c, and 30% Gaussian 1:t

The variation at constant c and coupling of 6ontroller and dynamic modes is largely due to variation

of the canard time constant. Uncertainty in xc causes eigenvalues to migrate to the real axis and split off to

form the complex "cloud" of eigenvalues that reaches instability.
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Stochastic root loci for demonstrator aircraft with aeroelastic effects

for 30% uniform p and V

For 30% uniform variations in velocity and density alone, using the reduced-order gains, the
probabilities of instability are zero. As expected, the closed-loop torsion eigenvalues at s= -0.1 _ 212.5j
(not shown in figures) do not change with velocity and do not effect the probabilities of instability.
Bending mode eigenvalues show a definite velocity trend, migrating towards instability as velocity
increases. The closed-loop mean eigenvalues of rigid-body modes shift from the reduced-order case
because of the presence of the added dynamics. In each case, the open-loop bending mode eigenvalues
(-2.95 5: 32.03j) shift towards instability.
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Stochastic root loci for demonstrator aircraft with aeroelastic effects

for 30% Gaussian parameters and 30% uniform p and V

Next, the stochastic root loci for 30% uniform variations in p and V and 30% Gaussian variations of

the parameters are evaluated. The peak near the origin is magnified to bring out the distribution associated
with the bending mode eigenvalues.
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CONTROL SYSTEM ROBUSTNESS WITH AEROELASTIC
EFFECTS

With second-order, dynamic-pressure-dependent aeroelastic effects representing the wing's first
bending and torsional modes, the (8x8) and (8x2) system matrices can be partitioned as shown, where F r

= F and Gr = G represent dynamic and control effects for rigid body modes, Fra and Far couple the rigid

and flexible modes, and F a, G a represent aeroelastic dynamic and control effects. To separate effects of

material properties, the four parameters K b , M b , K t , and M t are assumed to be known perfectly. The

aeroelastic matrices introduce 32 additional parameters, and the resulting 44-element parameter vector

includes separate P and V effects. For preliminary analysis, 40 parameters were used, although concern
for statistical significance and limits on the computational facilities used to date calls for modification of the
number of parameters for future studies.

Fourth-order longitudinal dynamics coupled with fourth-order
aeroelastic effects

= F'(p') x + G'(p') u

u=-Cx

F,:[FrFral EOrl
Far Fa Ga

F r = F, G r = G represent rigid body modes

Fa, G a represents coupled second-order bending and torsion modes

Fra and Far couple rigid and aeroelastic modes

44-element parameter vector

P'= [I3 V fll f12f13f22f32f33 gll g12 g31 g32

from Fra, Far, F a, and G a ]

+ uncertain terms
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CONTROL SYSTEM ROBUSTNESS WITH AEROELASTIC

EFFECTS (CONTINUED)

In terms of structural-dimensional derivatives, F a can be represented as given. Material properties

dominate the torsional mode, which varies little with dynamic pressure variations. Stochastic robustness is

applied to the new system using the reduced-order gains. Coupling of the systems through Fra and Far
causes the closed-loop system to be sensitive to a_roelastic terms.

• Assume generalized mass and stiffness of bending and torsion
modes are known perfectly.

F a --

m

0 1

1(S b-Kb)/Mb S/Ib/M b

0 0

2 2

_b]'lVlt S_blqVlt

m

0 0

1 1

S rh/Mb S _h/Mb

0 1

2 2

(S rh-Kt)/Mt S ,I,h/Mt_

K b, M b, K t and M t are generalized stiffness and mass for each

mode.

srli are structural dimensional derivatives.

• Apply stochastic robustness to new system using gains established
previously.

c' =[c.0]

Fclose .,oop: [Fr"OreFra]
Far- GaC Fa
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Stochastic root loci• for demonstrator aircraft with 30% Gaussian

parameters and 30% uniform p and V
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Case (b)
?=0.017
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Stochastic root loci for demonstrator aircraft with 30% Gaussian

parameters and 30% uniform p and V
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Case (c)
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SUMMARY OF ROBUSTNESS OF DEMONSTRATOR
AIRCRAFT WITH AEROELASTIC EFFECTS

While definite conclusions cannot be reached because of the small sample space, this example
illustrates the type of analysis possible using stochastic robustness. Certain trends are evident. The
disparity in robustness between Cases (a) and (c) is reduced, and Case (c) shows a considerable decrease in
robustness, while the robustness of the first two cases is at least retained or possibly improved.
Application of a reduced-order controller to a higher order system does not guarantee that the robustness
margins of the original system are retained, but the robusmess of the system does not always go in the
adverse direction. (This is somewhat analogous to the loss of guaranteed stability margins when applying
LQG). Stochastic robustness again provides an excellent framework to quantify the effects of applying a
reduced-order controller to a higher-order system. In each of these examples, questions concerning the
selection of the number of Monte Carlo simulations, confidence limits, and statistical significance of results
are issues of future research.

Probability of instability:
without aeroelastic effects with aeroelastic effects

Case (a) 0.0736 0.0430
Case (b) 0.0166 0.017
Case (c) 0.006 0.0415

Closed-loop eigenvalues:
without aeroelastic effects with aeroelastic effects

Case (a)

Case (b)

Case (c)

-0.02

-3.32, -5.14
-35.0

-0.02
-1.09

-3.36, -5.15

-0.01

-3.44, -5.15
-32.21

-0.02

-4.96 + 1.27j
-35.0

-2.3 + 32.0j

-0.02
-1.01

-4.8 + 1.38j
-2.53 + 32.0j

-0.02

-3.6, -5.53
-34.1

-1.74 + 32.88j
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SUMMARY

Stochastic robustness offers a rigorous yet straightforward altemative to current metrics for control
system robustness that is simple to compute and is unfettered by normally difficult problem statements,
such as non-Gaussian statistics, products of parameter variations, and structured uncertainty. The
approach answers the question, "How likely is the closed-loop system to fail, given limits of parameter
uncertainty?" It makes good use of modem computational and graphic tools, and it is easily related to
practical design considerations.

The examples presented here illustrate the use of stochastic robustness and its advantage in studying
aircraft control systems. The parameters of aircraft stability and control effect matrices (stability derivatives
and nominal flight condition parameters) lend themselves to this type of analysis tool. The stochastic
robustness of different control system designs can be directly compared. Stochastic robustness can be used
to study stability with flighv condition variations. The method is also easily applied to model-order
uncertainties in aircraft control systems by adding the uncertain dynamics to the system and assigning

appropriate statistics to the new parameters. Quantitative effects of individual parameters or combinations of
parameters on robustness can be measured in terms of the probability of instability. The principal difficulty
in applying this method to control systems is that it is computationally intensive; however, requirements are
well within the capabilities of existing computers. The principal advantage of the approach is that it is
easily implemented, and results have direct bearing on engineering objectives.

1. Stochastic robustness can be used to study effects of flight

condition perturbations on robustness.

• By considering flight condition parameters separately,
parameters are uncorrelated.
• Can separate flight condition effects on robustness from
parameter uncertainty effects.

2. Stochastic robustness can be used to study effects of model-order
uncertainties on robustness.

• Shows magnitude of actuator dynamics effect on robustness.
• Reveals instability or robustness degredation due to

neglected dynamics.
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Neural Networks for Aircraft Control

Dennis Linse

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Princeton University

Current research in Artificial Neural Networks indicates that net-

works offer some potential advantages in adaptation and fault tolerance.
This research is directed at determining the possible applicability of neural

networks to aircraft control. The first application will be to aircraft trim.

Up
k

Y Neural Net?

k

u
Y Airplane

X
k

W

• Introduction to Neural Networks

• Neural Networks for Aircraft Trim

• Application of Neural Networks to Control
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Introduction to Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks (usually called simply neural networks) are
an attempt to model the processing behavior of the nervous system. Neural
network research focuses on a much larger group of networks loosely clas-
sified by the dense interconnection of simple computational elements.
Since the majority of the processing operations are independent of one
another, neural networks can conduct massively parallel computations.
While the human brain is estimated to have 100 billion neurons each with

approximately 1000 inputs and outputs, artificial neural networks are
interested in the computational capabilities of smaller networks which may
or may not be biologically correct.

• Artificial neural networks

Abstract simulation of real nervous system

Dense interconnection

of simple computational elements

Massively parallel computation

Biologically inspired vs. biologically accurate

Estimated 100 billion (1011) neurons in brain

Each has 1000 inputs and outputs
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Introduction to Neural Networks

Most current applications of neural networks have been in the area of
pattern recognition. A smaller number of applications have been devoted to
optimization, most notably the famous Traveling Salesman Problem in
which the shortest route through selected cities is determined.

The major benefits of neural network are two-fold. First, neural

networks have the ability to learn their internal knowledge from
presentation of input-output data. This means that the network does not
have to be programmed in the traditional sense. It must be trained with

examples of the desired input-output relationship. Adaptability arises if the
learning process continues while the network is in operation. Neural
networks are potentially very fault tolerant due to the massively parallel
architecture. The knowledge contained in the network is distributed

throughout the network so that the loss of individual computational
elements should not seriously degrade the performance of the network.

• Applications

Speech/Image/Pattern Recognition, Classification and
Restoration

Optimization

• A few potential benefits

Adaptability/Learning

Robustness / Fault tolerance
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Introduction to Neural Networks

Neural network models are differentiated by the type of computational
element (or node), the connection of the nodes, and the learning rule used to
update the weighted connections between nodes.

t

Neural network models are specified by

Node characteristics

- linear / nonlinear

- analog / discrete (binary)

Net topology

- node interconnections

• layers
• feedforward/feedback

Learning rule

- supervised / unsupervised
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Neural Network Node Characteristics

An individual neural network node computes a weighted sum of its
inputs and runs the sum through a fixed function. The resulting value is
transmitted to all of the following network elements. The fixed function,
called the node activation function, is generally a bounded, S-shaped non-
linear element. A common activation function is the sigmoid function.
The nonlinearity of the activation function provides the computational
power of the network. Networks with linear elements have been tested, but
most contain some type of nonlinear function.

• Individual Neural Net Node

Xx 2 w 2

x n-1

Threshold

Node Activation Function

Sigmoid fix) = 1.0 / (1.0 + exp(-x))

.
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Network Topology and Operation

The multilayer feedforward network is characterized by the distinct

layers of network nodes connected only in the forward direction. There are no
connections between nodes in a single layer nor are there connections from

higher layers to lower layers. A co.nstant unit input is used as a threshold

or bias. +
The operation of the network is easily characterized by a recursive

matrix equation. The output of each layer is simply the weighted sum of its

inputs passed through the nonlinear activation function f. The knowledge
of the system is contained in the weighted connections, i.e., the weights, W.

As the weights change, the nonlinear input-output relationship function

modeled by the network changes.

• Multilayer Feedforward Network

w(O) f(')

(o) W (_)
x I

x(O)
2

x(O) __
3

x (o) __
4

X(0)
5

x(O)
6

f(o)
(2)

X 1

(2)
X 2

Threshold 1.0 1.0

Forward Operation (Activation, Retrieval)

k = 1, ..., N layersxCk) = f(wCk-1) x(k-1) ),

x(0) = input

x(N) = output
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Neural Network Learning

In supervised learning, the neural network is trained to match a par-
ticular input-output relationship. First an input is applied to the neural
network. Next, the output produced by the network is compared to the de-
sired output. Finally, the network weights are adjusted based upon the er-
ror.

• Supervised Learning Diagram

+

X
U-d Plant --
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Neural Network Learning

The backpropagation learning algorithm adjusts the weights of the
network to minimize the mean square error of all of the outputs. The diffi-

culty comes when assessing the importance of individual weights of the in-

ternal (or hidden) layers on each ogtput. The backpropagation learning al-

gorithm explicitly assigns a portion of the error to each element. The one

requirement is that the nonlinear function in each network node must be

differentiable.

• Learning by Backpropagation

Adjust weights to minimize the mean square error

Difficulty of error assignment

Differentiability of nonlinearity

• Backpropagation

Wi+l = Wi + nWi

AW i = _ x(k-1) 5-(k)

fi is the error term

for output layer = ( ud - u)

for hidden layers, error is backpropagated
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Neural Network for Aircraft Trim

A multilayer feedforward neural network is trained on the input-

output relationship for the longitudinal trim of a transport aircraft. Using

the backpropagation learning rule, the network is taught to produce the

aircraft control positions necessary to maintain a given trim state. Such a

trim map could be used as part of a perturbation control law. The power of

the neural network would eventually be in the ability to continuously update

its knowledge of the aircraft during operation.

• Exploit learning/adaptability features of neural networks

Teach neural network the map between
trim states and trim control positions

Useful for

Autotrim system
Trim map for perturbation control law

Straight and level flight
Longitudinal states and controls for learning

x = { q - dynamic pressure

V - forward velocity

T- flight path angle

a - angle of attack

q - pitch rate

h- altitude }

u = { 5E - elevator deflection

Or - throttle deflection
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Aircraft Trim Points

The neural network is trained on aircraft trim points ranging from

Mach 0.25 at 1000 feet up to Mach 0.9 at 20000 feet.

25OO0

2OOOO

_ 15000

5OOO

Trim Points

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Mach

Example Network Run

A simple example is shown in which the network is trained only on

the aircraft data at 1000 and 5000 foot altitudes. A three layer network is

used with 6 inputs, 6 hidden nodes in one layer, and 2 outputs.

• Train network with 17 trim points, 6 units in hidden layer

• 5000 Iterations, _ = 0.5, momentum - 0.9

• Final Total Square Error = 0.0004
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Error in Learned Response

The results after 5000 iterations are quite good. The elevator error is
less than I percent and the throttle error is less than 3 percent over the en-
tire learned range.

0.10

0.05

2OO
I I I I I

300 400 ,500 600 700
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8OO

0.0

-0.5

Error D-Th
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Neighboring Optimal Control Law
using Neural Network

The neural network trained as a trim map fits quite nicely into a
neighboring optimal control scheme. A perturbation control law is used to
eliminate the errors between the actual aircraft state and the desired trim
value. The resulting perturbation control position is combined with the
trim control position from the neural network trim map to produce the con-
trol input for the aircraft.

• Full state feedback perturbation control law developed for
linearized system

• Applied to full nonlinear system using a Neighboring
Optimal Control structure

• Trim values provided by Neural Network

u
m

Airplane
X
m

+

U Trim

C i

Neural Net X Trim
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Example Histories using Neighboring Optimal
Control with a Neural Net

Using the neighboring optimal control scheme with a neural network

as the trim map, a smooth transition from 5000 to 2500 feet is effected for the

simulated aircraft. The control positions are smooth and accurate over the

entire range.
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Neural Networks for Control

In addition to use as a trim map, a neural network could possibly be
trained as a feedback control element. If the aircraft is modeled by a
discrete time linear system, the weights could be adjusted as to minimize
the error between the actual system states and some desired states. The
mathematics of such a minimization appears feasible.

• Investigate Neural Network as Feedback Control Element

U
m

Airplane

'Neural Net

X
m

y

Xd
m

• Discrete Time Linear System

x. =@x.+Fu.
--1+1 --I --1

• Neural Network Control Law

u. = f( W (1) f( w_ x i))

• Adjust weights to minimize least squares fit error

I _1
2

M

-- -- i_l(Xd(i) --x(i) )T (_xd(i) -_x(i) )

• Steepest descent training based on error gradient

W!!) =W!!) _ _ 0I
lJk + 1 lJk _W (1)..

lJ k
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Neural Networks for Aircraft Control

There are many topics which still must be investigated before any valid
conclusions may be made about the usefulness of neural networks in air-
craft control. The ability of the network to correctly generalize to trim
points between the trained data is an important topic which must be looked
into. The fault tolerance of neural networks is based upon massive par-
allelism. It is unknown how much of this fault tolerance is retained by
smaller networks. There are many more possible applications for neural
networks that are, as yet, untapped.

Topics of Interest for Neural Networks

• Generalization capabilities of networks

What happens between learned points?

• Fault tolerance capabilities of networks

What happens if nodes or weights malfunction?

• Other uses of neural networks for aircraft control

Model identifier

Adaptive control element

Conclusions

• Neural Networks show some promise for control
applications

• There is much left to investigate
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ABSTRACT

A study of intelligent guidance and control concepts for
protecting against the adverse effects of wind shear during air-
craft takeoffs and landings is being conducted, with current
emphasis on developing an expert system for wind shear
avoidance. Principal objectives are to develop methods for

assessing the likelihood of wind shear encounter (based on
real-time information in the cockpit), for deciding what flight
path to pursue (e.g., takeoff abort, landing go-around, or
normal climbout or glide slope), and for using the aircraft's

full potential for combating wind shear. This study requires
the definition of both deterministic and statistical techniques
for fusing internal and external information, for making
"go/no-go"decisions, and for generating commands to the
aircraft's autopilot and flight directors for both automatic and
manually controlled flight. The program has begun with the
development of the WindShear Safety Advisor, an expert sys-
tem for pilot aiding that is based on the FAA Windshear

Training Aid; a two-volume manual that presents an overview,
pilot guide, training program, and substantiating data provides
guidelines for this initial development. The WindShear Safety
Advisor expert system currently contains over 200 rules and is
coded in the LISP programming language.

INTRODUCTION

Flight in strong wind shears, especially microbursts,
poses a unique and severe hazard to aircraft. The disturbance
caused by the wind field may literally exceed the performance

characteristics of the aircraft, making safe transit impossible
even with optimal guidance and control swategies. An unusual
degree of piloting skill may be required to successfully elude
danger. Nevertheless, planes fly in moderate wind shear all

the time; pilots learn to handle crosswinds, gustiness, and
moderate frontal activity. The problem is that microbursts are
random, rare phenomena; pilots do not develop the needed
skills for coping with wind shear through normal experience.
The typical pilot is likely to be confronted with a life threaten-

ing wind shear only once or twice during an entire flying ca-
reer; hence, it is unlikely that he or she can learn all the impor-
tant signs of wind shear and maintain a high level of profi-

ciency in the proper control procedures.

On-board computation provides an excellent opportu-
nity to assist the pilot in surviving encounters with severe
wind shears, but the logic that must be executed in real time is
complex and must have sufficient inputs for framing decisions
about appropriate control actions. The computer program(s)
and hardware to perform this task must have attributes of ex-
pert systems and control systems, they must account for the

limitations of aircraft performance, and they must operate in
real time. At least as important as its technical specifications,

1 Professor.

2 Research Assistant.

the on-board system must provide a satisfactory interface with
the flight crew, which bears the ultimate responsibility for as-

suring safety. This means not only that the system must de-
duce near-optimal strategies and tactics for emergency situa-
tions but that it must distinguish between truly hazardous con-
ditions and the more likely alternatives associated with normal
aircraft operations.

Background on Wind Shear Encounter

The microburst phenomenon can be visualized as a
vertically descending column of air that spreads out upon hit-
ring the ground [1,2]. In a typical scenario, the aircraft fu'st
experiences a headwind as it enters the outflow, causing the

aircraft to balloon above the flight path if no corrective action
is taken (Fig. 1). (This phase may be preceded by an en-
counter with upflow and tailwinds at the edge of a ring vor-
tex.) Just as the pilot is throttling back to accommodate the

headwind, it diminishes and is replaced by a downdraft that is
soon followed by a tailwind (and perhaps another ring vortex
encounter). The rapid loss of airspeed and the low energy
state of the aircraft both contribute to a trajectory undershoot
that can lead to ground impact.

A good deal of research has been conducted on the
wind shear hazard during the past decade. Much of it deals
with the meteorological details of the phenomenon or general

treatments of aircraft stability and ad hoc piloting effects [3-
14]. Linear-quadratic regulators with feedforward control that
provided remarkably good results in reduced-order linear sim-
ulations of wind shear encounter were developed [15]. This

work illustrated the potential value of using "energy state", E

= V2/2g + h, either as a feedback variable or as an element of

the quadratic cost function.

1. Approach inltlallyappeared normal

2. Increasing downdmfl eneoemenul at mmsition

3. Ainpeed decrease combined with reduced

_,_ 4. visual cu¢, .su]l_l in pitch altitude reduction

Ai_me era,bedshoa d q_ach end of nmw_

Runway

Figure 1. Wind shear encounter during approach (from
"Windshear Training Aid," Federal Aviation
Administration, Washington, DC, Feb 1987).

Additional applications of the energy state in aircraft
guidance and control have been considered [16-22], and a
Wind Shear Hazard Index that derives from the combined ef-
fects of the vertical shear in headwind and the downdraft mag-
nitude on dE�dr was presented in Ref. g. Following an exten-
sive classical-control analysis, a feedback controller that dra-

matically reduces wind shear response by feeding flight path
angle and the product of dynamic pressure and angle-of-attack
perturbation to elevator and E and dE�dr to throttle was derived

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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[23]. This study included realistic delays associated with
short period, throttle, and elevator dynamics, which are im-
portant in real-world implementation.

Optimal flight paths and guidance strategies also have
been suggested [24-29]. Knowing the optimal flight profiles
corresponding to various wind fields is vitally important to
designing and evaluating on-board systems to protect against
wind shear, as survival may well depend on the specific con-
trol profile chosen by the pilot. Sub-optimal systems can pro-
vide an increased safety margin over conventional cockpit in-
strumentation, and a number of wind-shear-warning systems

are commercially available. Nevertheless, one would like
much more than sub-optimal protection through systems that
properly anticipate dangerous conditions before they occur and
that provide near-optimal guidance in inadvertent encounters. It
is in this regard that concepts of machine intelligence may

prove useful.

Background on Intelligent Guidance and Control

The human pilot is a most capable and robust con-
troller, but the complexity, scope, and flight-criticality of

making proper decisions and controlling the aircraft during
wind shear encounter is an extreme challenge. The nature of
the task is not, in any sense, beyond human understanding,

but the need for assimilating a multitude of diverse data and
taking correct actions may be beyond unaided human capabil-
ity. Given time and information, an expert crew could arrive
at a satisfactory solution; however, it is clear that computers
could assess the quantitative aspects of the situation far more
quickly than a human can. It would be desirable for a com-
puter to evaluate symbolic, qualitative information as well,
although the best way of doing this remains to be found.

A dynamic expert system will form a critical part of an

on-board system to counter wind shear effects. Whereas
static expert systems may consider fixed vectors of informa-
tion, many components of the dynamic expert system's infor-
mation vector are essentially time-varying, increasing the di-
mensionality of the information. As an example, consider the
pattern-recognition problem. In the static case, a fairly

straightforward discriminant function could be used to clas-
sify information: while in the dynamic case, a discriminant
function must be applied to time series of data. In this in-
stance, the typical "IF...THEN...ELSE" paradigm (in its

simplest form) is inadequate, and hypothesis testing must be
based on dynamic algorithms.

There are two principal approaches to interconnecting
machine intelligence and automatic control, based on federated
systems and integrated systems. In federated systems, the
goal is to provide a symbolic supervisory control for a large-

scale process control system, as used, for example, in the
chemical industry. A LISP processor performing the first
class of tasks could be connected to a conventional computer
performing the second set of tasks. This decoupling of fun-

damentally different types of tasks provides good isolation for
software development, and it facilitates the manual intervention
of a skilled operator, should that be required. However, it is
most appropriate for intrinsically slow operations. Integrated
systems are Rule-Based Controllers (RBC) that combine sym-
bolic and numeric processing in a highly integrated, parallel

environment [30]. The principal characteristics of an inte-
grated system are that numeric processes occur as side effects
of forward and/or backward chaining, and the entire system is
implemented for real-time execution in an array of similar pro-
cessors coded with a procedural language.

Three areas appear to be critical to successful real-time

implementation of machine intelligence in wind shear en-
counter. The f'u'st is acquisition of sufficient data on which to
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base a decision and to control the aircraft. The second is the

definition of efficient hardware and software structures for a

real-time expert system that addresses the wind shear problem.
The third is the design of interfaces between the equipment and

the pilot that are both complete and reasonable.

A real-time expert system for fault-tolerant control that
has many of the features needed for an intelligent anti-wind-
shear system has been developed [30-32]. That system pro-
vides a number of important pathfinders for such a system,

including implementation of a controller with hierarchical
structure, multiple cooperating expert systems in parallel mi-
croprocessors, and closure of an intelligent feedback control
loop at a high sampling rate. The system structure has been
developed using LISP, then translated semi-automatically to
Pascal code for real-time operation on three 80286/7 Multibus
boards. There are equivalent expert systems in the two lan-

guages, both of which access the same database and external
simulation.

FAA WINDSHEAR TRAINING AID

The FAA Windshear Training Aid was prepared with
the support of the Integrated FAA Wind Shear Program. This
two-volume manual was written by a team from the airframe
industry that interacted with airlines, government, and acade-
mia [33]. Principal results are expressed in a variety of ways

for executive review, training classes, and public information.
One principal goal is to identify the logical connections be-
tween pilot observations and pilot actions when wind shear is
encountered. The functions that a jet transport aircraft crew

should perform are summarized by a flow chart (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Model of flight crew actions. (from [33])

Flight crews are provided with guidelines that relate
observations to wind shear probability along with examples
of their use. If the probability of wind shear is LOW, standard

procedures are recommended. If the probability is MEDIUM,
the crew is instructed to consider precautions, including delay
or alteration of terminal operations. If the probability is
HIGH, delay or alteration of terminal operations is recom-

mended, with specific actions guided by flight phase. If
more than one observation suggests dangerous wind shear, the
subjective probabilities should be added, although the guide-
lines for the risk assessment and the probability addition are

imprecise. For example, two LOWs equal a MEDIUM, and
either two MEDIUMs or a LOW and a MEDIUM equal a

HIGH. There is no guidance regarding spatial or temporal
characteristics of the observations; issues of proximity and de-

gree of intensity are left to the pilot's judgment.

Although the strongest suggestion for piloting strategy
is "avoid, avoid, avoid," recommended procedures for recov-

ery or abort following wind shear encounter are given as



functionsofflightphase.Thesestrategiesaresub-optimal,
buttheymateriallyenhancetheprobabilityofsurvival,in
comparisontostandardpilotingprocedures.

TheFAAWindshearTrainingAidisa significant
achievementin thefightagainstthehazardsoflow-altitude
windshear.Nevertheless,it takesahighlevelofpiloting
awarenessandskilltoevaluatethesituationandtoexecutethe
impliedactionscorrectlyandquicklyenoughtoavertcatastro-
phe.Totheextentthatacomputercanbefastandprecise,it
couldassisttheflightcrewinthisdangeroussituation.

In seekingto buildacomputeraidforwindshear
avoidance,it isnecessarytomodeltheimpliedlogicalpatterns
thattheflight crew must use and to quantify subjective rules
for computation. Many factors related to situational aware-
ness, limitations to effective action, and efficient decision

analysis must be considered, for the computer cannot exert
"sound judgment," as suggested in the Training Aid, without
having been programmed to do so.

WINDSHEAR SAFETY ADVISOR

The WindShear Safety Advisor (WSA) is a computer
program that uses concepts drawn from the world of artificial
intelligence (AI) to assess the wind shear threat and to recom-
mend safe piloting action (Fig. 3). The current version is an
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Figure 3.

WindShear

Safety --
Advisor

Structure of WindShear Safety Advisor.

interactive but non-real-time program for studying the input
information and logic required to emulate and extend the FAA

Windshear Training Aid to on-board computer systems. In
particular, the WSA implements the stated rules of the Training
Aid, and its development is uncovering the unstated (but criti-
cal) implications of the manual. The WSA, currently on a
Symbolics 3670 LISP machine using the Genera environment,
does not address important human factors issues, such as pre-
sentation of information to the pilot and requests for pilot input

or intervention, which would have little significance in non-
real-time simulation. However, our goal is to identify a pro-
gram structure that is appropriate for real-time use.

As shown in Fig. 3, the WSA accepts data from
sources that are external and internal to the aircraft. External

sources include human controllers in an airport control tower,
weather reporting systems, terminal doppler weather radar
CrDWR),the low-level windshear alert system (LLWAS), and
pilot reports (PIREPs). Internal data are transmitted from mo-

tion sensors, weather radar, visual observations, and (in the
future) "look-ahead" sensors such as infrared, radar, or laser
devices.

Functions of the WindShear Safety Advisor

The WindShear Safety Advisor, in its current state, is
principally a model of pilot and crew decision-making and

control, as described in the FAA Windshear Training Aid.
The four primary functions of the system are:

MO_TOR_G-

ASSESSMENT -

PLANNING -

Observe sensors, receive reports and
flight-plan revisions, alerts, and

warnings

Detect wind shear encounters,
determine if there axe signs of wind
shear, and if it is safe to continue

Recommend actions and precautions to
be taken

ACTION - In automaticmode, execute standard,
recovery, and go-around procedures; in
semi-automatic mode, issue commands

to flight directors

These functions are performed as side effects of a goal-di-
rected search for parameter values in a set of rules.

An on-board implementation of the WSA would be a
Rule-Based Control (RBC) system having attributes of both
expert systems and conventional controllers (Fig. 4). A deci-
sion-making process implemented as an expert system may
require that certain side tasks be accomplished, such as taking

COI',.'_ N D I USER )II_FrERFACE

I

--[_..4s IDE EFFECTSt

KNOWLEDGE BASE

DISPLAY

i

CONTROL

m

MEASUREMENTS

Figure 4. Rule-basedsystem forcontrol.

measurements, making estimates, computing control settings,
and transferring commands to control effecters. This

procedural, quantitative computation is done in a Side Effects
Engine that calls on both the Data Base and an Algorithm Base
for its knowledge. (Measurement and control are considered
side effects of the request for information and the decision-
making process.)

Decision and control functions are readily separated in
an RBC system, the former calling for symbolic computation,

the latter for numeric computation. (In either case, the digital
computer simply moves bits around; however, interpretations
of the logical operations are different.) Not surprisingly, some
computer programming languages are better than others at
performing the two types of tasks, so it is most efficient to use

different languages for decision and control during the devel-
opment phase. For example, LISP is a good language for de-
veloping logical relationships among strings of symbolic data,

while Pascal or FORTRAN is a good language for numerical
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computation. Consequently, LISP is the language of choice
for current WSA development. Once decision and control
functions have been defined, they must be merged (in some

sense) in the RBC system. Development of a real-time version
of an RBC system is thus aided by one or more language
translators that efficiently transform subsets of the develop-
ment languages into the final code.

Expert System Techniques and Implementation

An important feature of the RBC system is its use of a
declarative representation of knowledge in a knowledge base.

The rules and given facts are structured using frames. The el-
ements of decision making needed for the WSA are illustrated
by this simple example (Fig. 5). Aparameter is a quantity that

PARAMETER

_':_ PAI:_kMETE R
I ,._l- -' NAME

RULE

_ ACTION Se_ Ya_ues

o" Pararr,,ete_

AND OR

EXAMPLE

to the system, and the procedure works forward from these
facts, deriving all the possible consequences of them. This

type of procedure is called data-driven or forward-chaining in-
ference. With the other type of procedure, the user directs the
system to find the truth or falsehood of a goal parameter, and
the search procedure works backward from this goal parame-
ter, asking the user to supply values for parameters whose
values are not known, relevant to the goal parameter, and can-

not be given values by examining rules. This type of proce-
dure is often called goal-directed or backward-chaining infer-
ence. The WindShear Safety Advisor uses both types of pro-

cedures. Taken together, these procedures are referred to as
the inference engine.

To demonstrate the actions of goal-directed inference,
consider the following example (Fig. 6). The expert system is

TFIEXECLrTIVE-PROCEDURES-COMPI2TE
"IF monitor-procedures-complete

i

"] F I MONITOR-PROCEDURES-COMPLETE

•,,,
L '!

°: i \ \
__ Cm,im_ :; ""IF current-flight-phase EQUALSpreflight,

_;,_ -J _ ¢'in m9 ToTH_te SETm°nit°r'pr°cedures-c°mplete''

'++'+........ ++,+.+ I _wL]_lSL,DESLOPE ( ' Figure 6. Graphicalinference,relml:senmdonof goal-directed

o+++.,,,+o,,+..+.. iml<:_++<i +<t ALTITUDE
invoked periodically from a simulation by directing the infer-

Figure 5. Graphical representation of knowledge.

can have several values as well as an array of complicated
properties (not shown). A rule accepts one or more parame-
ters as its premise and performs the action of setting another
parameter if the values of its input parameters make the rule
true. For the premise to be true, it may be necessary that all

multiple parameters take certain values (represented by the arc
between connecting lines), or it may be sufficient for any par-
ameter to take a certain value (represented by no arc between
channels into the rule).

The process of applying the knowledge base to given
facts is known as inference. Given a base set of facts and

rules, all of the facts that follow may be asserted by examining
all the rules, in any order, repeatedly, until no new facts can be
proven. However, the order in which the rules are tried can

make a big difference in the efficiency of this process. With a
large number of rules (which is always the case for any sub-
stantial amount of expert knowledge), efficient inference in an
expert system requires a strategy for deciding the order in
which the rules are examined.

Two different types of inference procedures are used in
the WindShear Safety Advisor. These procedures can be dis-
tinguished by how the expert system obtains facts from the

user. With one type of procedure, the user gives a set of facts

ence procedure to get a value for the parameter "Executive-
procedures-complete". "Executive-procedures-complete" is
set in the EXECUTIVE rule base by the top-most rule in the

figure, which considers the truth or falsehood of the expres-
sion, "Monitor-procedures-complete". To know this, we must
find out what the flight phase is. Turning to the list of

parameters, we find a parameter "Current-flight-phase" that is
set in the FLIGHT PHASE rule base. The rules within the
FLIGHT PHASE rule base are examined next. When the

flight phase has been determined, we return to considering the
truth or falsehood of the first premise. If, for example, we
determined that the flight phase was "Preflight," we would
then consider whether or not new information had been re-

ceived. Once this search is complete, the parameter

"Executive-procedures-complete" is set to TRUE, and the top-
level march is f'mished.

A data frame is a structure that defines the attributes of

objects, as well as their linkages to other frames in the knowl-
edge base. We might, for example, describe a hazardous vol-
ume of airspace as a sphere of given location and radius (Fig.
7). The sphere frame has two slots: location of the center and
radius. The latter is specified by a number, while the former is
itself another frame that contains four slots, and so on. Each

sphere is denoted by a frame instance, in which actual values
appear in the slots. When a specific sphere is defined, it is
said to be "instantiated."
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---_[ Sphere Frame

C. location: location
Raduus: number

I

Data stored as frame instances

i Sphereinstance

X-coord: 0.0
Y-coord: 0.0
Z-coord: 0.0
Frame: REF
Radaus: 3.0

LocationFrame

X-coord: number
Y-coord: number
Z-coord: number
R-frame: symbol

Figure 7. Structuring data with frames.

The WSA contains numerous other frames that de-
scribe the aircraft's dynamic state and its so-called "world en-
vironment." For example, the flight phase, event, and hazard
frames are defined as follows, where terms in italics refer to
specific data types:

Flight Phase Frame
Type: f-type
Airport: airport

Runways: rn_'-list
Time interval: tinterval

Nominal trajectory: tp-list

Event Frame

Type: event-type
Reported by: info-source
Intensity: int-metric

Space-time description :std-t_pe

Hazard Frame

Type: h-type

Sphere: std-type
Affected trajectory: t-points
Risk factor: number

Qualitative decisions must be made on the basis of in-
formation contained in these frames, the risk of wind shear

encounter providing a good example. An appropriate rule is

IF there is an instance of event type microburst,
AND we intersect it in the next flight phase,
AND a value for severity is obtained from the

microburst-indicator rule base,

THEN a microburst hazard is instantiated,

AND the risk factor is increased by the
incremental severity value.

The Windshear Training Aid guidelines provide ad hoc ways

of determining incremental severity values, but a great deal is
left to the implied good judgment of the human decision-
maker. Computer-based decisions require an approach that is
at least quasi-quantitative if not rigorously so. For example,
the LOW-MEDIUM-HIGH descriptors of wind shear proba-

bility can be equated to an ordinal ("1-2-3") scale to implement
the above logic. As increasingly numeric information is gath-
ered about risk factors, fractional severity metrics then can be

incorporated. Rainshowers on the flight path might reason-
ably indicate a higher concern than showers near the path but

not high enough to increment the risk factor by an integer
value.

Another important feature of any expert system is an
interface to translate a users problem into a collection of sym-
bols and to translate the results of inference back into a format

the user can understand. The WindShear Safety Advisor
Interface, used for logic development and demonstration, is a

multiple-window interactive display (Fig. 8). The current ver-
sion accepts keyboard and mouse input, with the results of in-
ference displayed as text output. Execution of the system con-
sists of an elementary dialogue between the program user and
the expert system. As the user answers the system's ques-
tions, statements of applicable rules are typed out in one win-

dow, while information about parameters is displayed in an-
other. Special messages summarizing the system's advice are
printed in a third window.

Princeton WlrlrtS_ear Safety A_vl$or Ifiterface

Flight Plan Get Value Of Make Message Presets ........ (Nem/L,,nP)

User lntere:l.ion Pane Parameter Informetlon Pans

.Messages to program

developer
•Messages to crew, tower, etc.

• Data and commands from
program developer

Parameters that have changed

values

Other parameters of interest

Result Monltorln; Pane

.Executive observations

.Monitored information

.Status assessment

.Planning activity
.Recommended action

.Current airport weather

Figure 8. Development screen for WindShear Safety
Advisor.

CONCLUSIONS

The WindShear Safety Advisor program implements
the stated decision-making logic of the FAA Windshear
Training Aid, as well as a set of unstated implications that are

necessary for practical application. The WSA expert system
contains over 200 rules that set over 80 parameters for terminal
operations of jet transport aircraft. Future modifications will
account for spatial and temporal variations of the aircraft and
its meteorological environment, as well as for interfaces with

the air traffic control system. The WindShear Safety Advisor
sets the stage for cockpit simulation of logic for wind shear

avoidance, which, in turn, will lead to practical systems for
operational aircraft.
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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates how certain aspects of human

learning can be used to characterize learning in

intelligent adaptive control systems. Reflexive and

declarative memory and learning are described. It

is showm that model-based systems-theoretic adaptive

control methods exhibit attributes of reflexive

learning, whereas the problem-solving capabilities

of knowledge-based systems of artificial intelli-

gence are naturally suited for implementing declara-

tive learning. Issues related to learning in

knowledge-based control systems are addressed, with

particular attention given to rule-based systems. A

mechanism for real-time rule-based knowledge acqui-

sition is suggested, and utilization of this mecha-

nism within the context of failure diagnosis for

fault-tolerant flight control is demonstrated.

I_q_ODUCTION

Adaptability is an essential feature of any control

system designed to interact effectively with the

real world. Uncertainty motivates much of the need

for adaptability, directly affecting control system

stability and performance. Sources of uncertainty

are many, representing inadequacies in knowledge of

the system to be controlled, or in the environment

within which the system must operate. For example,

uncertainty can result from corruption of incoming

information due to sensor noise or failure. It can

also result from changes in control effectiveness

due to failure or unanticipated changes in the oper-

ating environment, changes in system dynamics due to

environmental factors or structural failure, and

unanticipated or poorly-modeled external distur-

bances. Control law design must address to some

degree these issues.

Fortunately, effective control techniques capable

of accommodating certain types of uncertainty exist.

Robust stochastic optimal estimation and control

methods, for example, perform well in the presence

of Gaussian sensor noise and state disturbances [i].

Characteristic changes in the dynamics of the con-

trolled system often can be accommodated using

parameter estimation and adaptive control techniques

12]. Under certain circumstances, self-organizing

controllers may be used to perform non-trivial tasks

given little prior information about the kinematics

and dynamics of the system being controlled

13,4,_,6].
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Even the most accommodating numerical control

techniques, however, be they robust, adaptive, or

self-organizing, eventually reach limits of perform-

ance when deficiencies in knowledge of the plant or

its environment exceed certain thresholds. One lim-

iting factor relates to the ability of the control

system to learn about novel, important relationships

and events in the world, and how to respond properly

to them. Machine learning is an active area of

research in the field of Artificial Intelligence

(AI) [7,8,9,10,11]. However, although problem-

solving techniques of AI are finding their way into

various phases of control system design and imple-

mentation [12,73], little work has addressed the

issue of learning in demanding real-time applica-

tions such as aircraft and spacecraft flight con-

trol.

This paper investigates how certain aspects of

human learning can be used to characterize learning

in "intelligent" control systems. Two types of mem-

ory and learning are described. It is shown that

model-based adaptive control methods are particular-

ly well suited for implementing one type, whereas

the problem-solving capabilities exhibited by

knowledge-based systems of artificial intelligence

make them naturally suited for implementing the oth-

er type. Issues related to learning in knowledge-

based control systems are addressed, with particular

attention given to rule-based systems. A mechanism

for rule-based knowledge acquisition is suggested,

and utilization of this mechanism within the context

of failure diagnosis for fault-tolerant flight con-
tro] is described.

REFLEXIVE AND DECLARATIVE _MORY AND LEARNING

Learning relates to knowledge acquisition, memory to

its storage. Various methods of classification are

used by psychologists to describe different types of

memory and learning exhibited by humans. One clas-
sification scheme is based on how learned informa-

tion is encoded and recalled, distinguishing between
what some authors term reflexive and declarative

memory and learning 114]. With regard to control,

maneuvers indicative of reflexive mechanisms may be

characterized as automatic, requiring little or no

thought. Maneuvers involving declarative memory and

learning, on the other hand, require conscious

effort. Evaluation, comparison, and inference char-

acterize declarative thinking. Moreover, whereas

reflexive learning relates specific responses to

specific stimuli, declarative learning provides

insight into not only how something is done, but

why. Any complex task attempted for the first time

involves some form of declarative reasoning.
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Reflexive and declarative memory and learning are

closely related. Tasks initially learned declara-

tively often become reflexive through repetition.

Conversely, when familiar tasks are attempted in

novel situations, reflexive knowledge must be con-

verted back into declarative form in order to become

useful. For example, although one may become adroit

at tying one's own necktie, tying someone else's

necktie requires some thought due the change in per-'

spective. By drawing analogies to such human infor-

mation processing mechanisms, adaptive control sys-

tems might benefit from the incorporation and

integration of both reflexive and declarative forms

of learning [15].

A simplistic example of learning pertinent to

aircraft flight control demonstrates that distinc-

tions between reflexive and declarative learning can

affect aircraft stability and performance. Consider

what happens when a student pilot is taught how to

recognize and recover from a wings-level approach-

to-landing stall. The student is shown how sluggish

control response and aircraft buffeting indicate low

airspeed and impending stall, and that recovery

includes pushing the control stick forward. Reflex-

ive learning would encode knowledge similar to the

following.

If control response is sluggish

and

buffeting is encountered

then push stick for%'ard

Conversely, declarative learning would result in the

acquisition of knowledge encoding more causal

detail, such as the following.

If

then

control response is sluggish

and

buffeting is encountered

decrease magnitude of angle of attack

If magnitude'decrease in angle of attack

is required

then push stick forward

The type of knowledge acquired by the student,

reflexive or declarative, has a large impact on the

student's ability to apply this knowledge in novel

situations (and hence to adapt). For example, dur-

ing acrobatic flight, the student notices signifi-

cant differences between required control inputs for

inverted and non-inverted flight.

If aircraft is upright

and

magnitude decrease in angle of attack

is required

then push stick forward

If aircraft is inverted

and

magnitude decrease in angle of attack

is required

then pull stick aft

How will the student respond when pre-stall condi-

tions (control" sluggishness and airframe buffeting)

are encounted during inverted flight? A reflexive

response would be based on the relationship between

pre-stall warnings and forward stick movement

learned during non-inverted flight. Such a response

would aggravate the stall. Declarative thinking, on

the other hand, would recognize the need for a

reduction in the magnitude of angle of attack, and

that when inverted such a reduction is accomplished

with aft stick movement.

The distinction between reflexive and declarative

memory and learning suggests what roles existing

systems-theoretic adaptive control techniques and

proposed artificial intelligence methodologies can

pla> in adaptive control systems. Most existing

adaptive control techniques are based (for good rea-

son) on mathematical models of the dynamic system

being controlled. The analytical functions repre-

senting the adaptive control law ultimately calcu-

late specific control commands in response to spe-

cific sensor measurements. In this sense, these

model-based techniques can be viewed as implementing

reflexive knowledge. Conversely, the inferencing

capability of knowledge-based systems can be viewed

as implementing declarative knowledge. Many model-

based adaptive control techniques benefit from the

availability of closed-form analytical expressions

dictating how model parameters should be modified.

Learning often proceeds in a stable and optimal

fashion, and these algorithms should be used when

possible. Unfortunately, with knowledge-based sys-

tems, no such rigorous guidelines for learning

exist.

In general, a learning controller should be able

to identify important new information, decide wheth-

er this new information should augment or replace

existing knowledge, and transfer this information

into the existing knowledge base. Possible schemes

for knowledge acquisition include rote learning,

learning by example, and learning by trial and

error. As mentioned above, much AI research

addresses learning in knowledge-based systems, and

the field of adaptive control most likely will ben-

efit from its advances. Any knowledge-based appli-

cation, however, is based upon a specific form of

knowledge representation. The following sections

suggest that rule-based expert system techniques

provide a sound representational basis for declara-

tive learning in time-critical adaptive control sys-

tems.

REAL-TIME DECLARATIVE LEARNING

THROUGH RULE RECRUITMEh_

The knowledge representation and problem-solving

features of rule-based systems make them particular-

ly _ell-suited for implementing the causal relation-

ships characteristic of declarative learning. More-

over, as will be demonstrated, knowledge acquisition

can be made to occur in the computationally effi-

cient manner required for real-time control. Note

that the discussion below focuses on mechanisms

enabling automated rule-based knowledge acquisition,

not on how this new knowledge is identified.

Within a certain class of forward- and backward-

chaining rule-based systems I16], the knowledge base

is composed of parameters and rules. Parameters

represent symbo]ic information. Each parameter may

acquire one of a list of allowed values, or its val-

ue may be considered unknown. Information express-

ing relationships and dependencies h_tween parameter

values is contained in rules. Each rule contains a

premise and an action. If a rule premise is true
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when tested, its action is executed, causing the

inference of additional information. In control

system applications, rule actions also may perform

specific control tasks. Rule testing is guided by

an inference engine, an operator applied to the

knowledge base enabling the process of search.

Parameters thereby represent a partial description

of the "state of the world", and rule-based search

is used to modify this description. Figure 1

defines a symbology useful in graphically depicting

such a knowledge base. Rectangles contain all val-

ues that the corresponding parameter can acquire.

With arcs between parameters representing rules, the

resultant AND/OR graph can be used to trace the log-

ic path taken by the search process.

Various forms of search may be applied to the

knowledge base. The key to search is the manner in

which rules are linked through parameters. Lists of

rule names associated with each parameter provide

this link. For example, the purpose of a goal-

directed (backward-chaining) search is to infer s

value for a specified parameter. To this end, each

parameter has attached to it a list identifying

which rules are capable of modifying the value of

the parameter through the rule action. This list is

consulted by the inference engine during goal-

directed search when a parameter value must be

inferred.

in general, knowledge acquisition within such a

rule-based system involves three steps. These three

steps are depicted graphically in Fig. 2 to 4 with

reference to the knowledge associated with the stall

recovery scenario given above. First, parameters

capable of representing the "state space" of knowl-

edge to be learned are collected as shown in Fig. 2.

In the second knowledge acquisition step, rules

associating parameter states are constructed as in

Fig. 3. .Finally, rules are linked by updating the

rule-name lists associated with relevant paramesers.

The resultant knowledge base is depicted in Fig. A.

Following incorporation into the knowledge base,

these new rules may be utilized for control system

problem solving. A goal-directed search on the

kno%*ledge of FiE. 4, for example, would begin with

the question, "How should the stick be moved?" or

more specifically the instruction, "Determine the

value of parameter DESIRED STICK HOVEHEh_." Rules 1

and 2 are capable of supplying this information.

Rule I is tested first, with its premise initially

checking aircraft attitude. Assume the aircraft is

inverted. In this case, Rule I fails, and Rule 2 is

tested. The premise of Rule 2 eventually needs to

know whether or not a magnitude decrease in angle of

attack is required. Rule 3 is capable of supplying

this information; therefore it is tested at this

time. If control response is sluggish and buffeting

is encountered, the action of Rule 3 determines that

a change in angle of attack is required, finally

allowing the action of Rule 2 to determine that aft

stick movement is appropriate.

Rules represent executable code. Knowledge

acquisition as specified above involves the automat-

ic generation and execution of code during control

system operation. List-based programming languages

such as LISP can be used to accomplish such feats.

Problems can arise, however, when symbolic program-

ming languages and hardware must be integrated with
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numeric control system processing chores [17]. For-

tunately, by sacrificing some flexibility, real-time

performance can be obtained. For example, by encod-

ing rules in a structured procedural language such

as C or Pascal, and integrating them with numerical

routines in a multiprocessor system, symbolic pro-

cessing capability remains limited, yet powerful

[18,19]. Furthermore, knowledge acquisition can be

enabled in such a system through a process called
rule recruitment.

Rule recruitment involves the manipulation of a
stack of dormant rules. A rule is defined as dor-

mant if it cannot be referenced during search. This
situation will occur if the rule's name does not

appear on any parameter's rule-name list. For exam-

ple, before the rules depicted in Fig. 3 are linked

into the knowledge base through their respective

parameters, they remain dormant and inaccessible to

the inference engine. Simply by manipulating param-
eter lists, rules may be transferred into and out of

dormancy.

Rules on the dormant rule stack serve as rule

"templates". Each retains a fixed premise and

action structure but refers to parameters and param-

eter values indirectly through pointer-type refer-

ences. For example, the following rule template

exhibits a structure capable of encoding the rules

of Fig. 3.

If <parameter pointer> is <value pointer>
and

<parameter pointer> is <value pointer>

:hen set <parameter pointer>

to <value pointer>

By manipulating rule template pointers, rules may be

built automatically as required. The process of

rule recruitment, therefore, involves pulling a rule

template off the dormant rule stack, initializing

its pointers so that it encodes the desired chunk of

knowledge, and modifying the appropriate parameter

lists so that the new rule becomes an active part of

the knowledge base. Figure 5 depicts the process of

rule recruitment.

The major drawback with this knowledge acquisi-

tion mechanism is the inability to build arbitrarily

complex rules at run-time. All desired parameters

must be pre-defined as well. However, by forcing a

system designer to formalize the structure of knowl-

edge to be learned by the controller, these limita-

tions may prove beneficial in the long run. A

restricted set of unique rule templates encourages

modular construction of more complex rules. Fur-

thermore, a large set of unique rule templates may

be designed into the dormant rule stack if needed.

This remedy is memory intensive, not computation

intensive, and memory is inexpensive.

The major advantage associated with rule recruit-

ment is that it is fast. The execution time

incurred during pointer assignment and parameter

list updating is negligible. Moreover, the recruit-

ment of rules can be overseen by other rules dedi-

cated to knowledge acquisition, in much the same way

that meta-rules can be used to guide rule selection

during search [16]. Consequently, the knowledge

acquisition mechanism of rule recruitment fits neat-

ly into the existing computationally efficient rule-

Dased control system environment.

APPLICATION OF RULE RECRUITMENT

TO FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

A demanding adaptive control application was chosen

as a testbed for some of the rule-based learning

ideas presented above. The Rule-Based Flight Con-

trol System (RBFCS) is designed to combine analyt-

ical redundancy and expert system concepts for

fault-tolerant flight control [19,20]. The software

and hardware architectures of the RBFCS provide for

real-time integrated symbolic and numeric process-

ing. Within this setting, rule-based learning has

been used in conjunction with model-based simulation

to facilitate certain phases of control system

design.

The RBFCS is intended to detect, identify, and

reconfigure for a wide range of aircraft failures.

The overall job of failure accommodation is broken

down into five main tasks. The Executive Control

Task provides continual dynamic state estimation,

feedback control calculations, and synchronization

of the remaining tasks. The Failure Detection Task

monitors aircraft behavior and detects significant

abnormalities. The Failure Diagnosis Task finds a

set of probable causes of the problem, and the Fail-

ure Model Estimation Task generates a mathematical

model of the aircraft dynamics considered to reflect

changes arising from the assumed failure. Finally,

the Reconfiguration Task determines what action

should be taken to correct the situation. Automated

learning has been used to generate rules relevant to

failure diagnosis.

At the core of the Failure Model Estimation Task

is a numerical algorithm that chooses from among a

group of failure hypotheses the one most likely (in

a probabilistic sense) to represent the actual fail-

ure. The number of hypotheses considered by the

algorithm must be kept low, and this is the job of

the Failure Diagnosis Task, which performs initial

failure candidate screening. The intent is to use

expert system techniques to emulate in real-time the

reasoning of pilots, engineers, and mechanics famil-

iar with the aircraft in order to make informed

judgments as to what did or did not fail [21].

DORMANT RULE STACK

KNOWLEDGE BASE

Fig. 5. Rule Recruitment Learning Mechanism.
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In addition to containing explicitly specified

heuristic knowledge, the Failure Diagnosis Task also

has been given the capability of learning through
simulation how the Failure Detection Task will

respond to various failures. The impetus behind

this capability is the intent to accommodate eventu-

ally an extremely large number of possible failure

modes. The RBFCS presently is configured to accom-
modate a biased or stuck sensor or control in a U.

S. Army CH-47 tandem-rotor helicopter travelling at

SO knots airspeed and sea level altitude. However,

accommodation of structural failures affecting air-

craft dynamics, as well as multiple and intermittent

failures in sensors and controls, is included in the

design goal of the RBFCS. By using analytical mod-

els of these failures, stochastic Monte Carlo type

simulations can be used to characterize the effect

that such complex failures have on failure detec-

tion. Learning by example off-line, the Failure

Diagnosis Task generates a set of rules that approx-

imates the effect of each failure mode. Utilizing

these rules on-line, the task bases its initial

screening of failure candidates, in part, on simi-

larities between available failure-time information

and effects known to be caused by specific types of

failures.

This simulation-based learning by example is

accomplished using rule recruitment. Presently,

seven rules are used to approximate the average

effect each failure mode has on 16 indicators. Win-

dowed average and root-mean-square values of the

residuals of an B-state estimator are used as indi-

cators. The 24 possible failure modes correspond to

abrupt bias and stuck failures in 8 sensors and 4

controls. Sensors measure body-axis longitudinal

velocity, lateral velocity, vertical velocity, roll

rate, pitch rate, yaw rate, pitch angle, and roll

angle. Controls include the two actuators of each

rotor: forward cyclic pitch, forward collective

pitch, aft cyclic pitch, and aft collective pitch.

Each rule has the following form.

If indicator 01 is near x.x

and

indicator 02 is near x.x

and

and

indicator 16 is near x.x

then there is good chance that

forward collective pitch control is

biased from nominal by an amount near x.x

and

failure detection delay is near x.x

The definition of "near x.x" in these rules is

defined by fuzzy functions [22]. Failure detection

delay is the time difference between detection and

occurrence of the failure. Heuristics are used to

distribute the 7 rules per failure mode throughout

the expected failure mode range.

When recruited into the knowledge base, the 168

failure-effect rules integrate features of function

approximation and pattern recognition with the

remaining heuristics of the Failure Diagnosis Task.

They help estimate at failure detection time the

relative likelihood of each failure mode, failure

mode magnitude and direction, and failure detection

delay. The relative likelihood of a failure mode

depends on the validity of its rule's premises, and

it is used to narrow the initial set of failure mode

candidates down to a reasonable size.
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Fig. 6. Rule-Based Failure Diagnosis Performance:

Failure Mode Likelihoods Given

Biased Forward Collective Pitch Control.

Figure 6 illustrates some of the on-llne informa-

tion generated by these off-line recruited rules.

For this figure, bias failures in forward collective

pitch control were simulated using a stochastic

fully-coupled 8th-order linear model of aircraft

dynamics. Failure Diagnosis Task processing zypi-

cally required less than 3 seconds on a computer

equipped with an 8-_l}_z 80286 CPU and an 8-M]{z 80287

ma_h coprocessor. The abscissa of each plot in the

figure corresponds to the amount of failure bias,

normalized for a range of +/- 7.5 cm. Each data

point in a plot corresponds to the average relative

likelihood of the associated failure mode candidate

over 20 simulated failure runs. Failure detection

delays for these bias failures varied between 0.2

sec and 2 sec. Failures remaining undetected 2 sec

after their occurrence were considered undetectable,

explaining the gap in data associated with near-zero

bias failures. It can be seen from the plots in

Fig. 6 that likelihoods associated with the actual

failure mode described as "forward collective pitch

control biased" usually were the highest. Further-

more, other failure mode candidates capable of

strongly affecting longitudinal dynamic state vari-

ables had significant likelihoods, as expected.

Likelihoods associated with failure modes strongly

affecting lateral/directional states (not sho_n)

remained low.
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By applying other heuristics in concert with this

type of information, the Failure Diagnosis Task can

quickly narrow the number of failure mode candidates

from 24 down to 6 or less. Note that due to a rule-

based implementation, the failure-effect knowledge

generating this information can be used on a condi-

tional basis if desired. For example, rule premises

can be made sensitive to previously identified fail-

ures. The rule-based technique thereby exhibits in

this case certain advantages over standard pattern

matching techniques. Additionally, although the

recruited failure diagnosis rules of the RBFCS were

obtained off-line as part of control system design,

the same mechanism of learning could be utilized

during on-line control system operation.

CONCLUSIONS

The problem-solving capabilities of numeric model-

based systems and symbol_c knowledge-based systems

can be used to implement various forms of automatic

learning. The concept of learning through rule
recruitment described above serves as an extension

to work originally designed to integrate such sym-

bolic and numeric processing for real-time control.

Rule recruitment provides a mechanism whereby knowl-

edge may be acquired automatically in a timely man-

ner, allowing rules to generate additional rules.

It can be used as a representational vehicle through
which more fundamental issues of control system

learning may be addressed, such as the acquisition

and maintenance of general knowledge for highly

adaptive aircraft and spacecraft flight control.
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Abstract. This paper addresses issues regarding the application of artificial intelli-

gence techniques to real-time control. Advantages associated with knowledge-based pro-

cramming are discussed. A proposed rule-based control technique is summarized and

applied to the problem of automated aircraft emergency procedure execution. Although

emergency procedures are by definition predominately procedural, their numerous evalua-

tion and decision points make a declarative representation of the knowledge they encode

highly attractive, resulting in an organized and easily maintained software hierarchy.

Simulation results demonstrate that real-time performance can be obtained using a

microprocessor-based controller. It is concluded that a rule-based control system design

approach may prove more useful than conventional methods under certain circumstances, and

that declarative rules with embedded procedural code provide a sound basis for the con-

struction of complex, yet economical, control systems.
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IN'I'RODUCTION

The apparent success of knowledge-based systems,

such as expert systems, to provide a limited human-

like decision-making capability within a well-

defined problem domain gives strong support to their

use in the design and implementation of complex con-

trol systems [I-4]. Before knowledge-based control

techniques are'widely accepted, however, many ques-

tions regarding their utility must be addressed.

Why should a control system designer consider using

knowledge-based programming techniques? What dis-

tinguishes knowledge-based techniques from conven-

tional ones, how should various knowledge-based con-

trol ideas be evaluated and compared, which control

problems call for a knowledge-based solution, and

what specific benefits result from their use?

This paper attempts to answer some of these ques-

tions. The first section provides a comparison

between conventional and knowledge-based program-

ming, outlines some advantages associated with

knowledge-based systems, and identifies some of the

difficulties involved with applying these techniques
to time-critical control. The second sect Con summa-

rizes an on-going research effort in real-time

knowledge-based control designed to overcome these
difficulties. The third section illustrates the

utility of the proposed control technique by apply-

ing it to the problem of automated aircraft emergen-

cy procedure execution, and the final section summa-

rizes benefits associated with its use.

THE PROMISE OF KNOWLEDGE-BASED PROBLEM SOLVING

One way knowledge-based systems can be distinguished

from conventional software is by the manner in which

data and the routines used to manipulate data remain

separated within the program. As opposed to being

written in a procedural manner whereby syntactic

restrictions dictate an intermixing of code and

data, knowledge-based systems use declarative state-

ments, often in the form of rules, to declare and

associate pieces of data. As the system runs, modi-

fications and additions to the data are obtained

through the use of an inference engine. In this

Presented at the IFAC Workshop on
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case, the concept of data is generalized to mean

knowledge, and the inference engine acts on the

knowledge bas____e(previously recognized as the data

base) in hopes of inferring additional knowledge

from that which already exists. The solution to a

problem addressed by a knowledge-based system can

come in the form of the additional knowledge (or

information) inferred as a result of the system's

execution, as well as in the form of sequenced

actions performed as side effects of its execution.

The fundamental separation of a knowledge-based

system into inference engine and knowledge base
results in an enhanced capability for decision mak-

ing and subsequent problem solving. The value of

this enhancement, however, can mean different things

to different people. N%ile the user of a knowledge-

based system may be impressed by the performance of

the program itself, the designer of such a program

also will appreciate the convenient environment pro-

vided by the adoption of knowledge-based system

techniques. For example, although creation of an

effective and consistent knowledge base is the

toughest part of system construction, the mechanical

ease with which it can be prototyped, tested, and

modified (given the proper software and hardware

tools) reflects a significant increase in programmer

productivity in comparison to similar programming

efforts based on conventional methods [5,6]. The

benefits of using knowledge-based techniques, there-

fore, include not only what the resulting program
can do, but also the efficient manner in which such

a program may be created. It is within this context

-- increased programmer productivity as well as pro-

gram performance -- that the utility of knowledge-

based techniques should be evaluated.

Many factors complicate the use of knowledge-

based systems technology in control. Time-critics1

and numeric in nature, conventional control algor o

ithms exhibit computational characteristics radical-

ly different from those exhibited by knowledge-based

systems. The strength of knowledge-based systems

comes from a symbolic processing capability, i.e.,

the ability to reason with non-numeric data. Unfor-

tunately, symbolic computation facilities, in addi-

tion to being monetarily expensive, traditionally
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result in slow execution speeds (in comparison to

numeric facilities) and weak support for the repre-

sentation and manipulation of floating-point numeric

data types. Under the assumption that knowledge-

based control efforts should build upon, and not

attempt to replace, existing effective numerical

control algorithms, a major challenge to control

system designers is to integrate efficiently symbol-

ic and numeric computation in a real-time environ-

ment.

Host control-oriented real-time knowledge-based

systems developed to date can be characterized by

(I) a separation within the control system of the

s)_bolic and numeric processing environments (soft-

ware and/or hardware), and (2) a supervisory role

for the knowledge-based system, usually involving

monitoring, diagnosis, and planning. Separation of

the symbolic and numeric processing environments is

Justified by the fact that specialized software and

hardware exist for this purpose. Moreover, as indi-

cated in Fig. l, sensing and control functions, con-

ventionally based on numerical algorithms, usually

are considered numeric processing tasks, whereas

more general control system information processing

usually is considered symbolic. Numeric processing

historically has demonstrated the capability for

high-bandwidth operation, whereas symbolic process-

ing typically has been associated with low-bandwidth

operation. Because sensing and control functions

impose strict time constraints on control system

design, separation of these high-bandwidth opera-

tions from the conventionally lower-bandwidth infor-

mation processing operations seems essential.

Although justified, the separation of symbolic

and numeric processing within a control system can

limit severely the interaction between processing

environments and the throughput of the system as a

whole [7,8]. In time-critical applications such as

fault-tolerant flight control, the throughput of a

knowledge-based control system must be high. The

present research goal is to integrate the desirable

attributes of procedural and declarative techniques

for efficient and effective control system program-

ming, combining convenience in design with speed,

economy, and high symbolic/numeric integration in

implementation.
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RULE-BASED CONTROL

Princeton Rule-Based Controller (PRBC) [9-11]

embodies a control technique whereby control actions

occur as a consequence of search through a knowledge

"base of parameters, rule_____s,and procedures. Parame-

ters, each with an assigned value, collectively rep-

resent a partial description of the "state of the

world" pertinent to a given control objective.

Search implies the attempt to increase the system's

knowledge of the world by inferring additional

parameter values, most of which are assumed unknown

when the search begins. Information expressing

relationships and dependencies between parameters is

contained in rules, each of which contains a premise

and an action. If a rule premise is true when test-

ed, its action is executed, possibly causing the

inference of additional parameter values. Rule

testing is guided by an inference engine.

Control actions occur as side effects of search.

Buried within the premises and actions of rules are

procedures (or calls to procedures) that invoke

time-critical control tasks that are best achieved

using proven analytical techniques. These proce-

dures are treated as building blocks upon which

higher-level control actions are built using rules.

Thus, in its simplest form, rule-based search con-

veniently implements deeply nested IF-THEN-ELSE

clauses. The resultant ability to perform complex

conditional branching in an organized manner pro-

vides a convenient mechanism with which to manipu-

late analytically derived numerical procedures. In

this scenario, it is not the end result of a search

that is important to control system operation but
the side effects of its execution.

Such use of rules for control results in a tight

functional integration between symbolic rules and

numerical' procedures. In this sense, the technique

addresses the desired movement of the curve repre-

sented in Fig. la by admitting symbolic processing

at the sensing and control level. Figure Ib, how-

ever, implies a concurrent desire to increase the

bandwidth of symbolic processing, thereby addressing

the issue of system throughput. The approach adopt-

ed here involves two distinct design phases. Phase

I involves the development of rules and procedures

in separate environments. LISP is used to create

and test rules, whereas Pascal is used to derive

procedures. Phase II involves final rule and proce-

dure debugging in an integrated Pascal implementa-

tion environment. Phase I utilizes a LISP-based

inference engine, whereas Phase II uses one based in

Pascal. The transition from Phase I to Phase II

involves the automatic translation of the LiSP-based

parameters, rules, and parameter-rule association

information into a form acceptable to the Pascal-

based inference engine. This knowledse base trans-

lation represents a form of automatic code optimiza-

tion, and results in a compile-ready program

implementing a search environment functionally simi-

lar to that based in LISP, but exhibiting the proven

real-time control system performance characteristics

of Pascal [12].

The advantages associated with an integrated Pas-

cal implementation environment are many. In addi-

tion to increasing search speed dramatically, knowl-

edge base translation allows rules and procedures to

communicate through common data structures. Because

parameters are implemented as Pascal variables,

their values can be inspected and modified easily by

procedures. Similarly, rules are free to access

variables other than knowledge base parameters, such

as the elements of a matrix routinely used by a

numerical procedure. Finally, additional integra-

tion results from the ability to place arbitrary

Pascal statements within the premises and actions of

rules. The search process can thereby invoke timely

pieces of Pascal code (calling a procedure, for

example) as easily as Pascal code can invoke the

process of search.



Althoughthesearchtechniqueutilizedherefor
control was inspired by that used in rule-based

expert systems, it differs significantly in both

implementation and intent. The use of rules in

expert systems often is influenced by the character-

istics of pure production systems. In production

systems, each rule is considered a distinct and mod-

ular piece of knowledge, with explicit dependence of

one rule on another being discouraged. Rules are

meant to communicate with other rules through the

indirect and limited link provided by the parameters

of the knowledge base, but the intentional calling

of one rule by another using parameter values as

messages is looked upon with disfavor. As Davis and

King [2] point out, "It is the premeditated nature

of such message passing (typically in an attempt to

'produce a system with a specified behavior') that

is the primary violation of the 'spirit' of produc-

tion system methodology."

Given that the goal of a control system is, in

fact, to produce a system with a specified behavior,

it is not surprising that some control system

designers view the application of pure production

system techniques to control to be misguided. It is
the intent of the rule-based control concept dis-

cussed here, however, not to take a pure production

system approach, but to utilize the declarative pow-

er of the production system formalism for its bene-

ficial effects. This effort may be summarized,

therefore, as the attainment of procedural activity

through the manipulation of declarative expressions,

which is not an entirely new idea [13]. The unique-

ness in this effort comes from its application to

the design and implementation of time-critical con-

trol systems, particularly flight control systems.

Although violating the spirit of pure production

systems in order to provide the specified behavior

demanded for control, the proposed control technique

retains many advantages related to production sys-

tems. Davis and King [2] provide an interesting

perspective related to program performance and pro-

grammer productivity as mentioned above.

Since it is possible to imagine coding

any given Turing machine in either pro-

cedural or production system terms, in

the formal sense their computational

power is equivalent. This suggests

that, given sufficient effort, they are

ultimately capable of solving the same

problems. The issues we wish to examine

ere not, however, questions of absolute

computational power but the impact of a

particular methodology on program struc-

ture, as well as of the relative ease or

difficulty with which certain capabili-

ties can be achieved.

The next section illustrates the straightforward

manner in which significant control system capabili-

ties may be obtained using rules.

DECLARATIVE EXECLTION OF AIRCRAFT E}_RGENCY

PROCEDURES

The rule-based control technique described above was

developed as part of a research program in applica-

tions of artificial intelligence theory to fault-

tolerant flight control [14]. Presently, the tech-

nique is being applied to the automation of aircraft

emergency procedures. Aircraft emergencies require

a quick response and relatively complex decision

making by a flight crew. Prescribed emergency pro-

cedures contained in the Pilot's Operating Handbook

are designed to guide the flight crew through the

decision-making process. Although these emergency

procedures are by definition predominately procedur-

al, their numerous evaluation and decision points

make a declarative representation of tht knowledge

they encode highly attractive.

Consider as a simple example the £ollowing

excerpt of an emergency procedure associated with

the electrical system of the CH-47C tandem-rotor

helicopter [15]:

4-96. FAILURE OF ONE AC GENERATOR.

4-97. Should one ac generator fail, the

remaining ac generator will assume the

entire load under normal conditions.

This condition will be noticed by the

illumination of a generator caution

light and by a zero indication on the ac

loadmeter for that generator. Attempt

to place the inoperative ac generator

into operation by performing the follow-

ing:

a. Master caution lights PUSH TO

RESET.

b. All circuit breakers - CHECK.

c. Generator switch - TEST, then

RESET, then ON. If the generator is

inoperative, move the generator switch

to OFF. (Move the generator switch to

TEST and observe the generator caution

light. If the caution light goes out,

the generator is delivering proper volt-

age and frequency and a short circuit on
a bus is indicated. If the caution

light remains on, the generator is inop-

erative.)

The following discussion highlights how this

emergency procedure (with reference to Generator

No.l only) can be made to execute automatically as a

side effect of search through a knowledge base of

parameters and rules. The inference engine executes

on the highest level a repetitive cycle involving

knowledge base initialization and goal-directed

search on a parameter named PROC_SEARCH_COHPLETED.

This is represented in Pascal as

repeat

initialize_knowledgebase;

determinevalue_of(PROCSEARCH_COHPLETED)

until false;

Knowledge base initialization assigns the value of

UNKNOWN to all parameters without a stored "initial

value". Goal-directed (backward-chaining) search on

parameter PROC SEARCH COHPLETED results in the

inference engine testing rules capable of supplying

a value for this parameter in their action, such as

the following.

[RDLE_PROC_I

[PREMISE

'($OR (SEQ PROC_REQUIRED 'FALSE)

($EQ PROC_STEP_CHECKED 'TRUE]

[ACTION

'($SETQ PROC_SEARCH_COHPLETED 'TRUE]]

Note that the premise of this rule depends on other

parameters whose values also are as yet unknown

(parameters receiving a value of UNKNOWN during

knowledge base initialization are written entirely

in capital letters). When tested, the premise first

searches for a value for parameter PROC_REQUIRED. A

value of FALSE implies that the emergency procedure

is not required (the conditions under which it is to

be executed do not exist). The following rules

determine whether or not procedure requirements are
met.
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[RULE_PROC_REQ_I
[PREMISE
'($AN_ ($EQ Proc_Step O)

($EQ Gen_l_Control_Switch_Status '0_)

($EQ Gen 1Loadmeter Status O)

($EQ Gen-l-Caution_Light_ Status 'ON)

($EQ Gen_2_Caution_Light_ Status 'OFF]

[ACTION
'((SSETQ Proc_Step I)

(SSETQ PRoC_REQUIRED 'TRb_]]

[RULE_PROC_REQ_2

[PREHISE
'(SGT Proc_Step O)

[ACTION

'(SSETQ PROC_REQUIRED 'TRL_]]

[RULE_PROC REQ 3
[PREMISE

'($EQ Rule Tested 'TRL_]

[ACTION

'($SETQ PROC_REQUiRED 'FALSE]]

Rules are tested in order of appearance in the

knowledge base until a value for the specified

parameter is obtained. These three rules are tested

in order when a value for PROC_REQUIRED is needed

within the premise of RULE PROC 1. The premise of

the first rule holds if the-procedure is not already

executing (the active procedure step number, repre-

sented by parameter Proc_Step, is 0) and the condi-

tions specified by the remainder of the SAND clause

prevail. The second rule holds if the procedure is

already executing (Proc_Step is greater than 0), and

the third rule always holds whenever tested. Thus,

if during search only the third rule holds, then

PROC_REQUIRED obtains a value of FALSE, and
PROC SEARCH COMPLETED is assigned a value of TRUE

within the action of RULE PROC I quickly ending the

search cycle. However, if RULE_PROC_REQ_I holds,

then the step number is set to I, PROC REQUIRED

obtains a value of TRUE, the first subclause of

RULE PROC_I fails, and a goal-directed search for
PROC STEP CHECKED begins. A similar search will

prevail - if RULE_PROC REQ I fails, but

RULE_PROC_REQ_2 holds.

Emergency procedures are executed here as a
series of steps. Steps are executed one at a time,

in order. Each step in general involves an initial

action (invoked for Step I by parameter

PROC_STEP_I_STARTED), a time delay (reflected by

parameter Proc Step_Delay) over which the initial
action is allowed to take effect, and a final action

(invoked for Step 1 by parameter

PROC STEP_I_FINISHED). For example, an emergency

procedure may require the flipping of a switch and

the monitoring of its effect. The time delay

between the initial and final step actions gives the

physical system being probed a chance to react.
When a final step action is taken, Proc Step is

incremented, allowing the next emergency procedure

step to be performed.

Rules invoked by cyclic goal-directed search

effectively encode the logic required to execute

these emergency procedure steps with the appropriate

time delays. As shown by the rules above, cyclic

search on parameter PROC_SEARCH_COHPLETED results in

cyclic search on parameter PROC STEP CHECKED (assum-

ing that PROC REQUIRED is TRUE). -In effect, the

control system-continually asks the question, "Has

the appropriate emergency procedure step been

checked?" Rules capable of answering this question

for Step I are shown below.

[RULE_PROC_STEP_IA

[PREMISE

'(SAND ($EQ Proc_Step I)

(SEQ Proc_Step_Timer 'STOPPED)

(SEO PROC STEP TI_ER SET 'TRUE)

($EQ PROC_STEP_I_STARTED 'TRUE]]

[ACTION

'($SETQ PROC STEP CHECKED 'TRUE]]

[RULE_PROC_STEP_IB

[PREMISE

'(SAND

(SEQ

(SEQ
($OR

Proc_Step I)

ProclStep_Timer 'RUNNING)

[SAND

(SEQ PROC STEP I BYPASSED 'TRUE)

(SEQ PROC STEP TIMER SET 'TRUE]

(SEQ PROC_STEP_TIMEOVr-'FALSE]]

[ACTION

'(SSETQ PROC_STEP_CHECKED 'TRUE]]

[RULE_PROC_STEP_IC"

[PRE_HSE

'(SA_ (SEQ Proc_Step I)

(SEQ Proc_Step Timer

(SEQ PROC STEP TI_EOL_

'RLr_ING)
'TRUE)

(SEQ PROC STEP I FINISHED 'TRL_)

($EQ PROC_STEP_TIMER_SET 'TRL_]]

[ACTION

'(SSETQ PROC_STEP_CHECKED 'TRUE]]

When a value for PROC STEP_CHECKED is required by

RULE_PROC_I, these rules are tested. Each rule per-

forms a distinct intra-step function, monitoring the

"state" of Procedure Step I and quickly performing a

piece of the step if required. At least one rule

always holds. Within the first rule, the parameter

Proc_Step_Timer is checked for a value of STOPPED.

This indicates that the step has not begun, in which

case the timer is started (via search for parameter
PROC STEP_TIMER SET using rules not shown) and the
initial step action is taken (via search for parame-

ter PROC_STEP_I_STARTED). If the first rule fails
(Proc_Step_Timer is RUNNING), a search for parameter
PROC STEP 1 BYPASSED within the second rule checks

whether or-not the final step action already has

been performed by the flight crew. If it has,
PROC STEP 1 BYPASSED will return a value of TRUE and

a search on-PROC STEP TIMER SET will stop the timer

and increment Proc_Step. I{ PROC STEP_I_BYPASSED is
FALSE, the next premise subclause tests whether or

not the required step time delay has been achieved.

If PROC STEP TIMEOL_ is FALSE (inferred with a rule

not shown), _he rule premise holds without perform-

ing any emergency procedure actions. If

PROC_STEP TIMEOL7 is TRLZ, the third rule performs

the final step action (via search for parameter

PROC_STEP_I_FINISHED) and stops the timer and incre-

ments Proc_Step (via search for parameter

PROC_STEP_TIHER SET).

Thus, each search for parameter PROC STEP CHECKED

performs a single piece of a single procedure step.

Execution of the entire emergency procedure requires

many search cycles. The following three Step 1

rules encode the first part of the emergency proce-

dure excerpt shown above.

[RULE_PROC_STEP_I_ST

[PRE)IISE

'($AN_ (SEQ Advisory_Mode 'ON)
(SPASCAL "advise

('*** E)IERGENCY PROCEDL_E *_

Failure of One AC Generator:

a. Master caution light -

PUSH TO RESET');")

(SSETQ Proc_Step Delay 1.0]

[ACTION

'($SETQ PROC_STEP_I_STARTED 'TRL_]]

[RULE_PROC STEP_I_BY

[PREMISE

'(SEQ Master_Caution_Light_Status 'OFF]

[ACTION

'($SETQ PROC_STEP 1_BYPASSED 'TRUE]]

[RULE_PROCSTEP_I_FIN

[PREHISE
'(SAND

($EQ Operational_Mode 'ACTIVE)

(SSETQ Master_Caution_Light_Command 'PUSH]

[ACTION

'($SETQ PROC_STEP_I_FINISHED 'TRUE]]
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The premise of the first rule contains three sub-

clauses. The first sl_bclause holds if parameter

Advisory_Hode has value ON. If so, the next two

subclauses are evaluated. The $PASCAL subclause

contains embedded Pascal code that calls a procedure

which sends an advisory message to the cockpit for

evaluation by the flight crew. The 5SETQ subclause

assigns to parameter Proc_Step Delay a value of i.

Both of these subclause operators, as members of a

Boolean premise, always return TRb_. Similarly, the

premise of the third rule generates a master caution

light command within the $SETQ subclause if parame-

ter Operational_Hode has value ACTIVE. Thus, for

Procedure Step I, if Advisory_Mode is ON and Opera-

tiona! Hode is ACTI_, the control system will reset

the master caution light if after l sec this task

has not been performed by the flight crew. In gen-

eral, the parameter Advisory_Mode can have values ON

and OFF, and parameter Operational_Mode can have

values ACTI%_ and STANDBY. If Advisory_Mode is OFF,

no recommendations are sent to the flight crew, and

advisory delays are eliminated. If Operational Mode

is STANDBY, actions may be recommended but not exe-

cuted by the flight control system.

If any of these three rules fails, an additional

rule supplying an appropriate "default" value for

the required parameter is tested, such as the fol-

lowing.

[RULE PROC STEP 1 BY 0

{P_MISE-

'($EQ Rule Tested 'TRUE]

]ACTION

'(SSETQ PROC_STEP 1_BYPASSED 'FALSE]]

The remaining parts of the emergency procedure

excerpt given above are implemented in a similar

fashion. Consider the next three rules.

[RULE_PROC_STEP_2_ST

[PREMISE

($EQ Advisory_Mode 'ON)

($PASCAL "advise

('b. All circuit breakers - CHECK');")

($SETQ Proc_Step_Delay 2.0]

[ACTION

'($SETQ PROC STEP 2 STARTED 'TRU_]]

[RULE_PROC_STEP_2_BY

[PREMISE

'(sEoBREAKERS_CHECXEDBY FLIGHTCREW'TR_]
[ACTION

'($SETOPROC_STEP_2_BYPASSED'TRUE]]

[RULE_PROC_STEP_2_FIN

{PREMISE

'(SA_ (SEQ OPERATIONAL MODE 'ACTIVE)

(5EQ BREAk_RS_CH_CKED_BY_FCS 'TRUE]

]ACTION

'($SETQ PROC_STEP_2_FINISHED 'TRL_]]

The first rule provides an advisory with a 2 sec

grace period. Within this time period, a goal-

directed search on parameter

BREAKERS CHECKED BY FLIGHTCREW performed within the

second rule invokes additional rules that check if

all circuit breakers have been checked by the flight

crew. The third rule invokes other rules performing

this task automatically if and when necessary.

The last part of the emergency procedure is

implemented with two steps. Rules of Procedure Step

3 verify movement of the generator switch to the

TEST position. If Advisory_Mode is OFF, the control

system performs the action immediately. If Adviso-

ry_Mode is ON, a maximum advisory delay of I sec is

tolerated. Finally, rules of Procedure Step 4 wait

one more second (regardless of Advisory_Mode) before

moving the generator switch to ON or OFF, depending

on the status of the generator caution light.

The result of using a declarative rule-based rep-

resentation for emergency procedure execution is an

organized and easily maintained software hierarchy.

Additionally, by using cyclic search with "time-

sliced" procedure steps, the action of the control

system can be made to emulate a multi-tasking oper-

ating system. This capability is demonstrated

below.

Figure 2 shows a time history of the amount of

"effort" expended by a single-processor rule-based

con_roller executing the emergency procedure

described above. The data was obtained with the

Princeton Rule-Based Controller Development System

[9], employing a commercially-available single-board

computer outfitted with an 8-}_z 80286 processor and

an 8-_z 80287 math coprocessor. The controller

knowledge base contained 3& parameters and 3A rules.

Off-line LISP-to-Pascal knowledge base translation

required 8.6 min on a personal computer functionally

similar to the PRBC processor described above. Pas-

cal representation of the knowledge base required 16

KBytes of Random-Access Memory (some as code, some

as data), and the inference engine required 13

KBytes of code.

During simulation runs, certain parameters were

given a fixed initial value: Gen_l_Loadmeter_Status

was 0, Gen_2_Caution_Light_Status was OFF,

BREAKERS CHECKED BY FLIGHTCREW was FALSE,

BREAKERS CHECKED BY FCS was TRS_. Emergency proce-

dure execution was triggered by changing the value

of Gen_l_Caution_Light_Status from OFF to ON. Each

data point in the top plots of Fig. 2 corresponds to

the number of rules tested by the inference engine

during a goal-directed search cycle. Adjacent data

points are separated by the amount of time required

to complete a search cycle. Figure 2 shows zhat

although the value of the parameter Advisory_Hode

has a large effect on emergency procedure step tim-

ing (as intended), the inference engine consistently

executes search cycles at a very high rate.
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Figure 3 shows a time history of rule testings

performed by the same rule-based controller concur-

rently executing five copies of the same emergency

procedure. Although all procedures trigger off the

same generator caution light, each manipulates its

own master caution light and generator switch, and

employs a unique set of step delays. Figure 3 shows

that this version of the rule-based controller, with

a knowledge base of 154 parameters and 170 rules,

still provides real-time multi-tasking performance

with a single economical processor.

CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusion to be dream is that a rule-based

control design approach may prove more useful than

conventional methods under certain circumstances,

especially when complex decision making is required.

The proposed rule-based control technique provides

basic programming constructs required in real-time

applications such as flight control. Capabilities

including event scheduling, selection, and synchron-

ization, as well as data passing and sharing, are

implemented in an extremely flexible and modular

representation. Consequently, declarative rules

with embedded procedural code provide a sound basis

for the construction of complex, yet economical,

control systems.
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ABSTRACT

A simple numerical procedure for estimating the
stochastic robustness of a linear, time-invariant system is

described. Monte Carlo evaluation of the system's

eigenvalues allows the probability of instability and the
related stochastic root locus to be estimated. This

definition of robustness is an alternative to existing
deterministic definitions that address both structured

and unstructured parameter variations directly. This

analysis approach treats not only Gaussian parameter

uncertainties but non-Gaussian cases, including uncertain-
but-bounded variations. Trivial extensions of the

procedure admit alternate discriminants to be considered.

Thus, the probabilities that stipulated degrees of

instability will be exceeded or that closed-loop roots will

leave desirable regions also can be estimated. Results

are particularly amenable to graphical presentation.

INTRODUCTION

Control system robustness is defined as the ability to

maintain satisfactory stability or performance

characteristics in the presence of all conceivable system

parameter variations. While assured robustness may be

viewed as an alternative to gain adaptation or scheduling

to accommodate known parameter variations, more often

it is seen as protection against uncertainties in plant

specification. Consequently, a statistical description of

control system robustness is consistent with what may be

known about the structure and parameters of the plant's

dynamic model.

Guaranteeing robustness has long been a design

objective of control system analysis, although in most

instances, insensitivity to parameter variations has been

treated as a deterministic problem (see Ref. I for a

comprehensive presentation of both classical and modern
robust control). Stability (gain and phase) margins are

useful concepts for designing robust single-input/single-

output systems, addressing disturbance rejection and

other performance goals in the process, and they are

amenable to the manual graphical procedures that

preceded the widespread use of computers. With the help

of these computers, singular-value analysis has extended

the frequency-domain approach to multi-input/multi-output

systems (e.g., [2,3]); however, guaranteed-stability-

bound estimates often are unduly conservative, and the

relationship to parameter variations in the physical

system is weak. Structured-singular-value analysis [4]
reduces this conservatism somewhat, and alternate

treatments of structured parameter variations have been

proposed (e.g., [5-7]), though these approaches remain

deterministic. Elements of stochastic stability [8] have

application to robustness but have yet to be presented in
that context.

Presented at the 1989 Conference on Information Sciences

and Systems, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD.

The notion of probability of instability, which is

central to the analysis of stochastic robustness, was

introduced in Ref. 9, with application to the robustness of

the Space Shuttle's flight control system, and it is further
described in Ref. 10. This method determines the

stochastic robustness of a linear, time-invariant system by

the probability distributions of closed-loop eigenvalues,

given the statistics of the variable parameters in the

plant's dynamic model. The probability that all of these

eigenvalues lie in the open left-half s plane is the scalar
measure of robustness.

With the advent of fast graphics workstations and

supercomputers, the stochastic robustness of a system is

easily computed by Monte Carlo simulation, and results

can be displayed pictorially, providing insight into

otherwise hidden robustness properties of the system.

The method is computationally simple, requiring only
matrix manipulation and eigenvalue computation, and it is

inherently non-conservative, given a large enough sample

space. Furthermore, the analysis of stochastic

robustness is a logical adjunct to parameter-space control

design methods [11-14]. Details of the approach and

examples are given in the sequel.

PROBABILITY OF INSTABILITY

Consider a linear, time-invariant (LTI) system of the
form,

x(t) = F(p)x(t) + G(p)u(t) (1

y(t) = H(p)x(t) (2

where x(t), u(t), y(t), and p are state, control, output, and
parameter vectors of dimension n, m, q, and r,

respectively, accompanied by conformable dynamic,
control, and output matrices F, G, and H, which may be
arbitrary functions of p. The plant is subject to LTI
control,

u(t) = Uc(t) - CH(p)x(t) (3

Uc(t) is a command input vector, and, for simplicity, the (m

x n) control gain matrix C is assumed to be known without
error. The n eigenvalues, _i = _i + joi, i = 1 to n, of the

matrix [F(p) - G(p)CH(p)] determine closed-loop
stability and can be determined as the roots of the

determinant equation,

Isln - [F(p) - G(p)CH(p)]l = 0 (4

where s is a complex operator and In is the (n x n)

identity matrix. System stability requires that no
eigenvalues have positive real parts. The relationship
between parameters and eigenvalues is complicated.
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Even if F, G, and H are linear functions of p, the

associations between p and the _.i are nonlinear, and

there is the further possibility of products of parameters in

the feedback term. Consequently, while small-parameter-

variation sensitivities of the eigenvalues can be estimated

by linear methods [10], the hopes for generally applicable

analytic expressions are slim.

Putting aside the mathematical intricacies, note that

the probability of stability plus the probability of instabili_
is one:

Pr(stability) + Pr(instability) = 1 (5

Stochastic robustness is achieved when the probability of

stability (instability) is large (small). Since stability

requires all the roots to be in the open-left-half s plane,

while instability results from even a single right-half s

plane root, we may write

Pr(instability) _A_p = 1 - _pr(a)dt_ (6

-co

where t_ is an n-vector of the real parts of the system's

eigenvalues, pr(a) is the joint probability density function
of c, and the integral that defines the probability of

stability is evaluated over the space of individual

components of o.

Estimating the probability of stability of a closed-loop

system from repeated eigenvalue calculation is a

straightforward task. Denoting the probability density

function of p as pr(p), eq. 4 is evaluated J times with each

element of pj, j = 1 to J, specified by a random-number

generator whose individual outputs are shaped by pr(p).

This Monte Carlo evaluation of the probability of stability

becomes increasingly precise as J becomes large. Then,

_p N(amax -<O)r(a)dc-- lim J
-0o J -> _,

(7

N(.) is the number of cases for which all elements of a are

less than or equal to zero, that is, for which amax < 0,

where amax is the maximum real eigenvalue component

in a. An important feature of this definition is that it does

not depend on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors retaining

fixed structures. As parameters change, complex roots

may coalesce to become real roots (or the reverse), and

modes may exchange, relative frequencies. The only

matter for concern is whether or not all real parts of the

eigenvalues remain in the left-half s plane. The stable

space of _ is a hypercube with one comer at the origin and

all other comers at various infinite points.

There is, of course, no limitation on admissible

specifications for the multivariate pr(p): it may be

Gaussian or non-Gaussian, as appropriate. Rayleigh,

correlated, and any other well-posed distributions are

admissible, the principal challenge being to properly shape

(and correlate) the outputs of the random-number

generator. In practice, system parameter uncertainties

are most likely to be bounded, as typical quality control

procedures eliminate out-of-tolerance devices, and there

are physical limitations on component size, weight, shape,

etc. The rectangular (uniform) distribution is particularly

interesting, as it readily models bounded uncertainty, and

it is the default distribution of most algorithms for random-

number generation. Given binary distributions for each

parameter, in which the elements of p take maximum or

minimum values with equal probability, the Monte Carlo

evaluation reduces to 2 r deterministic evaluations, the

result is exact, and the probability associated with each

possible value of p is 1/2 r . Similarly, the distribution for r

parameters, each of which takes w values (i.e., for

quantized rectangular distributions), can be obtained from

w r evaluations; the probability of acquiring each value of p

(for equally probable parameter values) is 1/w r.

Histograms and cumulative distributions for varying

degrees of stability are readily given by the Monte Carlo

estimate of ;pr(a)dt_, where Z represents a maximum
-¢,o

real eigenvalue component, and _,o < Y. < ,o. The

N[(Z - A) < amax <- Z]
histogram is a plot of j vs. Z; A is

an increment in Z, N[.] is the number of cases whose

maximum real eigenvalue components lie in the increment,
and J is the total number of evaluations. The histogram

estimates the stability probability density function, pr(Y.),
which is obtained in the limit for a continuous distribution

of Y. as A -> 0 and J -> 0o. The cumulative probability

distribution of stability, Pr(Z), is similarly estimated and

N(amax < Z)
presented as j vs. Z, the exact distribution

being achieved in the limit as J -> **. Consequently,

P = 1 - Pr(0). (8

The regions of varying stability degree are hypercubes in

t_ space, each with one comer at the n-vector Z = [Z X Z ...

Z] T and all remaining corners at appropriate infinite
locations.

When has stochastic robustness been achieved? The

answer is problem-dependent. In some applications

involving bounded parameters, it will be possible to

choose C such that P = 0, and that is a desirable goal;

however, if admissible parameter variations are

unbounded, if C is constrained, or if the rank of CH is less

than n, the minimum P may be greater than zero. C then

must be chosen to satisfy performance goals and one of

two robustness criteria: minimum P, or P small enough to

meet a reliability specification (e.g., one chance of

instability in some large number of realizations).

STOCHASTIC ROOT LOCUS

While it is not necessary to plot the eigenvalues (or

roots) of eq. 4 to determine or portray stochastic
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robustness, stochastic root loci provide insight regarding

the effects of parameter uncertainty on system stability.

Consider, for example, a classical second-order system

whose roots are solutions to the equation

s 2 + 2_(onS + (On2 = 0 ( 9

Suppose that the damping ratio (_) and natural frequency

((On) are nominally 0.707 and 1, respectively, and that

each may be a Gaussian-distributed random variable with

standard deviation of 0.2. Allowing first _ to vary, then

(On, 100-sample scatter plots of the roots are obtained

(Fig. 1). These root loci are immediately recognized as

following the classical configurations of root locus

construction [15], with the heaviest density of roots in the
vicinities of the nominal values. The density of roots

depicts the likelihood that eigenvalues vary from their

nominal values if either damping ratio or natural frequency
is uncertain. These stochastic root loci include branches

on the real axis and in the right-half s plane for large
enough variations of _ and (On.

¢
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Figure 1. Stochastic root loci of a second-order system with Gaussian
damping ratio or natural frequency. _ -- 0.707, O)no= 1; 100 Monte
Carlo evaluations.

a) Effect of _ variation with 0.2 standard deviation.

b) Effect of (On variation with 0.2 standard deviation.

If both _ and (On are uncertain and uncorrelated (i.e., p'

= [_ (on]T), the scatter plots become "clouds" surrounding

the nominal values; Fig. 2a is one representation of the
resulting stochastic root locus based on the calculation of

4,000 samples. Further understanding can be gained by
plotting the density of roots in a third dimension above the

root locus plot. This is done in two steps. The first step
is to divide the s plane into subspaces (or "bins"), as in

Fig. 2b, and to count the number of roots in each bin as a

sampled estimate of the root density p. The result is a

multivariate histogram, with c and (o serving as

independent variables. Complex root bins are elemental

areas, for which PA is defined in units of roots/unit area.

Real root bins are confined to the real axis; hence, PL

measures roots/unit length.

The second step is to portray the root density

distribution. This can be done by brightening or darkening

the bin outlines (Fig. 2b), graphing contours of equal root

density on the two-dimensional plot, or by plotting an

oblique view of the three-dimensional histogram or root

density surface, as in Fig. 2c. The plotted surfaces would
become smoother as the number of evaluations increased.

Numerical smoothing also can be applied (judiciously) to

account for sampling effects on the plotted surface. For

this paper, the graphical presentations are relatively

crude, but it is apparent that more sophisticated graphical
processing, including the use of false color, hidden-line

removal, surface generation, and shading can be applied to

good effect. Root densities along the real axis present a
special problem for 2-D presentation, in that their

distributions are linear, not areal; oblique 3-D views

provide a satisfactory alternative.
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Figure 2. Stochastic root loci of a second-order system with Gaussian
damping ratio and natural frequency. Co= 0.707, Ono = 1;4,000 Monte
Carlo evaluations.

a) Scatter plot.
b) 2-dimensional binned representation.
c) Oblique 3-dimensional representation.

There is an ostensible relationship between pr(T.) and

p; however, the relationship may be multivalued and
ambiguous. When considering instability, distinction must
be made between the number of cases with right-half-

plane roots and the number of roots in the right-half plane.

For example, a third-order system with a complex pair of
roots and a real root can be unstable with 1, 2, or 3 roots

in the right-half plane, yet N would be incremented by one

in each case. A high-order system with real roots could

be unstable with one or more roots in the same right-half-

plane bin. Again, N would be incremented by one,
although the bin's p depends upon the number of roots it
contains.

A STOCHASTIC ROBUSTNESS EXAMPLE

Reference 16 provides a linear-quadratic-Gaussian

(LQG) design problem with a closed-loop system that is

nominally stable, but whose stability margins become

vanishingly small as control and estimation gains become
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large. That example is used here for a demonstration of
stochastic stability robustness. An unstable second-order

plant,

[x11_i-111rx11[O]uIll] (10:t2J - Lo l_l Lx2J + + w

z=[10] x2 +n (11,

is to be stabilized by an LQG regulator with controller
cost function matrices,

and disturbance and measurement-error spectral density
matrices

[11]W=W 1 , N=N= 1 (14,15

The corresponding LQG control and estimator gains, C
and K, are [ 16]

c = (2 + _) [1 11= [c c] (16

K=(2+ 4_)ll llT=lkklW (17

If the actual control effect matrix is G = [0 It]T rather than

[0 1]T, eq. 4 can be expressed for this problem (with the

state consisting of the original state and its estimate, x T

= [Xl x2 21 _21), as,

(s-l) -1 0 0

0 (s-l) Itc Itc

-k 0 (s-l+k) -1

-k 0 (c+k) (s-l+c)

= s4+c3s3+c2s2+cls+co = 0

(18

Using Routh's criterion, Doyle showed that It remaining in

(a,b) = {(1 + 1/ck), [1 - (k + c - 4)/2ck]} is a necessary

condition for stability to be retained [17].

Consider two cases with different LQG gains. In

Case 1, c = k = 4 (the limiting case as Q and W approach
zero), and in Case 2, c = k = 100. Because

Cl=k+c-4+2(it-1)ck, co =l+(1-t.t)ck (19,20

the characteristic polynomial can be expressed as

s 4 + c3 s3 + c2s 2 + (k+c-4-2ck)s + (l+ck) + Itck(2s-1) = 0

(21

which is a root-locus problem with I.tck taken as the gain.
The nominal roots are found with tl = 1, and they are

Case 1 kl-4 = -1,-I,-1,-1 (22

Case2 _.I-4 = -0.01,-0.01,-98,-98 (23

Three features are immediately evident. The root locus

gain is proportional to ck; hence, la has a greater effect on
the root locus in the latter case. There is a transmission

zero at +1/2 that will draw one root into the right half

plane. The excess of poles over zeros is three, indicating

that additional instability must occur for large magnitudes
of (It - 1). There will be either one or two unstable roots

among those going to infinity, depending on the sign of
(It- 1).

The stochastic root locus plots based on 3,500 Monte

Carlo evaluations with p = It corroborate these

predictions (Fig. 3). It is assumed that It is a Gaussian

random variable with mean equalling (a + b)/2,

representing a bias from the nominal It used to determine

the gains, and standard deviation of (b - a)/2. In both

cases, the root distributions are skewed and/or multi-

modal, and each of the branches has a pronounced peak.
Few roots lie near breakaway points, but rather

accumulate nearer to the transmission zero or infinity.
Figure 3a shows three of the five possible un.stable

branches, while for the higher gain, only two branches

reach instability. Figure 4 indicates that the resulting

Pr(Z) are non-Gaussian. The corresponding probabilities

of instability P are 0.48 and 0.33, indicating that the

resulting distributions are dissimilar, even though the

standard deviations were equally scaled for each case.
(When the Case 1 standard deviation is used with Case

2's gains, P climbs to 0.96.)

_x_,,,ll_l'__ ,,. If@
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r,r(X)

-_" _ 3.0

zo1
-ILl .O 0.2
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Figure 3. Stochastic root loci for the Doyle LQG counterexample.
Gaussian parameter uncertainty with mean = (a + b)/2 and standard
deviation = (a - b)/2.

a) c=k=4, b)c =k= 100
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Figure 4. Histograms and cumulative probability distributions for the
Doyle LQG counlerexample. Gaussian parameter uncertainty with
mean = (a + b)[2 and standard deviation = (a - b)/2.

a)c=k=4, b)c=k= 100

Now consider two similar cases in which _ is a
random variable with uniform probability in (a,b). For
Case 1, Figures 5 and 6 illustrate how the stochastic root

locus and probability distributions are bounded in

comparison with Fig. 3a and 4a. In this example, the
bounds given by Routh's criterion are not the actual

stability bounds, and the probability of instability is non-

zero. For Cases 1 and 2, the probabilities of instability P
decrease to 0.27"and 0.01, respectively, as some unstable

values associated with the tails of the kt distribution have

been eliminated. Naturally, if t.t had been uniformly
distributed just inside the actual stability boundaries

(0.9243 < _ < 1.0625, for c = 4), ]? would be zero.

_)
am

Jta _1.0

Z.O ,', 1'.9 .,, e c

Figure 5. Stochastic root locus for the Doyle LQG counterexample, c =
k = 4. Parameter uniformly distributed in (a,b) = (0.875,1.0625).
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Figure 6. Histogram and cumulative probability distribution for the
Doyle LQG counterexample, c = k = 4. Parameter uniformly
distributed in (a,b) = (0.875, 1.0625)

Using Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR) [17],

linear-quadratic (LQ) robustness can be fully recovered.

Recovery as a function of design parameter v (W--vWo)

for Case 1 is illustrated in Fig. 7 through both singular-

value analysis and the stochastic root locus. The LQG
return difference function in this case is a scalar, and the

singular value is identically the return difference function:

l+a(s) = I+C[sI-(F-GC-KH)]-IKH[sI-F]-I G (24

The original LQ stability margins are not fully recovered
until v > 10,000 (Fig 7a). Figure 7b illustrates the

mechanism of recovery: increasing v pushes two

eigenvalues to higher frequencies and decreases the

variation in the two roots near the origin. Based upon
3,500 evaluations and a Gaussian I.t variation, the present
analysis estimates P to be zero when v >100.

°Iv =x°°°° _//Iv =mo-

-I"6

-2C

-30 v=O _"

IC-4 I0-5

Po0.39

'I..O 4.0

-,i.e _ o - ,4.0 _ o -Be -'LO

Figure 7. LQG/LTR applied to the Doyle counterexample.
a) Unstructured-singular-value analysis.
b) Stochastic root loci

COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES
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The validity of the Monte Carlo analysis is dependent

on the number of eigenvalues computed, the number of

varying parameters, their probability distributions, and
required confidence levels. The number of evaluations

required can be related to the number of varying

parameters by considering uniform probability
distributions. Quantized uniform distributions

approxtmate contmuous uniform distributions, approaching
them in the limit as the numbers of discrete parameter

values go to infinity. Given n Monte Carlo evaluations of

a system with r continuous uniform parameters, the result

is, at best, equivalent to results computed

deterministically for a system with r uniform parameters

quantized in w levels, where w = n l/r. Conversely, the

number of evaluations should be of O(tzwr), where w is an

acceptable level of parameter quantization , and ¢t >> 1.

Note that in a 10-parameter case, direct equivalence to

OF POOR QUALITy
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ten parameter quantization levels requires over 10 billion

evaluations, while 10,000 evaluations yield results that

are equivalent to a quantization level less than three.

Work remains to be done in associating small-sample

evaluations with confidence levels of the histograms and

the resulting probability of instability.

If _max is monotonic in the individual elements of p,

then evaluation results for the binary probability

distribution denoted by (Pmin,Pmax) circumscribe results

obtained for continuous or quantized distributions with the

same limits. In this case, a conservative estimate of P is

provided by the associated 2 r deterministic evaluations

based on binary distributions.

Because each Monte Carlo evaluation can be

calculated independently, determining stochastic

robustness is a task well-suited to parallel computation.

Eigenvalue computation speed is linear in the number of

processors, and results from separate processors need be

consolidated only at the final stage of display.

CONCLUSIONS

Stochastic robustness offers a rigorous yet

straightforward alternative to current metrics for control

system robustness that is simple to compute and is
unfettered by normally difficult problem statements, such

as non-Gaussian statistics, products of parameter

variations, and structured uncertainty. The approach

answers the question, "How likely is the closed-loop

system to fail, given limits of parameter uncertainty?" It

makes good use of modem computational and graphic

tools, and it is easily related to practical design

considerations. The principal difficulty in applying this

method to controlled systems is that it is computationally

intensive; however, requirements are well within the
capabilities of existing computers. The principal

advantage of the approach is that it is easily implemented,

and results have direct bearing on engineering objectives.
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